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ABSTRACf

The general argument of the thesis is that the design of broadband antennas demands a thor-
ough understanding of the factors influencing the current distribution on antenna wires. Spe-
cifically. current distribution concepts are used to improve the evaluation and design of small
broadband antennas for the high frequency (HF) 2 to 30 h-1Hzrange. The current distribution
on an antenna governs its input impedance, radiation efficiency and radiation patterns.

The efficiency and impedance performance of known antennas were obtained using the
NumericalBlectromagnetics Code, NE~. method of moments program. Factors influencing
the current distribution on these antennas were id~ntified. Staggered loads 'were used on a
novel antenna to achieve a better cmrent distribution than that on existing antermas. NEC2
and measured results for the staggered loads antenna (SLA) indicate superior performance to
known antennas of similar geometry. The SLA efficie~cy is higher than 40 percent and the
voltage standing wive ratio, VSWR, is less than 2.5 over the 3 to 30 lVfHzband.

The long computational time of NEC2 analysis fIusttates the natural iterative design process.
The complex algorithm also makes it difficult for the engineer to relate antenna performance
to design parameterS. Two desi~ tools, in which complex theory was minimized by using
cunent distribution principles. were developed 31ld tested to overcome the difficulties with
NEC2. TheoIy was developed to analyze 'two dipoles inter-connected by a ~:tansmission line , "

" .
(DID theory). A free space current distl,bution was assumed to exist on the dipo~.eswhich
allowed the use of conventional transmission line Md circuit theory for their analysis. An
antenna consisting of two dipoles and a transmission line was optimized using the. WID

,;,

theory. The perfonll2llCe of the unique DID antenna is ccnsideri.~ly better than thatibf an
optimized traditional fan!dipole. The efficiency is higher than 50 percent with the VSWR
lower than 2.5 over I ? to 30 MHz band. TIle DID theory obtains results more than a thou-
sand times faster than NEC2 using a PC AT compatible computer. The second analytical
technique exploits the similarity between the current distribution on dipole antennas to that
on transmissiQn lines. Existing theory based on this analogy assumes lossless transmission
line theory-and uniform line parameters. A new non-uniform, lossy transmission line math-
ematical model of loaded dipole antennas was formulated. The lossy line theory was tested
by analyzing a number of loaded dipole antennas. Comparison to NEC2 results are presented
to demonstrate the accuracy of this method. Analysis using the Lossy Line theory is about a
hundred times faster than using NEC2 on a PC AT computer.
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NEO g"nerated radlation patterns are presented for an the antennas studied to enable an
assessment of their performance in an HF environment. Specific examples of HF antennas
are presented but the findings are applicable to other frequencies and scaled antennas,
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Thesis Statement and Approach
The overall contention of the thesis is that manipulation of the current distribution 011 the
wires of broadband antennas is the essence of their behaviour and hence design. Designers of
these structures should therefore endeavour to manipulate the current distribution to their
advantage using various techniques. Suitable methods of manipulating the current distribu-
tion on the antenna wires are considered, new antennas are designed using this knowledge
and simplified theories to predict the current distribution are developed. The input impedance
and radiation efficiency are presented versus frequency later in the thesis rather than the
actual current distribution. The current distribution governs both these parameters (and in fact
ail other antenna parameters) where the input impedance is a function of the current at '~,he
feed point and the efficier ...,y b 8. function of the current through resistive components, The
approach is hence rather to relate both input impedance and efficiency to the current distribu-
tion in O'.tJer to '·'ustrate how this primary parameter influences practical antenna behaviour.

c'

Antenna ba.¢'Width in the w.m rofea to the co"'J~ril..'Yof input impedance with frequency.
'" -.', \

Power );\o$t in resistors. incorporated to reduce ari\.~!UUl input impedance variation., causes
1/ .1

reduced radiation efficiency. The variation in radiation efficiency with frequency is therefore
of considerable concern as will be shown later. Antermt radiation patterns are also of con-

'I

side1'lbte imporbmce in order \O.deacrmine the overall value of an ante'bil.. An investigation
presented later showed that tile radiation patterns of simpl~ antennas present quite a suitable
crrmpromile for omnidirec1ion:al. shott distance HF communications. Radiation pattern con-
trol QlJer the HF band is shewn to be unrealistic using such simple geometries. Input impe-
dance constancy. accompanied by maximum radiation efficiency, is hence emphasized, since
maximum benefit is obtained by optimizinl these parameters. Rndiation patterns of RIlteMa
considered are examined towards the end of the document again to validate this approach and
allow a full asses\unent of ~tenna value.

Many broadband High Frequency (HF) antennas have been desiKned in the past with the
emphasis usually on impedance constancy which is easy to measure. Their performance was
often not fully quantified due to the lack of avai' :>iemethods. Modem computational tech-
niques were used during this study to determine the full performance of popular existing
antennas. The previously unknown radiation efficiency in combination with the input
impedance present a more complete picture of broadband antenna behaviour.

.)
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The method of moments (Hanington. 1961) was used to compute the performance of existing
antennas as mentioned above. Two problems were encountered when attempting to use this
method to design new antennas:

• the mechanisms which cause a particular current distribution are Jften hidden from the
user when using the method of moments

• the method of moments is computationally intensive and the time between presenting a
problem and obtaining results frustrates the natural iterative design process.

Suitable mechanisms to achieve broadband performance Were identified by analyzing the
detailed results produced by computer simulation. These mechanisms may be used in a quali-
tative manner to ~sign improved antennas (Fourie and Austin. 1987). Furthermore the
lwow1edgc gained from analyzing the peifonnaace of specific classes of antennas was
afterwatds uaed to c»velop simplified design theory. The simplifications were made possible
by ignori.~g upects which result in small performance variations and only implementing the
esaendal theo:y governing the dominant chancteristics. Improved HF broadband antennas
were eben •• iped to ~~~flrate tne .uitabiUty of the u:chnlque. developed.

Tht ~ pl~~~~hY ~ l\bove wu inve$tip1ed using the approach which is Nm-

maril'led below:
Q I •

• Al1. investiption to obt!.m, the antenna. performance requirement for short i(.Hstli'lCeHF
commuDic.ationI.

• An. inVOS\iption into the problems associated wit,h simple broadband antennu and tech-
niques U) increase their b~th.

• An cxaxnination of computational issuea involved in shnulation of the antemlU of
interest.

• ;l'Ibe ,evalUlltion of a number of existing simple broadband HF IIltexmu using the method
,.of moments antenna analysis program. NEC.

• TIle development and eV,duanon of· a simple theory far the design of centre loaded
multi-wire an~fUW.

/1
.. The dcvelop~pnt of a method exploiting the analogy between transmission lines and

dipole antennas as well as verification of its performance.

.. Design of impro\-ed broadband HF antennas using the simplified theory.



\\\,
>\
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Experimen~\~erification of the performance of novel antennas and comparison to exist-
. . \1ent vetSlon:.;. '

..

Finally the directive properties of various antennas investigated are presented to allow a
full assessment of performance,

A specific contention is that well designed simple broadband HF antennas provide a suitable
tactical aad electrical compromise. Another argument presented here is that simplified theory
is more suitable for the design of specific loaded antennas rather than the more general
method of moments programs. The statements above tie up with the overall contention that
the design of simple broadband antennas essentially in\\olves clever manipulation of the
antenna current distribution, .

c'

•

1_2Justifitatlon for Study
TIle findings presented in. the thesis i.l'e shown to be applicable to the Hf range from 2 to

30 MHl'.. The methods are also believed to be of use at ,oUla' frequencies and by implement-
ina ~alt4 pomett~. PractiCIIl examples used to test re b~ are chosen from known HF
aIlteMU. Novel deaiPI aDd verification of the ~- ~ specifically to the HF ~

if
The HP field also provides traditional examples of the" state of the art, and U5ersof HF com-
~ demand imp.tovcd.limplo broadband antenna! to Illit modem: applications.

Broadbatw1 ~ employirl, simple structum with minimfzed ,profiles and mass are of
primary ta..... This intmest __ fftD a renewed in~ in the HP band fer lon, distance
~ dcspi., the fa~ enjoyed by .tdlkc and orher relay baed "stems in
rcc:e:it~~. 'llte poptdarity of relay based syscems it due to the higher fn:quencies c0m-

monly used whidt ~ low power icvels. high bandwidth.. small antennas and high fidelity.

large initial capital outlAy is required to eS&b~sh the, infrastructure (lines, relay stations
or satellites) which is often not within the capabilities of small users 01:' developing
countries.

.. the~e systems aae very vulnerable. during times of war • even satcllites will be threatened
w~n developments such a! the Sil:uegic Defence Initiative (SDI) come to fruition.

\I
The second disadvmtage is ~learly of considerable concern to the military since modem war-

'c fare relies exceedingly on radio communications for command and control.

•

~-3-
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The disadvantages of the relay stations stated above give a few reasons why HF communica-
tions is regaining popularity. Broadband antennas are of particular interest for HF communi-
cations since:

• ioncspheric variations dictate different optimum frequencies at various umes and

to D:t(,~erntrends in HF communications are towards frequency agile operation due to the
improved resistance to interference and security for tactical communications ( Dawson
and Darnell. 1985 ; Rogers and Turner, 1985; Townsend, 1985 and many others)

• real time channel evaluation (RTCE) techniques are increasingly uSC&'to optimize use of
Ionospheric conditions (McGregor et al, 1985) and ideally require antennas capable of
operation at any suitable frequency.

Ionospheric variations requite relatively slow frequency changes (of the.i-<~i¢rof hours) while
f're9.uency agile communications may demand many changes of frequency per second. From
an antenna desip point the only feasible methods of accommodating such frequency changes
are:

• the use of fast: automatic antenna tuning uWtJ (Am's) or

• the ute of antennu with an inherently Iar:c impedance bandwidth.

Automatic AW's involve consi&erable electronic complexity and hence decreased 1'eUabil-
ity. ATU', also consume relatively large amounts of DC current with resultant heating of
these units (Royce, 1985 and Wilson, 1985). Broadband antennas on the other hand employ
only passive components which is un atttactive feature. TIle main disadvantage of broadband
antennas. ~ially when, they are elec1rica11y small and admple. i~lower radiation efficiency.

I' ,/

Modem frequency agile;;lystems requlre much less radiated power for acceptable communi"
cation. Broadband ~....fulas therefore present an acceptable solution as compared to a techno-
logical tour de force in AID development (Wilson. op cit).

Most of the well known broedband antennas suitable for tactical application were designed
well before the advent of the modern computational techniques for antenna analysis. Design
methods were therefore largely empirical with mainly intuitive analytical techniques to pro-
vide qualitative estimates of performance.

The impedance bandwidth of an antenna is usually defined in terms of the voltage standing
wave ratio, VSWR on the feedline to the structure. Measurement of VSWR is relatively
simple. Most simple broadband antennas employ S01l'lC form of resistive loading in order to
broaden the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. Resistive loading results in ohmic losses
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and hence a reduction in the radiation efficiency. The empirical determination of antenna
radiatien efficiency at HF is usually very difficult if nOI~impossible. Early designers therefore
realized that efficiency was sacrificed for bandwidth but had no way of quantifying this loss
and therefore freqvently ignored this parameter. Efficiency is a key parameter in defining the
performance or simple broadband antennas and impedance bandwidth has to be viewed in
conjunction with efficiency to as~)essthe value of an antenna.

I:,
'~"

A convenient method to determine the efficiency of wire antennas is p., rvided by modern
computational techniques. For wire antennas of moderate size in-terms of wavelength the
method of moments solves Maxwell's et.}U~~:-~,if) yield the complete current distribution.
The antenna impedan. ..-e and efficiency are ijet >di from the current distribution which deter-
mine the performance of a structure. Traditiolthl designs may therefore be investigated using
computational techniques and their performance determined. Such evaluation is important in
providing insight into the important mechanisms governing the behaviour of these antennas.
Once these principles have been grasped. the way is clearly open to improve traditional
designs as well as to develop new antennas with desirable properties.

TIle method'of moments based computer program. the Numerical Electroma~etics Code
(version "2), NBC, provIdes a rigorous method of assessing antenna performance. Analysis
using NEC2 is time co1uuming due to the computational complexity of the method of
moments. ~"1tenna design is by nature iterative and requires numerous evaluations of vari-
ations of a generic structure. It is therefore desirable to develop faster method! to do rapid
analysis of specific structures. It is advantageous if such techniques reveal the mechanisms of
operation to the user by virtue of the mathematical model or simplification of the structure.
Fast methods need. not be general and absolute 8CC1;:,racy is of lesser concern. Faithful repro-
duction of trends tc aid optimization is of more importance. Once a suitable antenna has been
designed using such a rough technique its performance can be more accurately deterrained
using the method of moment or by measurement. The final part of this research programme is
therefore concerned with the development of convenient methods for the design of specific
antennas.

1.3 Thesis Layout
The thesis layout is briefly outlined to conclude this chapter.

• The secoad chapter provides background to this study. An overview of HF communica-
tions, with emphasis on the requirement for broadband antennas, establishes the rel-
evance of the research. An outline of the definitions and limitations imposed on
broadband antennas follows. The typical radiation patterns of loaded and unloaded.
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dipoles in various configurations and environments are examined and related to their
suitability for short disrance omnidirectional HF communications. General methods of
increasing antenna bandwidth. which were found in the liter=ure, are critically exam-
ined. The literature survey reveals thtt broadband Perf01mance using simple antennas,
necessitates the '1Seof resistive loading. The resultant decrease in radiation efficiency is
difficult to measure and it is apparent that a numerical solution method is imperative.
The method of moments, which is a well known computational technique for antenna
analysis, is reviewed at the end of this chapter. Special e~asis is placed on the model-
ling techniques applicable to simple broadband antennas.

• In the third chapter traditional broadband antennas are examined to indicate the part
played by manipulation of the current distributic:~·-vi' their performance. The analysis of
various existing antennas is done for the first time using modem computational tech-
niques which provide the complete performance. Once the methods for manipulating the
current distribution are understood. a novel antenna benefiting from these rmdings is
developed and the improvement in its performance is illustrateU. Antenna input char-
acterbtics over the frequency band are considered, since these parameters are of main
interests. The directive properties of the antennas studied in this chapter are presented in
chapter S. together with those of other antennas considered during the research.

• The fourth chapter deals with the development of simple techniques to analyze the per-
formance of two general types of antennas. 'I'hdJe methods capitalise on the essential
mechanisms: $iQV~' the current distribution and hence impedance and efficiency~, ")\

bandwidth of aIlU::1lnu. 'The. intrinsic properties of the antenna are used in the mathemat-
ical models. The argument is that the engineer can relate the antenna performance to
these simple models which aids in the design process. The validity of computed results l,s
demonstrated by comparisons to NCC2 and measured results. The improved perfdrm-
ance of antennas obtained using the simplified methods is' shown to indicate the design
benefits.

• The fifth chapterpresents the radiation pattern results of antennas considered in chapters
J

3 and 4. The background study on radiation patterns in chapter 2 indicated that the direc-
tive properties of simple antennas are difficult to manipulate without increasing the com-
plexity of geometries. In addition it was noted that the radiation patterns of typical
simple broadband antennas are suitable albeit not ideal for short range tactical HF
communications. A design approach which emphasized input impedance and radiation
efficiency was hence persued. The radiation patterns of all antennas evaluated are hence
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presented in this chapter to demonstrate the validity of this design approach, A brief
assessment of the suitability of the antenna patterns produced for short range, tactical,
HF communications is also performed.

• In the concluding chapter the findings of this study are summarized. Two improved HF
broadband antenna designs and new theory to aid in the design of multi-wire and loaded
dipole antennas are highlighted to show the contribution of the thesis to the field of
antenna design.
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2 REVIEW OF DEF1NITIOl\l;;, ~fETHODS OF ANALYSIS AND HF
BROA;'~BANDANTENNAS
The second chapter provides background concerning the general field of HF communica-
tions. A few terms which are important to this study [~:"~~clarified and theoretical limitations
to antenna bandwidth are considered. The reasons for concentrating on simple broadband
antennas are outlined and known antennas conforming to these requirements are examined. A
brief discussion of a technique for analyzing wire antennas, the method of moments. is pro-
vided. The Numerical Electmmagnetics Code (NEC2). which implements the method of
moments, is briefly reviewed. Modelling aspects which were found to be imponant for

( \ simulating the performance of the simple broadband antennas are emphasized.

2.1 Review ofHF Communications
The main advantage of high frequency (HF) radio networks is the ability to communicate
over the horizon. Most popular latter-day radio links resort to artificial satellites or ~>ther
types of relay stations for long-range transmission. Relay based systems are popular due to
such factors as better noise performaace, lower tran.<;.".~ttel·powers and increased sign81 band-

_-' I

width. In this reahn the very high frequencies (VHFf8nci beyond IlT- typically employedJThe
HF spectrum is however wide't"< l!sed in situations where relay st.ations are not availablej ~i
costly or in some cases not pref~ Recent &velopments, in the military aaena specifically.\.

\\

indicate a renewed interest in this stalwart of long distance communications. ..

The controversial SDI or "Star Wars" project under way in the USA has indicated the vulner-
abillty of Atellites to military intervention (Watterson, Ifl79). Further interest was 5p1t:ked by

1 \ \\

reports on the invaluable role played by HF communications in the Falkland war (Raggen.
1983). Recent prog.cess in broadband. frequency agile (FA) HF systems indicates fl number of
advantages inherent in this method namely: improved resistance to interference and inherent
security for tactical communications (Dawson and Darnell. 1985 ; Rogers and Turner, 1985 ;
Townsend. 1985). Other users of HF'!U'e found in vast rural areas where telecommunication \~
networks are hardly developed, roads: are poor and where relay stations are uneconomical.
Ranis (1982) reported the successful use ofHF by Radio Botswana for collecting local news
from distant outposts. Treharne (1983a) suggested considerable application of HF communi-
cations in the Australian outback. It is significant that NATO planners have budgeted lQ9
million pounds on HF communications projects recently (Noonan, 1981~~BF is thus still or
particular interest to the military and other users who rely on it for various reasons. This
interest is likely to increase in the foreseeable future.
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HF propegation owes its long distance capability to the reflective properties of the iono-
sphere. The it..•osphere enables radio waves at certain frequencies to travel between two posi-
tions on earth via one or more 'hops' from the ionosphere. The frequency band at which the
ionosphere acts as a reflector is a strong function of the ionospheric conditions at the time of
transmission. The ionospheric conditions, which are governed by many variables including
the time of day, the time of year and so'ar activity can only be statistically predicted. The
ionosphere is therefore pivotal in HF communications and dictates the design and application
of such systems. The antenna as a component of the total system must thus be designed with
due regard to the propagating medium as well as the transceiver electronics (Austin, 1985).
Ionospheric propagation in relation to antenna characteristics is considered in more detail in
section 2.2.

The antenna interfaces the transmitter and receiver circuitry to free space and is therefore a
vital component in any radio link. HF free space wavelengths ot 10 m to 100 m necessitate
radiators of comparable size which result in physically large structures. Operational require-

ments on the other hand often require that antennas be simple and as small as possible. Con-
ventional HF antennas are thus limited to geometries such as horizontal, vertical or inclined
wires. Inmilitary and other applications masts of about ten metres high are commonly used
to facilitate erection and reduce the visibility of the structure (Theron, !983). Antennas con-
forming to the restrictions above have been designed for operation at a single frequency (res-
onant aotenna), a number of discrete' frequencies (multi-band antenna) or a continuous range

. , 'hf fr-..qu:;nci~~(broadband antenna). Normally such tactical antennas are used for short
distance (typically up 1000 kID) communications in arbitrary directions. The radiation pat-
terns required for such application ~ discussed in the next section in more detail.

The io~spheric variations menticned ber01.,: \quire the use of different frequencies for oper-
ating a continuous HF link. The problem c~ be addressed by any of the antenna types men-
tioned above. The merit of a solution must be considered in conjunction with the application
envisaged and the combination finally dictates a suitable choice. The usefulness of the three
possibilities therefore should be considered ';nmore detail.

An antenna tuning unit (ATU) is a circuit which matches the input impedance presented by
the-antenna ID the feedline characteristic impedance. The ATU therefore allows simple reson-
ant anteanas to be used at different frequencies. The disadvantage of this attractive solution is
the slow speed of manual tuning or the added electronic complexity involved when tuning
automatically. In addition the system efficiency is degraded by the efficiency of the tuning
unit which is always less than one hundred percent due to component losses. Another alterna-



tive is a multi-band antenna which yields high efficiencies at its design frequencies. Austin
(1986) has shewn that careful frequency management permits the use of a multi-band
gee "Yunder the day-night variations of the ionosphere, Multi-band antennas only operate
on a limited number of frequen~es which render them unsuitable for use in frequency agile
and RTCE systems where continuous frequency selection is required. Ideally broadband
antennas, w~ich provide a good impedance match to the transceiver over a large frequency

,,~\\

band, should'be used.

A fzndamental trade-off exists between efficiency and size in broadband antennas (Hansen.
1981). The result is tha; efficiency is sacrificed to minimize size. The difficulty -,f measuring
efficiency at HF further complicates matters. All of the antennas described above could be
used for poiat-to-psfnt narrow bat'd communication links. The growing interest in frequency
agile radio however demands a re-evaluation of suitable antenna systems.

!he antennas used in experiment-ai and commercial FA systems a!" usn ally resonant struc-
'q.n-escombined with an automad~"ATU (Wil~()n, 1985). New FA ~,";~emswill require much
l~JSpower for acceptable COmII.\i,m;ications. Less cllicient br<)8t\band antennas will hence be a
more acceptable IOlution as ('.oDlpaj~ to a "technological tour de force" in Afro development

I',

(Wilson, op. cit). At the Unite~i States Naval Research Laboratories. where a broadband
approach to Inter Tuk Force Hi< :pomnlunications has been adopted.. this same conclusion

I'
wu reached (Royce. 1985). The li~eratureconfirms mat le;S2 efficient broadband antennas are
therefore an elegant complement tP' FA communications.

Broadband behaviour of HF anle(jlrdS. particularly in. taeticpl applications. mainly concerns
the COlU~y of th~input iIIlpe:(~lncewith freqp.ency~The radiation pattern variations are of

\. -:

lesser eoesequencs as a result ({,'dle general non-diIectionalnature of these itructures. Direc-
tivity is further reduced by their relative proximity to the real earth (Austin. 1986). The typi-

c)

cal r/jdiation patterns of loa&xI ,:nd unloaded dipole antennas are considered illmore detail in
section 2.2 to shed more light on this parameter. The radiation efficiency is more important.
because simple broadband ge!Ol:netries invaria~,ly incorporate resistive loads which lead to
lower efficie, des, The problem that faces tb!e engineer is the analytical determination of
these parameters. Typical antennas of interest can be modelled as single wire geometries
combined with loads to broaden the impedaacebandwidth, Once the current distribution on
any structure has been determined, input impedance ami efficiency can easily be obtained
(Ramsdale, 1978). Unfortunati~ly the complexity of the analysis often belies the simplicity or

k



the geometry (Schelkunoff, 1952). The matter is further complicated by the difficulty of
measuring che radiation efficiency of structures at HF. Efficiency is of paramount importance
in loaded antennas and analytical solutions must be reliable.

2,,2Ionospheric Propagation and Simple Antenna Radiation Patterns
The effect of antenna directivity, which was mentioned in passing before, is considered in
more detail in this section. The section starts off with a brief look at the ionosphere since the
propag.v' »n medium obviously plays a predominant role in ass '~ng the suitability of
antenna directional characteristics. This enables a definition of the reqcirements on antenna
radiation patterns at different frequencies. The patterns of simple loaded and unloaded dipole
antennas in vari,,'1USenvironments and configurations are then examined to assess the general
suitability of horizontal dipole geometries for short distance HF communications.
2.2.1 Ionospheric properties in relation to short distance HF communica ..
tions
A t 'ef discussion of some key aspects of ionospheric propagation is provided as derived
from Braun (1982). This discussion will be limited to aspects necessary in order to relate to
the antenna characteristics presented later.

1he ionosphere consists of several conducting layers in the higher atmosphere, where the
lower air density and pressure allows solar radiation to ionize the gas molecules. The ionized
gas molecules recombine and the relation between ion formation and recombination deter-

.".-:-'

mines the characteristics of the layers. Recombination rates 31"elower at higher altitudes due
to the lower pressure and increase with a decrease in altitude. It follows that lower altitude
layers are present during day time and that only the high altitude layers exist at night time due
to the higher amount of ionized gas and the lower recombination rates, The nature of the
ionosphere is hence mainly determined by solar activity - the most notatfe effect clearly
being due to day-night variation. Seasonal and longer variations in solar activity abo take
place which complicate prediction of ionospheric characteristics.

The three layers normally distinguished are the D-layer, the E-layer and the F-Jayers. These
layers are briefly characterized as follows:

• The Dvlayer occurs at an altitude between 60 to 90 km above the earth. This layer is
typically only present during day-time hours and ion concentrations are usually too
low to reflect HF frequencies. l-1Ffrequencies penetrate this layer ani are attenuated,
with the attenuation decreasing with increasing frequency.



• The E-layer occurs '.it an altitude of 110 km and is generally only present during day-
time. Tne E-layer does reflect lower HF frequencies in some cases.

• The P-layer is the most important for HF communications. Its high altitude permits
long communication ranges and the low recombination rate ensures its presence dur-
ing night time. The layer may be subdivided into the FI and F2 layers, The Fl-layer is
located 110 to 220 km above the earth and as a rule disappears during night hours. The
F2·1ayer is located 225 to 450 km above the earth and is normally present during night
hours where it permits propagation, albeit at lower frequencies. Most Hl"' link planning
assumes reflection from the F2-1ayer.

The highest frequency at which reflectiea occurs for vertical incidence on the ionosphere is
known as the critical frequency, h' and depends on the amount of ionization of the iono-
sphere and hence on the time of day and sun state. Reflection occurs f("f higher frequencies
when the angle of incidence to the ionosphere is decreased. The maximum usable frequency
(MUF) for a specific angle of incidence between the wave and the ionosphere, $. is given. by:

MUF=fcsec+ -(2.1)

The angle of incidence is once again dependent on the communicatioe distance, d. and the
virtual altitude at which reflection occurs, h. The equation relating these parameters using ate
flat earth approximation is:

-(2.2)

The equations above serve to illustrate that the MUF increases with increasing commanica-
,-I i

=tion distance. It should also beclear that the required antenna beam take*Off angle/decreases
with increase in communication distance. Tactical antennas are generally applied. for short
distance HF communications which is considered to encompass the range 0 to 1000 km. The
minimum distance requirement clearly requires neal' vertical incidence or take-off angles
close to 90°, The required take-off angle for·the maximum. distance of 1000 km depends on
the virtual height of reflection. The Virtual height of the F2-layer varies between 225 add 4:50
krn with a typica;)'value around 320 km, This corresponds to take-off angles between 210 and
38° with a value of 32° corresponding to a height of 320 km for a 1000 km path. Ideally the
antenna radiation pattern.should hence' ensure c--verage of take-off angles ranging from 210

to 90° in the extreme, and more typically between 30° and 90°. This characteristic should
ideally be maintained in all azimuth directions for true omnidirectional shon range communi-
cations.
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Another aspect which is of interest in the evaluation of antenna radiation patterns with regard
to ionospheric communications is the frequency requirement. The frequency range depends
on the communication range, solar activity (typically quantified using the sun spot number,
SSN). the season and time of day. Table 2.1 below was generated using the method described
by Brann (1932). The following should be noted:

• Frequency maps for Southern Africa eglon were used, but the general conclusions
would apply to HF communicatloss in must temperate zones.

• Only F2-1aye.rpropagation at a constant virtual height cI 320 km is considered, since
this is the dominant mode normally employed.

.. Two extreme daily variations (OOhOOand 12hOOlocal times) are cossidered,

• January and July values are provided to indicate the effect of seasons! changes

• Sun Spot Numbers (SSN) of 0, 100 and 150 are consideied to take long term changes
in solar activity into account.

• Distances of 0 km and 1000 km are takt.:n into account.

The following interesting points are apparent from this table:

• High take-off angles (corresponding t(i G Ian distance) are mostly required for fre-
quencies not exceeding 10 MHz.

The low take-off angles (corresponding to 1000 km distance) are mainly required for
. frequencies higher than 5 MHz.

• Short nnge HF communications primarily uses frequencies below 15 MHz. Tile only
exception to this may occur when the virtual height of the F2-1ayer is much lower or
during VC~ rare solar ~ycles when the SSN is higher man 150. It should be noter' Ithat
SSN in (excess of 150 OCCUITe\~ for only approximately 2% of the time between the
years 1830 to 1980. SSN's in excess of 100 occurred for about 18% of the time during
the same period. These statistics viewed in conjunction with the data presented in
Table 2.1 hence indicate the importance of the lower frequency ranges. Even the fre-
quencies between 10 MHz and 15MHz are not often required.
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Table 2.1 Frequency requirement for short distance HF communications.

~iUF in MHz MUF in MHz SSN Local time Month 1(Okm) (lOOOkm)

3.0 4.0 0 OOhOO Jan

2.5 3.6 0 OOhOO Jul-6.0 9.0 0 12hOO Jan- ~
5.5 7.5 0 12hOO JuI
1---

4.0 5.2 100 OOhOO Jan -3.0 4.0 100 OOhOO Jul-
10.0 13.0 100 12hOO Jan
8.5 11.5 100 12hOO Jul-
4.5 6.0 150 OOhOO Jan

3.25 4.2 150 OOhOO Jul

11.5 15.0 150 12hOO Jan

10.0 14.0 150 12hOO Jul

2.2.2 Radiation patterns of unloaded and loaded dipoles in free space
The simple HF broadband antennas considered in this research are mainly resistively loaded
~Fles or combinations of resonant dipoles. The patterns of such antencas in various envi-
r~)l1mentsand configurations will hence provide an indication of expected behaviour.

Many of the antennas st~clied later attempt to establish a travelling wave current distribution
in order to extend antenna impedance bandwidth. The Altshuler antenna (Altshuler: 1961)
was taken as represeerative of such antenna types. This antenna, which is discussed in detail
in section 2.5, was scaled to the HF frequency range and studied in a dipole configuration.
The radiation patterns of antennas are represented throughout in terms of directive gain,
which excludes the effect of power lost. This approach allows evaluation of antennas purely
in terms of their directive properties. Other parameters which effect the communication per-
fonnance of broadband antennas, such as mismatch loss and radiation efficiency, are studied
in considerable detail in other chapters.
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The radiation patterns of a free space unloaded dipole and Altshuler dipole (Altshuler, 1961),
both of 75 m length (half wave at lowest frequency of 2 MHz) are shown in figs 2.1 and 2.2
for both antennas in free space. The antennas are both parallel to the y-axis and azimuth radl-
arion patterns (variations in q,) at representative frequencies are shown. The elevation plane
pattern (variations in 9) at azimuth angle perpendicular to the dipole (c> == 0°) is
omnidirectional in the absence of a ground and is not shown. Elevation plane patterns in line
with the dipole (q, == 90°) will be exactly the same as the azimuth plane radiation plane and
will likewise not be shown.

The radiation patterns of the free space dipole (figs 2.1 and 2.2) show a single lobe at lew
frequency with an expected increase in Jobes at the higher frequencies. The patterns of the
resistively loaded antenna (figs 2.3 and 2.4) are similar, except for a more constant pattern
with changes in frequency, Note for instance the similarity between the 2 MHz and 5 MHz
pattern in fig 2.3 and the similar lobes in the 20 and 30 MHz patterns shown in fig 2.4.

r

______ --_~J
Fig 2.1 The low frequency azimuth radl- Fig 2.2The high frequency azimuth radi-

ation pattern of a free space dipole ation pattern of a free space dipole

, .. , .

Fig 2.3 The low frequency azimuth radi-
ation pattern of a free space resistively

loaded dipole

Fig 2.4The high frequency azimuth radi-
ation pattern of a free space loaded dipole
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2.2.3 Radiation patterns of horlzontal loaded and unloaded dipoles at
different heights above a perfect earth
The antenna pattern when mounted above the ground is of more interest however and figs 2.5
to 2.8 show both elevation plane as well as azimuth plane patterns for an unloaded dipole at a
height Qf 12 m above a perfect earth. The elevation plane patterns are taken perpendicular to
the dipole which remains parallel to the y-axis (i, e. variation of f) with ¢ constant at 0°).
Representation of the azimuth plane patterns are problematic since the perfect earth plane
causes no radiation at ground level (S :::;190°). An azimuth radiation plane patterns for
antennas above a earth plane were hence ploned with elevation angle constant at 6()o which is
equivalent to a take-off angle of 30°.

The low frequency elevation plane radiation patterns in fig 2.5 indicate the antenna to be

quite suitable for short range HF communications. Radiation is concentrated in the take off
angles between 30° to the zenith with no pattern nulls in these directions. The elevation plane
patterns at higher frequencies (fig 2.6) show an increase in pattern lobes with nulls occurring
in the required range of take-off angles, Table 2.1 however, indicates that frequencies above
15MHz will very seldom be required for short range communications. The low frequency
azimuth plane radiation patterns showed in fig 2.7 are more problematic. since the antenna is
only olJ.'llI1idirectionalat the lowest fi:'ecluencies. Lobes start to occur at 5 MHz and the number
of lobes (and nulls) increases with increase in frequency. This tendency is continued at higher
frequencies as indicated in fig 2.8~: Ideally a more omnidirectional azimuth pattern is
required. especially for ule main freqUi~ncyrange of interest (2 - 15 'MHz).

it

I-t-,.-
l....- ~ ,__<

- ...- ...
Fig 2.5 Perpendlcular elevation pIaI1:eradl- Fig 2.6 Perpendicular elevation plane radi ..
ation patterns of a horlzontal dipol~~12 m ation patterns of a horizontal dipole 12 m

I,

above a perfect earth. above a perfect earth.
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·.····.,.:.e- _; .. .,,;.c";';·"_>:.'..~--- "-_ ........---Fig 2.7 Azimuth radiation patterns of a

horizontai dipole 12 m above a perfect
earth

'--,

__ --i

Fig 2.8 Azimuth radiation patterns of a
horizontal dipole 12 m above a perfect

earth

The (¢ffect of raising the antenna height to 24 m for the same antenna is illustrated j.,.. rigs 2.9
to 2.12. The elevation plane patterns (figs 2.9 and 2.10) show an increru;",:;. ~'lJOesand pattern
nulls which start to occur at 10MHz. The azimuth patterns (figs 2.11 and 2.12) are very
similar to the ones for a 12 m antenna height.

The increase in nulls when increasing antenna.height is explained by image theory. The
sntenna and its image form an array with spa((' J6qual to twice the antenna height and 1800

phase shift in excitation. As the array electrical separation increases due to an increase in fre-
quency, the pattern naturally becomes more multi-lobed. Lowering the antenna. on the other
hand, will result in better pattern behaviour. but with detrimental effect on input parameters
due to coupling between antenna and the ground plane. The groundlosses when the at~tenna
is mounted over a. lossy ground~so increase. The 12m mast antenna height therefore repre-
Sd"l:,S a suitable compromise for short distance HF communications.

~ .~'!"""'':''''':'-' I"..z~<::~-.' ' ' " />: ~'-"

j~~":~:(:,:'~.\.:..."" ' ~.~).:...):~..'~\ J
:1.-' ..-....,:::--'' .,;,~'" '.. ' ,.-:.. ,/<;"~'.',1' II
. i· ~'... l '.~.,,"'"'. 1 .
. •!:,.' .' ' .•,i:.~.":1:\ •....,.;_~ •.j.1r :

~: .. ~~.~ ...:rr:.." ..
._.-. 0._ .'

Fig 2.9 The perpendicular elevation plane
radiation patterns of a horizontal dipole

24 m above a perfect earth. •

Fig 2.10 The perpendicular elevation plane
radiation patterns of a horizontal dipole

24 m above a perfect earth.
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Fig 2.11 The azimuth plane radiation pat-
terns of a horizontal dipole 24 m above a

perfect earth.

Fig 2.12 The azimuth plane radiation pat·
terns of a horizontal dipole 24 rn above a

perfect earth.

The performance of the Altshuler type dipole, also in horizontal configuration above a perfect
earth, should be compared to that of the unloaded dipole. Image theory mentioned before
suggC;,ststhat the elevation patterns perpendicular to the dipole axis will be the same shape as
that of an unloaded dipole. The absolute values may differ however due to differences in the
azimuth fadlarlol) chamcterlstics. The radiation patterns for an Altshuler type dipole at 12 m
height are given in figs 2.13 to 2.16.

The elevation plane radiation patterns have exactly the same shape as that of the unloaded
dipole when fig$1.13 and 2.14 are compared to figs 2.5 and 2.6. The only difference between
the two sets of patterns is in absolute values which implies that the normalized patterns would
be identical. The azimuth plane radiation patterns at low frequency (fig 2.15) are in general
more omnicUmctional than that of the unloaded dipole. The high frequency azimuth radiation
J)attems (fig 2.16) show tnore lobes than the low frequency case but the nulls are generally
not as deep or frequent as in the case of the unloaded dipole (fig 2.8).
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Fig 2.13 The elevation plane radiatlon pat- Fig 2.14 The elevation plane radiation pat-
terns of a horizontal Altshuler type dipole terns of a horizontal Altshuler type dipole

12m above a perfect earth. 12 IT! above a perfect earth.

Fig 2.15 The azimuth plane radiation pat- Fig 2.16 The azimuth plane radiation pat ..
terns of a h~.rizontal Altshuler type dipole terns of a horizontal Altshuler type dipole

,i!

12 njl above a perfect earth. 12 m above a perfect earth,

Figs 2.17 to je.20 show the same sets of radiation patterns for the Altshuler type antenna at a
height of 24itll. The same changes in elevation plane patterns (figs 2.17 and 2.18) as in the
case of the unloaded dipole are observed when increasing the antenna height. Once again the
azimuth radiation patterns (figs 2.19 and 2.20) are not much altered from those observed at
lower mounting height. The comments regarding optimum antenna height given before arply
to this antenna, The important factor to note is ths· the elevation radiation pattern. which is
the important parameter relating to HF communications, is mainly affected by antenna height
above ground, Thill parameter is hence difficult to manipulate during design without increas-
ing the antenna complexity. The general elevation plane performance of loaded and unloaded
dipoles is however generally acceptable for short range HF communications, This study
hence strengthens me argument that radiation pattern can be largely ignored during design
optimization due to constraints imposed by the simplicity of the geometry.
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Fig 2.19 The azimuth plane radiation pat- Fig 2.10 The azimuth plane radiation pat-
terns of a horizontal Al~wer type diJlOle tems of a h1)rizontal Altshuler type dipole

r--

I

I
I
1
I

I
___ I

- .___ ""..w:
,..•. "IO_L _

Fig 2.17 The elevation plane radIation pat ..
terns of Iiborizontal Altshuler type dipole

24 m above a perfect earth.

1

24m above a perfect earth.

r

_ ,e!lle I- ..-L_. __.l
Fig 2.18 Tbt'l elevation plane radiation pat-
terns of a horizontal AltslfLller type diiJOle

24 m above R perfect earth.

24 1!1l above a perfect earth.

2.2A Radiation patterns of dipoles mounted inall Inverted-v configuration
A configuration which is often employed in practice is the so-called inverted-v antenna
mounting. This allows the antenna to be mounted on a single mast with the feed point ilt the
top of the mast and ~t antenna wires sloping towards the ground. The Altshuler type antenna
was modelled in this configuration on 8. 12 m centre mast with the wires sloping to a final
height of 2 m. The radiation patterns for this configuration are shown in figs 2.21 to 2.24.

The low frequency elevation plane patterns (fig 2.21) once hgain consist of single lobes, suit-
able for the required application and the higher frequency patterns (fig 2.22) having multiple
lobes which are similar to those of the horizontal dipole. The azimuth plane radiation patterns
(figs 2.23 and 2.24) are similar to those for the horizontal dipole with the main difference
being the lower radiation broadside to the antenna at 10MHz.
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Fig 2.23 The azimuth plane radiation !'~!. Fil: 2.24 The azimuth plane radiation pa~.J
terns of an ~verted-v Altshiller type dipole terns of an inverted-v Altshuler type dip(;le

wi(~ 12m.yoast height above a perfect 'with 12m mast beight above a perfect
earth. earth.

2.2.5 Iaftuence of differ~nt ground models on loaded antenna radiation

Fig 2.21 The elevation plane radiation pat-
terns of an inverted-v Altshuler type dipole

with 12 m mast height above a perfect
earth.

((

pattern

,--
I

....__.~t

:::::== ,J
Fig 2.22 The elevation plane radiation pat ..
terns of an inverted-v Altshuler type dipole

with 12m mast tieightabnvt a perfect
~ff~.,

\
',I

The patterns for tt.e same inverted-v antenna on a 12 m mast were also obtained when the
antenna is moun~ above a real (lossy) earth (figs 2.25 to 2.28). The patterns were generated
using the Fresnel reflection coefficient option in NEC2 and average ground parameters of
0"=0.01 mS and e,= 20 were specified. The radiation patterns above the real earth are in gen-
era! very similar to those above the perfect earth. considered before. The most notable differ-
ence is the reduction in the depth of the nulls in the high frequency elevation plane patterns
(fig 2.Z5).



There is some doubt as to the valitl\ty of the Fresnel reflection coefficient approximation at
the low frequencies. The NEC2 man\lal states that dle more ri.,~orousSommerfeld method
should be used when structures are closer than 0.2 wavelengths above ground. This condition
is violated below 5 MHz for an antenna height of 12 m. The two ground models can be com-
pared by studying the patterns for 2 and 5MHz shown in. .":6S2.29 to 2.32. These figures
indicate that the Fresnel reflection approximation is quite suitable in terms of radiation
pattern representadon.

Fig 1.27 The uimuth plane radiation pat-
terns or an iaverted-v Altshuler type dipole

with 12m mast height above a loay
(Fresnel) earth.
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F'1I2.24i The eI,.vat!on plane radiatlMl pat-
lems of aD iDverted-., Altshtder type ~

with 11m mast belrbt above all-I
(Fresnel) earth.

Fig 2~ The w.muth plane radiatioo pat-
terns of an invp.rted ..y Altshwer ty~ dipole

with 11m mast height above a lossy
(Fresnel) earth.
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Fig 2.30 The elevation plane radiation pat-
terns of an inverted-v Altshuler type dipele
on a 12 m mast above a lossy (Sommerfeld)

earth.

Fig 2.l9 The azimuth plane radiasion pat-
"'nS of an lnverted-v Altshuler type dipole

on 12 m mast above a lossv (Son;ulerfeId)
earth.

'-- ,--l

Jt'ig 2.:U The azimuth plane radb/~tion pat- Fie 2.32 Tbe elevation plane radiation pat.
terns of an Inverted-v Altshuier t:ype dipole terns of an inverted-v Altshuler type I~ipole
on 12 m mast above a lossy (Frs/Ilel) earth. on a 12 m mast above ~ lossy (Fresnel)

i .

earth.

......" ......,....---_.__,-...

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~...

2.2.6 Problems with representing radiation patterns using two dimensional
cuts.
Antenna radiation patterns are inherently three dimensional and hence some information is
lost in a two dimensionli~ representation. Radiation patterns consisting of a single main beam
are less problematic since'ihese are normally adequately represented using two perpendicular

'I

cuts through thO';beam axis. The problem of representing the patterns of non-directional
anl~~nas such as the ones studied is more severe. The method used in chapter 5 employs the
same elevation and azimuth cuts a:sused in this section with an additional elevation plane cut
orthogonal to the cut perpendicular to the dipole axis. This is probably the most complete pic-

I

tore which can be represented wiihout overwhelming the reader with data. There is a possIbil-
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ity that the chosen method of representing patterq,s may lead to some incorrect conclusions.
This is best illustrated by considering figs 2.33 amd 2.34. A number of azimuth cuts are
shown for the Altshuler type antenna in an inverted-v configuration 12 m above a perfect
ground plane at 30 MHz. The problem with evaluating the omnidirectional nature of this
antenna using a single cut is dearly illustrated. Nulls at specific elevation angles do not
necessarily occur at other angles. Care should hence be taken when evaluating the directional
characteristics of these antennas. The representation of 2.33 and 2.34 would give a more
comprehensive picture, but since this will have to be repeated for all the frequencies the
reader is likely to emerge more confused than enlightened. Normally the three cuts men-
rioned before present a reasonable indication of antenna performance and are sufficient for a
qualitative analysis. This is certainly true at the lower frequencies.

/'II

Fig 2.33 Azimuth radiaUon patterns at dlf· F!g 2.34 Azimuth radiation pattems at dif·
ferent elevation angles for' an ,Altshuler
type inverted-v antennsl at 30MHz

ferent deva1ion angles for an Albbu .....er
type lnverted-v antenna at 30 MHz

(!

2.2.7 Conclusion on radiation pattern characteristics of simple dipole
antennas

II
\1

The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation presented in this section:

oj Shun range IfF communications requires elevation plane illumination between take-
eff angles of 30° and '90°.

• Frequencies between 2.5 and 15!-.ffiz are most important for communication over a 0
- 1000 km link.

• The radiation patterns of n-:aveilingwave antennas mounted in a inverted-v configur-
ation on a 12 m mast present a suitable compromise to the stated requirement.

• The Fresnel ground reflection approximation is suitable for modelling real ground
effects on radiation patterns,
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The patterns of simple dipole antennas have characteristics which are difficult to alter
without resorting to more complex geometries.

• One should exercise care when evaluating the two dimensional radiation pattern cuts,
since the patterns are inherently three dimensional. This is not normally it problem at
low frequencies, but may result in incorrect conclusions at higher frequencies.

2.3 Antenna Bandwidth ..Deflnltion, Terminology and Implicatiens
Bandwidth of antennas is rather nebulously defined by Stutzman and Thiele (1981: p 260) as
the upper and lower frequencies for which satisfactory performance is obtained. Usually such
"satisfactory performance" refers to either the pattern or impedance constancy of a structure
with changes in frequency. Subsequent research findings suggest that it may be prudent to
add efficiency performance to this list when relatively small broadband antennas are studied.
In the case of HF antennas the bandwidth of interest is naturally 2 or 3 - 30 MHz (Maslin,
1987). and TrehL'TaC (1983b) aptly named geometries with this bandwidth "whole-band"
rather than broadband.

The typical non-dUectional low gain nature of tac.tical antennas indicates their pattern con-
stancy to be of lesser imponance (Austin. 1986) when optimizing simple broadband HF
amcmau~ The radiation pauems ultimately playa very important part in HF communications
IS sbown in. detail in the previous section. The radiation patterns of typical dipole antennas
~ve I ~ earth wu ihown to be s, ')uitlble COmpromi.IC fOt" short range HF communica-
.,'

doni. The studies pn:sel1t,ed in section 2.2 also suggest that this pll1meter carLYlot be altered
sipitlelndy 'fIitMut ft:SOl1iJl, to men complex geometrlea. Vtry often input chaxacteriStiCI
CR be mtft ~...ufully modified ad adap!Cd while maintaininJ a simple geometry. DIe
Htenna desipel' is hence f0ter4 to disreprd radiation pal1em aDd rather maxlmize radiated
pow« (Gnabs, 1966 ; Ouert1er and Collyer, 1973 ; Harris, 1982 ; Treharne, 1983 and Wll-
son. 1985). Radiation patterns shoold thus be ignored when designing and optimizing simple
HF broadband antennas. The patterns of d'..e ~u studied in the following chapters will
however be examined in Chapter S again to verify this approach as well as to allow a com-
plete assessment of the antennas which were studied and evaluated.

The more common.ly encountered measure of broadband performance in this class of
antennas is the impedance bandwidth commonly expressed in terms of the ,~oltlge standing
wave ratio. VSWR. op thefeedline, The expression for VSWR in terms of the voltage refleC-
tion coefficient:, P..., is:



VS\'VR
-(2.3)

where

-(2.4)

and Z. is the antenna input impedance and Z" is the characteristic impedance of the feedline.

Clearly the-optimum value of VSWR is unity, since this corresponds to the matched case, that
is when Zi =Z". The impedance bandwidth of an antenna will be defined as the frequency
range for which the VSWR is less than some predefined value. The sensirlviry of the rrans-
miner electronics generally indicates that a maximum VSWR of 2: 1 is tolerable before output
power is reduced. or damage results. This value will therefore be considered as a yardstick for
evaluating impedance bandwidth. Topics that need to he addressed are the pracdcal and
theoretical limitations in achieving such performance using broadband anrennas,

\'[ ,

The strUCtUntllimits are usually determir:ed by t17-especific application Tac~cal J.eployment
j,

is of prilnaty concern in this investigation and Tlieron (1983) provided a few gu, 'A.lin~'l:

• Mast height should be minimized,

• Mast and antenna should be easy to erect

• Antenna profile should be minimized, implying the use of thin wire construction.

As is often the case in engineering. the laws of nature oppose these ideals. The Chu-Harring-
ton limits (Hansen, 1981). which are reproduced. in fig 2.35~ illustrate the fundamental ~.ta-

tions, The Chu-Harrington limits apply to broadband HF antennas at the lower frequencies
where the antenna length is in the order of half a wavelength and illus~tes the general
dilemma. facing the designer of such antennas.:"

Impedance bandwidth is related to the quality or Q factor of the antenna, The Q factor is the
ratio of the stored energy in an antenna (or circuit) to the dissipated (due to radiation or
ohmic losses) energy present. Stored energy must be minimized and hence the Q reduced for

>\
broadband antennas (Treharne. 1983b). Fig 1:35 shows that radiation efficiency must be
sacrificed if the effective length is reduced in low, Q at broadband structures. The values in
Ch~HarringtoG"~Wts were obtaintii by assuming that all possible wave modes are excited in
a sphere enclo'sing W'" laiuating structure. Dipole antennas do not excite all wave modes so
they will never act:~vethe limiting (ideal) case. The Om-Harrington limits serve to highlight
the effect of size on radiation efficiency.
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Fig 2.35 Consequences of tbe Chu-Harrlngton limits (after Treharne, 1983b)
,',

Efficiency is hence an important parameter in th0 design and evaluation of simple broadband
antennas. Efficiency is often degraded as a result of the reduction in dimensions brought
about to satisfy practical constraints. The fact that radiation efficiency of HF antennas is par-
ticularly difficult to measure compounds the problem (Smith. 1977). Efficiency can practi-
cally only be determined by summing the power radiated over a full hemisphere. Radiated
power has to be measured in the antenna far field and at HF the typical wavelengths this
requires the use of an aircraft to do so. VSWR performance viewed in isolation is misreading
and therefore an indication of efficiency is necessary. //f
Evaluation of efficiency in later chapters considers only the losses due,,ro resistive compo-
n~nts in the antenna structure. Losses due to finite wire conductivity are normally neglected.
Fitzgerrel (1965) showed that a typical half wave dipole constructed of 2 mm radius copper
wire has an efficiency of 99.3 % at 10 MHz for instance. Losses due to 'wire conductivity are
hence much less than those due to resistive components and neglecting these will cause negli-
gible errors. The efficiency of input traesformers are similarly ignored since these have been
shown (Sevick, 1976) to have efficiencies exceeding 99% over the HF band.

The last parameter which may be of importance in defining antenna bandwidth is the polariz-
ation of the antenna. Fortunately polarization plays a negligible part in sky wave propagadon
and may generally be chosen for convenience of antenna design Q1taslin, 1987 : 105).
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2.4 The Power Radiated Ratio (PRR)
As explained before, tleither the VSWR, nor the efficiency provide complete figures of merit
in isolation. A more worthwhile measure of broadband performance should incorporate both

of these parameters. A ratio, named the Power Radiated Ratio (PRR), is defined for the pur-
pose of this study to be:

PRR :: power radiated/power radiated by a matched, lossless antenna.

=: (forward power - ohmic losses - reflected power}!forward pcwer

The PRR is the fraction of power radiated by a real antenna compared to the power radiated
by an ideal antenna. The ideal antenna is assumed lossless and perfectly matched to the feed-
line, Both poor matching and any decrease in efficiency would thus reduce this ratio. An
expression for this ratio is developed as follows:

-(2.5)

where:

P, is the power tta.nflferred to the antenna;

PI is the forw8!d.)~ to the antenna;
Pr is the power reflected by the antenna.

P, r,
........=r 1---
PI PJ

':.!~l_IVrt'a
PI IVI"
where VJ is the incident voltage on the antenna and Vr is the voltage reflected by the

antenna, If the voltage reflection coefficient, PYi is now defined to be V,IVf equation (2.7) can

-(2.6)

~(2.7)

be written as:

P, 2p= l-ipvl
f

But from 2.4:-

*{2.8}

~(2.9)
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where Zj is the input impedance of the antenna and Z" is the characteristic impedance of the

feedline.

Since efficiency,

P,__
l11=--P,

-(2.10)

The PRR is defined. at the outset to.ee the product of the mismatch factor and the efficiency
factor or mathematically:

P, P"'_lPRR:-x--
PI r,

Replacing equations 2.8 and 2.10 gives:

PRR:::11.(1-1 p, r) -(2.11)

The only values necessary for calculating this ratio are Zit the known Zo and the efficiency,

'fl. The PRR thus provides a composite picture of antenna bandwidth with both efficiency and
impedance matching (VSWR) taken into account In section 2.6 a rigorous numerical method
to obtai.'l.these parameters will be discussed in detail, The PRR is clearly dominated by the

II

efficiency for well matched antennas. but during an optimization phase the VSWR may be
high and the PRR is the obvious parameter to maximize,

2~5Different Methods of Obtaining Broadband Performance
Three different methods of achieving broadband performance were identified from the litera-
ture:

• Employing self scaling. or angular structures

• Increa :ng antenna thickness

• Loading antenna with partially resistive loads

The first involves antennas that are naturally "self scaling". Self scaling structures can be
specified in terms of angles rather than in linear dimensions (Balanis, 1982: p 414). Angular
geometries will have to be infinite in extent to be completely frequency independent. '~lun~
cared structures however do achieve broadband performance over a limited frequency range.
A well known antenna utilizing this principle is the log periodic dipole array, LPDA, (Isbell,
.1960) illustrated in fig 2.36.
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Fie 2.36 The log-periodic dipole array geometry (adapted from Stutzman and Thiele,
1981: p295)

Tbc LPDA is fed ~t. the shortest dipole end. Vcry little power is abscrued by the dipoles
which are shorter than their resonant lengths since these dipoles are capacitive and present a
severe mismatch. Moit of the power (and cm:rent) is concentrated about the antenna active
region. The active region is made up of dipoles which are close to resonance at the spe...'ific
fteque~~y. Fmquency changes :merely shift the location of the active region on the LPOA and
hence t& rt:rm "self scalin· ",

lit "

The envelope of this ."tructure as determined by t!'>}~enerating J~e a is expressed in terms
,/1' -i,

of the scale cxtur -r as: i
/'-

-(2.12)

and the spacing factor, a, is defined by:

d.
()=-

U.
-(2 •.13)

\~(
\1
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The longest element, L1• is chosen to be approximately half a free space wavelength at the

lowest frequency of operation. The shortest element LN is similarly made about half a
wavelength at the highest frequency of operation. Reliable curves for 't and (J in relation to

other LPDA parameters were published by (Peixeiro, 1988). Peixeiro's design graphs
together with the required frequency range facilitates the design of such a structure. It is
instructive to obtain an indication of the size of a LPDA antenna use over the HF band; the
longest element would be at least 50 m with the total lengt.'1of the structure being of the same
order. Clearly this size is not very suitable for tactical applicarionsl

A second well known method for achieving broadband behaviour uses electrically thick
structures. It has been known for many years that thicker wires have a broader bandwidth

when compared to thin ones (Rarnsdale, 1978). Solid antennas of this type are not feasible at
HF because of practical constraints . Thicker structures rpay be approximated by vestigial
emulation using a number of thin wires spaced apart by much less than a wavelength. An
electrically "thick" conical r~"Jnopole is illustrated in fig 2.37

Fi12.37 A practical wire HF conical monopole

The current distribution on thin dipoles is approximately sinusoidal (Balanis, 1982). The
input current, which determines the antenna input impedance, therefore varies rapidly with
changes in electrical length. The and-restmant condition, which occurs when a dipole js about
a wavelength long, causes tl. current minimum at the feed po'nt, The current minimum is very
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smail (almost zero) for thin dipoles which gives rise to high impedance peaks. The ratio of
maximum to minimum values of the current distribution on dipoles therefore determine the
dipole irr.pedance bandwidth. The current deviates from its sinusoidal nature as the antenna
thickness increases, Mathematically the current may be represented by a sinusoidal term with
an additional cosinusoidal term added to it. The amplitude of the cosinusoidal or quadrature
term is a direct function of the wire thickness and increases with wire thickness (Balanis,
1982: 128 and Woolf, 1988: 54). The two sinusoids are out of phase by 90 degrees and add-
ing them hence reduces the ratio between current distribution peaks and troughs. Thicker
wires hence exhibit less impedance variation as a result of a more constant current
distribution. The same argument clearly applies for monopoles since they may be similarly
treated analytically using image theory.

Conical monopoles yield good broadband performance with relatively high efficiencies (Ma-
son, 1963). but are suitable due to their size. The two general. antenna types described
above are large and complex to achieve broadband performance whereas the applications
addressed here require just the opposite.

A thud and more practical way to achieve broadband performance is to allow only travelling
waves to flow on simple dipoles. Travelling waves in this instance refer to the current dis"
tribution on a structure and implies that no current is reflected from the antenna terminations
Travelling waves therefore result in little circulating or stored energy. The resultant low
Q-value of the antenna implies a large bandwidth. The analogy to a transmission line tennin-
ated in a load equal to its characteristic impedant!e is evident. The input impedance of a
matched transmission line is independent of freqJrncy since only travelling waves exist on
the line. Resistive loading seems to offer an edsy solution to the problem of increasing

f
antenna bandwidth. The problem is ~~atall the power in this case is !rpssipated in the load
since the radiation efficiency of a transmission line is zero. Real antenna geometries also do
not lend themselves to a simple method of termination, These principles have been used with
some measure of success with the pioneering work of Altshuler (1961) being of special sig-
nificance.

An appropriate resistor is positioned one quarter of a wavelength away from the end of a
thick antenna as shown in fig 2.38. The "open circuit" at the monopole tip is converted to a
virtual earth point at the load by the well known quarter wave transmission line impedance
transformer principle. The antenna is effectively terminated in its characteristic impedance in
this way. This type of termination, in analogy to the matched transmission line, ensures that
only travelling waves exist between the feedpoint and the load,
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Fig 2.38 Altshuler's resistively loaded monopole

Frequency ('hanges unfortunately alter the electrical length of the terminating section. The
electrical tlp:<.:.k:zr.ssof the monopole increases the bandwidth which partially compensates for

\.\

small changes in the terminating section electrical length. Altshuler measured the impedance
of this antenna and showed tilat it was more or less constant over a 2: 1 frequency band. He
estimated the radiation efficiency to be 50 percent .. Approximate theory (Maclean, 1973)

()

yields radiation efficiency of 45 percent for the frequency where only travelling waves exist
between feedpoint and load which supports Altshuler's estimate. The radiation efficiency
over a larger frequency band remains uncertain and Maclean'! theory does not allow for this
to be calculated. A 10:1 or 15:1 bandwidth is required to cove~ the IfF-band and this simpli-
fied antenna is not adequate. The increase in bandwidth while ~~g the same dimensions will
result in lower efficiencies in accordance with the Chu-Harrington limits mentioned before.

The broadband antennas mentioned above are either large and complex. or small and ineffic-
::':.~

ient. A combination of electrically thick structures and some type of loading (sometimes of a
log-periodic nature) provides a reasonable compromise in practice.

2.6 Method of Moments
The increasing availability of powerful computers in recent years led to the development of
numerical methods to evaluate the performance of antennas. The most useful technique for
analyzing HF geometries is the wen known method of moments, described by Harrington
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(1968) and others. This method involves a numerical solution to Maxwell's equations for
connected wires where the electrical dimensions are not larger than a few wavelengths (Stu~z-
man and Thiele, 1981: Ch. 7). The size limitation is a result of the computer time and the
memory required to solve a problem, since both rise exponentially with an increase in
dimensions. The structure is divided into a number of straight wires. which are then further
subdivided into smaller segments, The method of moments primarily solves Maxwell's equa-
tions to yield the current on each segment. All other antenna parameters are easy to compute
once the ~J~llcurrent distribution and geometry of l' t'ailiating structure are known. The
method of moments prevides a useful alternative for e \ lating antennas since it is difficult
and expensive to measure efficiency at FIF.

The computations performed while solving a method of morr,."'lltsproblem bear no obvious
relation to the actual antenna. The designer is hence removed from the electromagnetic mech-
anisms governing the behaviour of an ~\ntenna.This often leads to emphasis on results rather
than observing the fundamental mechJnisms involved in a gkren structure. Such physical
insight is invaluable when a geometry is optimized or developed. It is true to say that com-
~uter hardware ang. 'software are not sophisticated enough to generate optimized desig..': in
isolation. Design tccbniques are addressed ag~ in late)' chapters and simple models, of

Ii

specmc antennas are proposed. The operation of ~f:!ealgorithm to obtain solutions using these
\\,

simple models is clear to the design engineer. An:~timate>unde~tan.diHg of th~design pre-
cess is therefore retained, allowing intelligent optiL,1izationof aLhcnnas. EngUibing judg-

',', "'.

ment and insigrt are always crucial in evaluating or ~veloping antennas .
., "'\'

The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (version 2). NE~ is reviewed in the subsequent sec-
tion. A section on modelling techniques then hig!'iiights th~ problems encouotered while
modelling HF antcnnu. Appendix A ~rovides b~kg:l'j ::,-\d ~ the theory of the method of

"" ..'
moments itself.
2.6.1 The Numerieal Eleetremagnetlc Code version 2, NEC2
A powerful method of moments program. NEC2. was used for the detailed evaluation of
structures. The size of antennas t.'1atmay be simulated is only limited by the computer used
for execution. A special feature of NEC2 allows modelling of an imperfect earth which may
be used to determine the effect of a real earth on antenna performance. Other special features
of NEC2 are the Il10Cfellingof solid surfaces. tbe option of8pe(.ifying incident wave forms as
sources, calculation of near fields and antenna interaction cakulatlons, These features were
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not used in this research and will not be commented upon any further. The main features of
this code will be reviewed in broad outline. For full mathematical and programming details
the manual by Burke and Poggio (1980) should be consulted,

NEC2 uses the Pocklington integral equation for currents on thin wires. Dirac delta functions
are used as weighting functions with basis functions consisting of three terms. These terms
are a constant, a sine and a cosine. Amplitudes for the bases are related such that their sum
satisfies the. bouadary conditions for current and charge at the segment ends. The basis func-
tions have been found t;) produce rapid solution convergence. An added advantage is that the
fields from the sinusoidal currents are easily evaluated in closed form.

The NEC2 S~ has three opriens for ground planes:
,~,_,-,,;

• A perfect ground plane can beused.

• An imperfect ground may be modelled using the Fresnel plane-wave reflection coeffi-
cients when the antenna is at a height of approximately 0.2 wavelength or more above
earth.

.. For antennas less than 0.2 wavelength height the rigorous Sommerfeld method is used
to determine the interaction between the antenna and a real earth (Burke and Poggio,
1980).

The first two types of ground planes approximately doubles the processing tin::r.e. The Som-
merfeld method however increases the processing time approximately fourfold.

- ,_)

NEC2 alJO~arrows two different voltage source models for transmitting antennas. These
models are:

• An applied E-fi~ld lJOUICe •
:)

.. A current slope ,ijscontinuity source (also known as the biconical transmission line
source)

(Other types of excitation like plane-waves and current sources are provided. f(ll". but these
excitation methods are of little importance in this research)

2.6.2 Modelltng Techniques
A very important part of a.'!ten,,~ ~imulation is the conversion from the physical antenna and
its susroundings into a mathematical representation. Nal".:U'al!ythe matt smatical model is not
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exactly the same as the real antenna .. The amount and type of deviation that would produce
meaningful. results are of prime concem. The process of converting the physical structure into
a mathematical model is known in general as numerical modelling.

The first important consideration is the limitation due to either the mathematical approxi.na-
lions made in the theory or as result of numerical constraints. Most important is that rhe
method of moments assumes all wires to be thin relative to the wavelength so that only axial
currents are taken into account. As a consequence the following are usually important in any
method of moments code:

II The ratio of wire radius to wavelength

• The ratio of segment length to radius

Co The number of segments per wavelength

The limits on these parameters are usually code dependent and the documentation on the spe-
cific code gives an indication of acceptable values.
Ground Effects

6.4m

1I tl IJ·5~'''I''12.2mi0Ct-j> <1
I 3300. ~ rl
I /

Feed point 0.45 m

20.3m

Fig 2.39 Geometry of the Guettler' and Collyer dipole

The surroundings of the antenna can seldom be ignored when modelling structures at HF.
The effect of different ground models on radiation pattern prediction was already considered
in section 2.2. The effect of the earth, which is often el~ctrica:lly C .e to the antenna at these



frequencies, on input characteristics is also important NEC2 provides facilities for either
modelling an antenna above a real, lossy earth or a perfect earth as was mentioned before.
'l'he Guertler and Collyer's dipole (encountered again in Chapter 3) was modelled in different
environments to illustrate the effects of different ground planes on the broadband antenna
behaviour. A schematic of the antenna is shown in fig 2.39. The antenna was modelled in
three different environments:

• free space,

• 10 m above a perfectly conducting earth,

-10 m above a real earth (0' =0.01. S/m and ~ = 10) using the Sommerfeld ground model.

These cases were investigated using the ~"EC2 code and Impedance results are presented in
fig 2.40:

TIle input impedance of the antenna is seen to be fairly Independent of the type of earth. This
is an important result, since the same actenna requires double the time to evaluate over per-
feet earth and four times as long if a real earth plane is included. These times obviously relate
directly to the costs involved. in the simulations.

if

The ~f~ct of these different environjhents on the structure radiation efficiencies is illustrated
in fiS 2.41.

Good correspondence exists between the real eatth and perfect earth results except at low fre-
:'::)

quencies for this loaded antenna, The free space results also show reasonable correlation to
the others at the higher frequencies because the height above earth, in wavelengths. increases
with incri~ase l.h frequency.
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F'ig2.40The effect of different earth conditions oni1he input impedance of the Guertler
and Collyer dipole,

If the upper half space efficiency. 1'11<' is now considered to be:
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Fig ~.41 Influence of ground types on structure efficiency
- , •. ;c:::

power radiated inupper half srace
1'\"= input power

the following expression could be developed if:

-(2.14)

Pi" is the total power 4nto the antenna.

P, the total power radiated.
P, the power lost in the lower half space (ground) and
P6 the power lost in the structure,

(Pi.-P,-P,)
n - ____.-=--.,,- p.

II!

-(2.15)

But since P,=Pill-P,

(Pr -P,)
11,,= r,

III

*(2.16)

,P,.(Pr -- P 11)
1'1,,="--

PrPilt

(Pi" -P3)(Pr~P,)
11" =. P rPi/f.

-(2.17)
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Equation 2.18 may simplified to a factor representing losses in the structure and a factor
representing losses in the ground plane. therefore:

11..=11,'r\,

where structure efficiency is:

-(2.19)

~(2.20)

and the modification due to ground losses is,

(Pr-P,,)
11, == p"

r

~(2.21)

For perfectly conducting earth and free space 11, is equal to 1 and hence:

The upper hdinwace efficiency is..calculated using :N'"EC2by firstly integrating t.~ power
density in thf l.i~p\!rhslf space numerically. The power radiated in the upper hemisphere is
then compared to the input power to obtain the upper half space efficiency. The effect of the
power lost into an imperfect earth is illustrated in fig 2.42 for the Guettler and Collyer dipole.
The reduction in upper palf' space efficiency is evident for this lossy earth example.

Hansen (1972) demonstrated tha; power lost in a lossy earth becomes independent of height
once the antenna is higher than approximately 0.2 wavelengths. This occurs at frequencies

//

above 6M.HzfOf an antenna at 10m above ground. For frequencies higher than 6 MHz this
loss is also independent of the.~Jlte~na used and is only dependent on the ground characteris-
tics.

This is an important f,mding. since It enables'eomparison of antennas purely ill terms of struc-
ture efficiency. The additional ground losses can be determined by using a graph such as\'fig
2.42 or (for different' earth characteristics) the curves generated by Hansen -.For system
calculations the structure efficiency or PRR must therefore be multiplied by 11,.

Below 6 MHz the ground losses do become dependent on the structure and its height and the
simplified solution does not apply. The loss at these frequencies must thus either be calcu-
lated using a program such as NEC2. or estimatec by noting the trends as given by Hansen's
(1972) work.
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FII2.42 Structure efficiencyand upper balf space emdeney

Effect~of wire length
Th~ wire length waJ\\found to be an important parameter when simplifying a complex struc-
.~. "ftre length in ibis context refers"to the physical length of wire between discontinuities.
Wire length needs w be retained if equivalent performance is to be ~hieved from a
simplified struct:ure. ~~e wire length conccp' is explained using the Guerti&- and Collyer
antenna oeee again (fig 2.39). This structure l:nay be simplified to a single wire wonopole
with the same equivalent radius (Balanis, 1982: p 338) as the two wire dipele. (Fig 2.43)

The wire length phenomenon was mentioned by Kubina (1983) in ~lation to modelling
curved aeroplane surface;' using straight we 'segments, Kubina stired that the length
meas~ along the centaur of a curved SUliMC should be reproduced in the straight wire
model. Common sense indicates t!Iat if a wire is folded right back onto itself the wire length
concept can no longer hold. A computational experiment was performed on a bent wire (Fig
2.44) to determine to what extent the wire length dominates wire behaviour.

1')
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Fig 2.43 Simplirled monopole version of the Guettler and Collyer dipole (Note that the
distances between discontinuities on the monopole correspond to the distances on the real

antenna as measured along the wire and not to straight line measurements).
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"Fig 2.44 Geometry to bvestigate the velidity ot the wire \Iength concept using NEC2
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The resonant length of this antenna was found for different angles of e and a number of l:Jll
ratios. The wire length concept outlined above holds if the resonant length corresponds to II+
12, For angles where the resonant length corresponds to 11 the wire length concept fails com-
pletely. The resonant length versus the angle is plotted in Fig 2.45.

---'1otaller.gih-

I =0.5 m
t-''_---'''-;:;;'-:::'-::;'';:'~::--='-'----------lotallength

.:: 0.1 m

1

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

e indegrees

Fig 2.45 Graph of antenna resonant WJlvelengqt versus the angle with the vertical

The wire length concept remains fflirly valid for angle~ of up to 90 degrees. The numerical
experiment supports the validity of usinl the wire length between discontinuities. The ~re

" ' \\

length prinelple starts breaking down when file bend becomes very sharp ss was expected.

Wire junctions
.: .~,:_--;:;/,) .,

ProbleBJS were at encountered during this research when trying t,. model antennas which
involve a transmission line section. A half wave transmission line (Fig 2.46) was simulated to
establish the reasons for this problem.

The transmisa "n line was modelled with 12 segments iri each of the long wires and 4 seg-
ments each in the horizontal connecting wires. From transmission line theory the input impe-
dance should equal the load resistance. R, for a half wave length line. Whu. the spacing
between wires, s, was more than 0.5 m the calculated input impedance was within 1 percent
of the theoretical vaiue. For values of s less than 0.45 m the calculated impedance was in
error by a factor of a few hundred times (see fig 2.47).
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The problem was observed by Kubina (1983) and stated as follows: 'The restriction on the
relative length c''! segments that form a juncdon, requires that these lengths be comparable
within a factor of five". The limitation is due to the numerical problem of maintaining current
continuity across junctions. The constraint can be expressed mathematically with the aid of
the fig 2.48.

I
• I
I I

~

t.fa J
'" 2.41 Two wire ,Junct- criterloll

Nu.meIdallaccmac)' it ensured far tWo connecting ser}lCl1t1 of lengths Al and A.. if:

- Wire junction

: I -

. ·At 1
S>->-At ,

answers became inact..-urate when the ratio CX(~ 6: t thence conft.rming Kubina' s rule of
thumb.

An ~t implication of ¢sis limitation is that short sections of wire combined wirh very
Jong ones require manj)segments to analj':r.e. Simplifying the model to eliminate short pieces
of wire sometimes provides an alternative method of circumventing this problem.

(;.
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ModelHng two or more wires by single wire with equivalent radius
Increasing the thickness of a dipole antenna naturally produces larger bandwidth. Broadband
HF antennas must typically be in the order of half a wavelength long at the lowest frequency
to obtain reasonable efficiency (Treharne, 1983b). A lower frequency of 2 or 3 MHz implies
dipole lengths of 75 m and 50 m respectively. Electrically thick antennas of this length are
not practical and other methods must be found to increase the apparent thickness. Antenna
thickness is often quoted using the so called thickness factors a, which is given by Woolf
(1938) and others to be:

D=2'1{~ )
where h is the dipole half length and a the radius.

-(2.23)

A thick 8I\teru1& has n of 8 to 15 whereas a thin antenne has n of 20 or more. Achieving
thick antennas at HF frequencies will th.:refore requ~te the dipole diameter to be in the order

II
of 0.2 Inw~ ItS impm:ti.:al. When two thin wiresF in ~hase ~urrent ~nd the ~aCing
betwilCn 'It.VU'U is much le&s than a wavclenatb they ~ve like It Male tbkker wue (Po-
povic, 1984). The equiValent radius. a. of such a~F is given by:

Q,,:: ""(a·s) \'\
, 'I

when" is the thin wire radius and s ill the spacing~rnwires.
The rerJmique 11 often ut:ilised in FJF antennaS to achie\~e moderate thicknes! facton using
thin wires. ClIrk and Fourie (1989) showed that NEC2 f.~tbfully simulates this siroa~on pro-
vidCd that cia is exereiJed with the ~ model. ~!~ results were prodtteed when U!U1g
the ctll'J.'lmt slope discorttinuity source model (som:ce t)' l~ 5 in NEC2 parlance) while the
appUed B-fJ.eki :source (Type 0) yielded. convincing 101utiOilS.

The value of measured results to validate num~irical models
The numerically determined input im~ce of a structure is exceptionally prone to error.
The input impedance is a sensitive panuneter because the ealculanon uses the current on the
feed segment only_ Integrated quantities such as the efficieucy, radiation pattern and gain ~
usually an order of magnitude more accurately determined with the method of moments
(Kubina, 1983). Fortunately the input impedance is the easiest parameter to measure at HF. A
large measure of confidence can be placed on the -nodel employed if calculated and measured

'[
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input impedance shows agreement Empirical results thus play an important part in ensuring
the validity pf the numerical model. Input impedance measurements were extensively used
during this study to validate computer models.

2.7 Summary
Chapter 2 provided background information which was mostly obtained from the literature
and related to this study. The f~t section reviewed the general field of HF communications.
A renewed interest in HF communications for various applications is evident from many
sources. The requirement for broadband antennas in modern HF communication" systems
was established. The practical requirements on broadband sntennas in typical applications
mdicatea the need for simple and small geometries.

n-...t~cond section considered ionospheric propagation in more detail and re!ated this to the ..
required antenna radiation cbaracteristics f111dfrequency range. Short range Hi- eommunica-
tions (0 - 10J0 kIn) was shown tv require take-off angle coverage berween 30° and near verti-
cal. The most impvrtant frequency range for short range W comn:Uinications was-shown \0

. \ !\ •.

be 2.5 MHz to is MHz. 1'be patterns of M'tpie 1~ ;f/~;.~O&tkd Qipules were. thtm
cor..Jidered to age.. their ,,~1:lCrtl suitability for dilit' 4r', .•j,l;f#~' I The radiatiOn panems

'\, . ' ..'
®tained indicate "that,~ antennas em not ideal, b,t a sU1tab~:CompromUre none the less.
The eleftdo4 pWw tadiation ;patt.rnlS were" also shown to be binIy affected by antenna
hCiPt t'''iich. is ~ duc;:m ptactical considerations.~tuimuth radiarlon ~lattern cbJln1Cter-
istics r. both W1loIdod and loaded dipoles in a number o~configurations were very similar. /'
Itwu quito dear dtat pattern constancy and control would requiJc ~-..lXe complJ'o..x geometries
~ can~~ in this cb..""'Ument'/
A brief cn(;'~~_')11(Xl the dcfinidoD of frequency bandwidth followed in the third section.
Impedance bandwidth is of primary ceecem in simple HP antemlU while patt=1l constancy is
arped ttl be less important durin, desi8W phases. The Cllu-Hminamn limits indicate the
•.trade off between radiation efficiency and impedance bandwidth for small antennas, Em-
dency is thus an essential parameter to consider when deterr.hlztJng the value of a broadband

i'l
antenna.

The Power Radiated Ratio. PRR. defined in the founh section combines the losses h.t..~

from reduced "fficiency as ~ll as impedance mismatches. The PRR. variations wi~ fre-
quency therefore provide a unifled picture of antenna bandwidth. .~.
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3 ACHV''1~-'''NGBROADBAND PERFORMANCE BY CONTROLL1NG
WIRE CURRENT DISTRIBt~ION \. \\: ,',
In this chapter known antennas conforming to the'(~)ru~~~ura1requirements outlined in Chapter
,~ are studied. Most of the popular simple HF bro~~lbarl.~antennas were designed before the
advent of modern computiftionaLteehniques. Im~\lce ~~rformance is well documented but

"

radiation efficiency is generally ignored. The difficut~ of'neru:uring efficiency at HF is the
\\ _\

major reason for this neglect. NEC2 is used to eva1tla~ anteh,nas found in. ihe literature. TIle
antenna VSWR, efficiency and the ER.Rare calculated ~.nd gri:~cally examined, The outcome

),~/ /(\\ ",; "

in terms of antenna lengths and load positions indicates \~e va).\~eand importance of careful
manipulation ot the current distributio?(~Suitable 111ethod\~of coutrolling current distribution

\'; -,

were identified. A novel geometry was designed by explo~~tion o~'\the techniques uncovered
during the ..previous phase. The improved performance .:o~ the ney antenna illustrates the
benefits of careful contn>l of the current dimif')tion. ~\n'ed ~:~ts confirmed the com-

\, . -. -"- il \

puted performance of the new design. .... \. .'
"

\1

The antenna qdiation p~tterns Il'ei)not considerM in this chapter for d~rreasons mentloned
befom. The radiadoo patteniJ in tem)S of directive gain. which. does not t\F reduc;ticn ~ue to
power 101l0I into ~t, arc presented in Olapter 5.
3.1 Known Simple Broad~nd HF Ante~'i.and t"-eir Perfermance

" ! ./

3.1.1 The Trehame antenna
r;.d "

!I,.q.e Tldwna pometty ~~~ne, 1983'rE!og"period~"Jly leaded to ~m)brOadband ~"
'formance. "!'be chataeteristic Pnpedance ocaa.~etal conical antenna alx;r1t~a ground plane is

(TrehJiM, op cit): \J 1/
()

Z."138~;' )
;:~.-)
-\,-J -(3.1)

The::eon.tant b.eigtit,-tq-width ratio of (_))seudo-cOnical StruCT\1l'le (see Fig 3.1). results in a
C9QSWlt characteristic impedance of )110hm. Treharne argued that this value of Ch8l."aCteriJ;;e;:"'c

.,/

tic impedance is .rior to others because it is equal to the that of free space,He 'C09!'Ataed
//

that 371 Ohm provides a better match to the propagation medium.

The loads effectively shorten dle antenna with inaeased frequency. The int~l1tionwas to ter-
fI .'

minate the structure in its cha:(4cteristic impedance over the Ffi<' spectrum. Successful termi-

constancy.
nation will ensure a trel/clling wave current distribution 8J.1dhence ensure impedance

)} \~ \ \ ' " jl

I'
I
I
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Fl13.1 The Treharne Antenna

The first load is iDIerb::d at a position on the wire w:ijich is one third of the toW lerigth from
.. eud.. This pl'QCCII is n:peated for subacquen1: loadlt m:atiug the remainder of the stNcture

til the MW ful1lr.qtb.

The ~ inductor (the one furthest ret:IlO'Y'ed from the feed point) was u:".:,Jlit'xl the value
of:

La == 'It, . I (J.1H) -(3.2)

The ~ k" was chosen to be 1.3. The DeXt inductors were found by the: following

equation:

(J.:H)
~(3.3)

The factor 1:.,... is chosen to be 0.9.

The total h .(Cfloa length ira t,

Th~ t;£wtiplication factor of 2 is due to the use of the two par.Ulel wires requiring twice the
inductance ot" single wire version.



The operation of the antenna was explained as follows: a reactance has the same value as its
parallel resistor ( 377 n ) at its so-called "break" frequency. The break frequency, for a spe-
cific inductor is defined by:

MHz
-(3.4)

with the parallel resistor value of 400 n used as convenient app~oximation to the previously
stated ideal value of 377 n.
The parallel inductor reactance is smaller than the resistance below the break frequency and
so allows currents to flow to the next section. The inductor presents a high reactance at fre-
quencies well above this break frequency. The pseudo-conical antenna is effectively tennin-
ated in the parallel resistor with a value close, to its characteristic impedance. The similarities
to the principle used L'1 Altshuler's structure should be evident.

Treharne stated that a 23 m long antenna with a 12m mast produced a VSW,R of less than
2: 1·for frequencies from 2 ~ 30 MHz. He did not mention the efficiency performance of this
antenna.

The antenna described by Treharne was modelled for NEC2 simulations in the inverted-v
configuxation as illustrated in Fig 3.2. The inverted-v configuration does not result in a con-
stant "height-upon-width" ratio. the characteristic that was emphasized by Treharne. Later
results proved. that the current distribution is predominantly determined by the loads on the
antenna. Only second order changf.s result as a consequence of ground interaction. Austin
and Fourie (1986a) showed that the change in configuration does not degrade performance,
The configuration suggested by Treharne, being dependent on It good ground, was less suit-
able from a practical point of view.

The number of segments per wire were varied as frequency was increased to minimize com-
puter run time. The number of segments per wavelength was never less than ten to ensure
compliance with that ,~.1terionin the NEC2 package,

The break frequencies are surprisingly low for this structure. The three break frequencies are
1.1, 2.3 and 3.55 MHz; and these values seem to be very low if operation up to 30 MHz is
desirable.

Treharne's equation to calculate these critical frequencies is incorrect (see Appendix B). The
erroneous equation produced break frequencies of approximately double those mentioned
above. The higher break frequencies are more easily reconcilable with the desired applica-
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h

ELEVATION

FIa·).l The Trebarne anteJma modelled for ~"EC2simuladOll

tion. The inductor values found U!ia, Tidwne·s equa.t:iaDs must hence be halved to yield the
more accepcabIe break ~txmcies of,2.1. 4.6 ami 7.1 M;,;'ir.. The use of biaher bleak
~nciDI illDO way dq'rIdcd the performanOe: 'of the antenna. Austin and F~ (1986a)
showed that U. azstama effieicftcy is worse when the bigher inductor values are used. The
aiDca1 par.no ... of the aaamna ~ given in Table 3.1 with the !l)'mbols refeued to indi-
C!lted. ift FiI3.1. \~,

o
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Table 3.1 Parameters used in the Treharne antenna

Parameter Value

I(m) 23,.27
I,(m) 15.45
I,(m) 10.27
11(m) 6.82
R n 400
L, (J1}l) 20
t, (J.1}l) 14
t,(s.tH) 9

f. (MHz) 2.1
f1 (MHz) 4.6
f1{MHz) 7.1

The antenna performance in terms of VSWR and efficiency is indicated in figs 3.3 and 3.4
respectively. MeU'll1'ed impedance values at spot frequencies are sho'!'::! to indicate the
acc~y of the results obtained using NEC2. Appendix C outlines the experimental method
while Appendix D shows the results in tabular form.

4
3.8
38
3.4
3.2
3

2.8 +ct
3: 2.6
(J) 2.4> 2.2

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1

(_J 0 4

• NEC2

+ Measured

12 16 20
Frequency in MHz

24

Fig 3.3 The VSWR performance or the Treharne antenna
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Fig 3.4 The efficiency of the Treharne antenna

The consequences of the Chu-Harrington limits are clearly reflected in tlie fig 3.4. The effi-
ciency i'5 :tery low when the antenna ilr short in terms of wavelength with gradual improve-
ment fd me frequency is increased, The VSVlR performance over the HF band is acceptable
but the efficiency at low frequencies renders it unsuitable for use in this range. The
performance of the Treharne antenna indi";ates the Importance of considering both VSWR
and efficiency. The lew efficien·cy is due to the large amount of resistive damping employed
in t;1«~ structure. A termination ~iome~ predominantly resistive, when the operating fre-
quency exceeds the bretk frequency. The first break: frequency i~2.1 ]l,ffiz which effectively
shortens the antenna before its designed lower fIequency litnit is reached. Other loads are
~ow their break: frequencies at the lower end of 1ihespectrum but they roo have a significant
I'tt5is~yCcomponent. The ~ifficie~~y is hence further compromised by losses in loads below
their break frequencies. Th~~,PRR shows the effect of both efficiency and the thatching on the
power radiated by this antenna (see Fig 3.5).

"me PRR of this antenna is very similar to the efficiency curve, since the low efficiency is the
major cause of power reduction. The antenna is successful in maintaining a travelling wave
current distribution and hence impedance bandwidth. The severe resistive damping required
to achieve an acceptable VSWR produced mediocre efficiency performance. The dipole
described by Guertler and Collyer uses only one load per dipole ann. Further insight into the
mechanisms at work in these structures will be provided by this antenna.
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Fig 3.5 The PRR of Treharne's antenna

~'.1..2The Guertler and Collyer antenna
An antenn~ known generally as the "Australian Dipole", was described by Guerrler and
Collyer (1973). The lW.IlC is due to its popularity in Australia, where long dista.nces and a
sparse popullttion often require the use of HF communications. Gnabs (1966) in fact first
mentioned the antenna in Germany and he should be ere(&hd for this design. (Fig 2.S is
reproduced apin u Fig 3.6 for c!arity)

The principle of operation of thiI antenna is as follows:

The inductors have a low reactance at low frequencies. The resistors are effectively shunted
to allow current to flow in the two end sections of the antenna. The inductors also add indue-
tive loading to the antenna at low frequencies which make it effectively longer. At higher fre-
queneies the reactance of the inductors increase and the antenna is terminated by the resistor.
The principle is again" similar to Altshuler's antenna discussed previously. The antenna
employs a skeletal thin wire geometry to emulate a thicker structure which broadens the
bandwidth. Guertler and Collyer measured the impedance of their antenna and found that it
maintained a VSWR of less than 3: 1 from 3 to 24 MHz. Gnabs estimated the efficiency to
range from 20 to 60 percent,
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Fig 3.6 The GueA1leNlnd Collyeir dipole

The antenna was modeUed in free space. Care was taken not to violate any of the constraints
in the NEO code and segments were ~'adually increased with frequency. Mon~than ten seg-
ments per \"avelen~ were used at all :ik.quen.cies.The VSWR and efficiency of this antenna
are i!~ustrated in Figs 3.7 and 3.8 respectively with tabulated results in Appendix E. For
comparison the VSWR measured by Guert1er and Collyer (191~) is also shown.

The VSWR perfounance of this anteI.UUlis high in the areas around 13.3 and 19.5 MHz. The

reason ItX' these regions (If bad matching will later become clear when the input impedance is
considered in more d'.:tail. The efficiency of this antenna again confirms the Chu-Harrington
limits qualitatively, since the effi.ciency is worse at low frequencies.
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Fig 3.' The VSWR performance of Guettler and Collyer's antenna
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Fig 3.8 The efficiencyof Guertler and Collyer's r-ntenna

The efficieocy 'is considerably higher than that of the Treharne antenna, The improved effi-
ciency is due to the single load per arm and its position on the antenna, The larger 'number of
variables controlling the current distribution on the Treharne antenna should seemingly
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produce more acceptable results. The conclusion was that the load values and position for the
Treharne antenna should he reconsidered in the light of the computer predicted efficiency. A
redesign, taking efficiency inl ",ount. should yield an improved structure. The Treharne
antenna was in fact successfull, !ffiproved using the lossy line design technique described in
4.2. The PRR of the Guertler and Collyer antenna (fig 3.9) shows definite improvement on
Treharne's version (fig 3.5).

1

0.9
0.8
0.1
0.6

a:a: 0.5a.
0.4

II,

:~j
0.:]

0 4
,
8 12 16 20

Frequency In MHz
24 28

F1a331be PRR performance of the Guertler and Collyer antenna

A slight modification to the Guertlcr and Colly« geometry was suggested by Harris (1982).
He claimed improvement on the Guertler and CoUyer performance by adding a third wire in
parallel with the other two.

3.1.3 The Harris antenna
The Guertler and CoUyer antenna was subsequently modified by Harris (1982) by including a
third parallel wire between the other two wires (see fig 3.10). Harris claimed that his modifi-
cation improved the VSWR to 2.2 due to better emularion of a thick structure.

The structure was simulated in free space and the: VSWR and efficiency are plotted in figures
3.11 and 3.12 with tabulated results in Appendix F.
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Fig 3.10 The Harfb modified dipole
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Fig 3.11 The VSWR performance of Harris's antenna

The improvement in VSWR on the Guertler and Collyer antenna is certainly apparent and
confirms Harris's claims. The efficiency of this antenna (fig 3.12) also shows an improve-
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ment on the original structure. Efficiency arid VSWR are naturally traded off in simple broad-
band antennas. The fact that Harris succeeded in improving both indicates an inherently
better design. The PRR'Shown in fig. 3.13 confirms this statement.
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Fig 3.n EfTiciency of the antenna modified by Harris
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li'ig3.13 PRR of the antenna modified by Harris
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Harris argued that the Improvement was mainly due to the improved emulation of a thick
structure, TIle explanation is valid but Ibelieve that improvement was also due to the differ-
ent length of the centre wire with respect to the ou-er wires. The centre wire provided a
slightly longer wire length to the load. The problems associated with standing waves on the
structure are hence alleviated by the different resonant lengths. The argument is developed
funher in section 3.2 lvhere the effect of the wire length between the feedpoint and the load is
investigated. Manipulation of the wire length is finally shown to yield a well behaved broad-
band antenna.

3.1.4 The resistively loaded fan dipole
A number of different length dipoles connected in parallel has long been known to yield
multi-band performance (Austin. 1986). The frequencies where such an antenna exhibits sat-
isfactory performance are determined by the lengths of the chosen dipoles. A fan dipole ~s~
ents a bad mismatch to L1e transmitter at other frequencies. The introduction series resistors
to the feed point of an antenna increases the minimum value of the input impedance .
.Similarly a resistor in paralIel at the feedpoint Unfits the highest possible impedance. lower-
ing of theimpedance peaks and raising the troughs.¥npUes that improved impedance con-
stancy is achieved. The improved impedance bandwidth is at the cost of power dissipated in
the feedpoint resistors which reduces the radiation efficiency. The fan dipole is illustrated in
Fig 3.14 with the insert showing the feedpoint circuitry.

))

3

Enlargement of feedpoint circuit

Fig 3.14 The resistively l()aded fan dipole
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Austin and Fourie (i986b,1988) developed a Smith Chart based technique to optimize this
type of antenna desi6Il"A fat dipole was proposed with parameters as given below:

Parallel resistor, RTf· : (:67n
Series resistor ..Rs - 2 x 77 = 144 n
Dipole; 1 length .. - 21 m
Dipole 2 length - 30 m
Dipole 3clengili - 50 m

The parallel resistor Iowers the impedance peaks when the unloaded antenna input impedance
is of the same order of magnitude as this resistor. Clearly the parallel resistor does not affect
pertormanze much when the antenna impedance is of a much lower value. At low impedance
regions a similar role is played by the series resistor where it increases the minimum values.
Conversely a small fractioc of the input voltage is developed across the series resistor when
antenna impedance is high which diminishes its effect on performance. The parallel resistor
hence mainly influences the ;!~'tennabehavimr?'lt high impedance regions whereas the series

-, -.'

resistor dominates at low hnflC<iance regions. The overall effect is a smaller ratio between
impedance maxima and minima.producing a more constant input impedance but at the same

"time reducing radiation efficiei.\~Y.

The performance of this antenna was de!eiu:fu:l~ by obtaining the unloaded fan dipole impe-
dances, Z'_. using NEC2:. n~eeffect of the resistors on the input !rl'>:pedanceand efficiency

\.- !, <:

was then found using circuit t!iteory. . '

The input impedance of the resistively loaded antenna, Z_. is determined from normal cir-

cuit theory to be:

-(3.5)

The efficiency of the feedpoint network is found by calculating the input power, the power
dissipated in the resistor nerworkand power radiated by the antenna.

Assuming a unity input voltage the cucrent and power into the total circuit is:
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1
11i>\ 1= IZMt I

-(3,6)

P, =_!_.R
JIJ IZ<wf~ MIl

Power lost into the parallel resistor is:

1
p =--P Rp

-(3.7)

Power lost in the se. ies resistor is:

P" =1/, fl R,
where I, is the current through the series resistor.

1
II" l=,R,+Z'_1

hence:

p = R,
.r IZ'_+R"r

The resistor netwol"k:loss, P, is given is the sum of the two loss componec.s:

-(3.S)

P,=P,+p.
The network efficiency is:

-(3.9)

-(3.10)

The VSWR. efficiency and PRR of the resistively loaded fan dipole are shown in figs. 3.15,
3.1() and 3.17. Tabulat, '\resuits for thii aJ1ter.n.a appear inAppendix O.
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Fig 3.15 The VSWR of the resistively loaded fan dipole
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Fig 3.16 The efficiency (if the resistively loaded fan dipole

The perfonn8~Jn the frequency range below 7 M1iz is unsatisfactory. VSWR peaks at
3.4: 1 and efficiency-~aefu;~ a lower limit of 4 percent. Sharp fluctuations characterize the
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li?W frequency performance of the antenna. The PRR graph illustllUC!J the variations in
rlldiated power due the combined effect of efficiency and VSWR. The pcrformance of the

1.1 ,

8l1tenna ai;Mm: 7MHz ismore satisfactOry.

The fluctuations in PRR 1l'C,p,ueto ~ behaviour of the dipoles used. in this antenna. A dipole
is inherently a ruSh Q device end the ir-- .'edance varlet considerably with frequency. Nor-
mally this would result in a multi-band antenna with useful performance when one of the
dipoles supportl a resonant current distribution. Broadbmd inlpedance performance is
obtained by using the pm.Uel and series resistOXl to reduce ir: dance variations. Efficiency
is hence traded off for VSWR improvement while not alteli..i>gthe shape of the c' .renr dis-
tributton on the dipoles. The current at the feed point is rather manipulated using the resistors
to achieve impedance constancy.

The simplicity of the geometry makes it attractive for practical applications. An antenna with
similar geometry to the resistively loaded dipole, but with increased complexity at the feed
point. was litter designed and isi1discussed ii'i (".J1apter.4.

(I

3.2 The Fourie and Austin Staggered Loads Antenna (SLA)
NEC2 analysis was used in the previous section to establish the performance of the antennas
due to Treharne, Guertler & Cell' r, Harris, and the resistively loaded fan dipole of Austin
and Fourie. The efficiency and \.:;WR behaviour of the antenn= were determined and were
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related to their current distributions. The computed input impedance provided valuable infor-
mation regarding current standing waves on the antennas. The mechanisms affecting the cur-
rent distribution were deduced by careful interpretation of the computed results. The new
insights gained may be used to design an antenna with performance exceeding that of the
others.
3.2 ..1 The design method
The following constraints were placed on the new design to ensure that it may be compared
with the antenna versions discussed before:

• the total length of the antenna will be the same as that of Gu~,hler and Collyer.

• the same load as ill the Guertler and Collyer will be used

• only two wires per dipole arm will be used (unlike Harris' antenna where three wires
were used)

The ')l'leChanismsthat cause undesirable behaviour in the Guertler and Collyer version are
first examined in more detail. 1/

~ Guertler and Collyer antenna is badly mismatched around 12 and 20 MHz. More light is
she4 on this problem by observing the input impedance arofuld ,these frequencies (see Fig
3.18). 'Ibe impedance at 12 and 21 MHz is higb relative to tf~ SYJtem impedance of 300
Ohm. The high resonant input ,impedance suggest! behaviour ;~bling that of a normal
dipole in se called "anti.-re~e". Anti-resonance occurs it{unloaded dipoles when the.
dipole is an in~pr uwclx:r of wavelengths locg. '\

The reason ~ for the impedance peaks was that some antelma dimension is art
inteF number ~velengths 1011& at problfrlJ&tic frequencies. An anti·resonant portion would
support a cm,rent ~, wave with minima at the feed resulting in a high input impedance.
'The aitical pam.!bn the Guerder and Collyer antenna were identified to in\''"Csdgatethis pne.
nomenon (see FJ.g 3.19).
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FiI3.IS The input impedance r.! the Guertler and Collyer dipole.

The lengths are as measured along the wires and are not straight line measurements, due to
the importance of wire length in antenna performance as shown in Chapter 2.

Critical paths identified were:

• The tOtal wire length of the dipole arm, he == 23.3 In

(j
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Fig 3.19 Critical lengths on tile Guertler " Collyer antenna
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• W~ le~,Jrom ~ to load. ht. - 14.9m
(l (\ ..

G W&re 1Cii"..".[from lOad to antenna end, h.='8.43 m
\~ I

The ~~ lenlfhs {n tmms of waVelengths may be related t'l the ~, behaviour of the
Iltlenn. widt the aid of Table 4.1. The relationship between input impedance and d.Upensions
b best ex.pltiDed using the transmission line analon. 'I'he .retctance of the inductor i.more
than double !bat of the parallel resi.dor at f:reqaencies above 6MHz. The antenna is hence
terminated by the retist« ...and k*l1enp. ht becomes unimportant and 'lbe ~jths hx. and 11.
de~ the lmaenu', behaviom.
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Table 3.1 The Critical Dimensions of the Guertler and Collyer Antenna in terms of
Wavelength

Frequency hL in terms of h, in terms of h, in terms of
(MHz) A A A

3 0.15 0.1 1/4
6 0.3 0.2 1/2
9 0.5 1/4 0.7
12 0.6 0.3 0.9 ***
15 3/4 0.4 1.2
18 0.9 1/2 1.4
21 • 0.6 1.6 ***1

',\24 1.2 0.7,\ 1.9
27 1.3 t4 2
30 3/2 0.8 2.3

The terminating impedance, Z'L' as seen at point h :: hL• is clearly the load value, ZL' in series

with the impedance presented by the end section, h.. As long as the end section, h., is a odd
multiple of qua.rter wavelengths (h. == n')J4 ; n odd) the antenna is terminated by the load. For
the terminated case Z'L ,. tL• since the quarter wave end section converts the open circuit at

the dipo~ ends to virtual shott ci.."'CUits. The antenna behaves in a pure travelling wave
fuiuon if ZL is equal to the dipole average characteristic impedance. Foreing travelling waves
between the f'ced point and the load was the main intention in the Altshuler design and it is
apt to call this the "Altshuler condition".

The 'value of Z'L is larger than Zl. at f:req1J.Jrlcieswhere the end section is no longer an odd

multiple of quarter wavelengths. The antenna is not ideally terminated and standing waves
on the antenna secdon, hL, govern the behaviour of the structure,

The distance hL is approximately half a wavelength at 12MHz and one wavelength at
21 MHz. Even multiples of quarter wavelengths, or mathematically speaking the cases where
hL = n}J2 (n: integer,) produce anti-resonance. The input impedance associated with anti-re-
sonance is approximately equal to Z'L due to the half or full wave transmission line trans-
formation. The behaviour of the Guertler and Collyer dipole at 12 and 20 MHz illustrates this
condition. The high input impedances (approximately 800 + jO Ohm) occur since Z'L is large
due to violation of the Altshuler condition outlined above.
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The length hL is also half a wavelength at 9 MHz but does not present a problem at this fre-
quency since 11. is exactly a quarter wavelength and the Altshuler condition is satisfied. The
qualitative method of analysis is confirmed by the low impedances observed at 15 and
4,4 MHz. The length hL is an odd mu1tipl~~;a quarter wavelength at these frequencies which
transforms the high Zj. values to appreciably lower ones.

Two important mechanisms in the operation of loaded structures like the Guettler and Collyer
were identified:

• The a...itenna is ideally terminated with an input impedance approximately equal to ZL if

the end section length. h. =: n')J4 (n odd), The Altshuler condition is satisfied but cannot
be maintained over a frequency range of more than 3:1 (Altshuler. 1961).

.. When the Altshuler condition is not satisfied. Z'l, is larier tha.lj~.~.A length hL = nAIl (n

integer) transforms the high Z'L to the input as was shown for the Guertler and Collyer
structure. The cue where hI:.- riA/4 (n odd) on the other hand converts the high Z'L to a
lower vtlue.

The desian of an. ~ broadband antenna W21.s facilitated by the judicious ilSC of the
principles above.

The regions of poor matching ate only shifted about in frequency if the length hL is varied
with DO overall improvement. The load was thug split into two paral'ielloads with approxi-
mately the: same equivalent impedance as tIM: Ouertler and Collyer load viz. 32 J,1H in parallel
with 600 Ohm (See Pil 3.20). n.e new antenna was called tile S~ Load Antenna,
SLA. due to the ~CIlloid confipralion.

The len.Jths dIat must be optimi=d. in this structure arc ht,1 and hr,.2. A simple program was
wrluen to give 1\.1 and ht_2in terms of wave1cn,&ths at 3:MHz interru~over the HF range. A
combination of h..1 and hL2. where at least one length is approximately an odd multip~ of a
quarter wavelength. was found after a few iterations . This choice of lengths should produce
an antenna with low input impedance regardless of whether the Altshuler condition is satis-
fied or not.

The({OOstsuitable combination found was hLl A 13.5 m and ht_2.. 17 m. The extent to which
these values fulfil the requirement outlined above is indicated in Table 4.2.

"
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Fig 3.10 The Staggered Load Antenna (SLA) geometry .

Table 3.2 CriticalleDgtbs on the Stagered Load Antenna (SLA) in terms of wavelength

Frequency b..1Wt terms ht_2 in terms b.l in terms h.2 in t:nns htl in terms
\i

(MHz) of A. of)., of)., ofA. ofA ~-
3 0.14 0.2 0.1 0.06 1/4
6 1/4 0,3 0.2 0.13 0.34
9 0.4 r, q 1/2 0.3 0.2 0.7
12 1/2 0.7 0.4 1/4 0.9
IS 0.7 0.85 In. 0.3 1.2
18 0.8 1 0.6 0.4 l.4
21 1 1.2 0.7 0.44 l.6
24 1.1 1.36 3/4 1/2 1.9
27 5/4 3/2 0.9 0.6 2
30 1.35 1.7 1 0.63 2.33

,I

( !'/
3.2.2 Computed and measured performance of Staggered Load Antenn$,
The SLA was' simulated on NEC2 ill free space to established the validity of the design
method described above. The input. impedance of the antenna was also measured in the

i'

inverted-v configuration as shown in fig 3.21. MeasurementS were made with an acute angle,
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q,. between adjacent wires, of 5° (approximating the model simulated with HEC2) as well as
90° degrees. Austin (1986) showed how the optimum system impedance may be found by
choosing a normalisation factor which centres the input impedance values on a Smith Chan.
System impedances, rounded to 500\0 and 400 Q for (X. of 5° and 90° respectively, were
found using this technique, The VSWR was calculated from the measured input impedance
using these values.

-
F. 3.21SLA COIIftw,lnltloa for lI1l!IISW'emen:t

i(
The meuured and N£C21imu.la.tiori rarulw for efficiency, VSWR aild PRR ire available in
Appeodix Hand," pmented araphically in figs 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24. (Fourie and Austin.

1917).
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Fig 3.22 The \Z~WR perlor,mance of the SLA
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Fig 3.23 The emciency Ct the SLA

The overall VSWR and efficiency performanCe of the new structure is clearly better than that
the Guertler and Collyer antenna. The VSWR and efficiency form a fundamental trade off in
broadband antennas of similar dimensions. The improvement in both efficiency and VSWR
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by the SLA indicates an inher-atly better design. The correlation between the two sets of
exp-rimental results (with the structure in the two different inverted-v configurations above. a
rear earth) and the free space straight dipole result from NEC2 indicates that the antenna is
fairly insensitive to different configurations and ground characteristics. The PRR perform-
anee of the SLA is shown in f1g 3.?A.

0.: ~
08

0.7

0.6
~a:: 0.5 .
Q.

0.4

0.3 .

0.2

0.1

°'1':·0 8 12 16 20 24 28
Frequency In MHz

FIa 3.24 The PO perfonDance of the SLA

Two points ate ofpractical significartCe:

• The efficicrq variations of the new structure with frequency are much less than those
of the other antennas. Less signal strength variations during wide baud frequency agile
coromunications are likely, which is an improvement,

• The inverted-v configuration is ideal in a tactical application, since only a single mast is
required with the antenna wires replacing the normal guy ropes.

The SLA was only optimized with respect to the placement of the loads and not their value or
number. The improvement obtained by recognizing the principles governing its behaviour
and manipulating them. for maximum benefit was significant. The qualitative analysis used
assumed the current distribution on a loaded antenna to behave in Ii fashion analogous to a
transmission line. The fact that this analogy can be used to great advantage is illustrated by
the performance of tile SLA. The transmission line analogy to a dipole antenna has been
qualitatively used as a starting point for design by many researchers (Altshuler, 1961, Tre-
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harne, 1?~3b. Guettler and Collyer. 1973 and many others), Altshuler is perhaps the m(;;l
appropriateexample. The pseudo-transmission line analysis may be useful if developed more
rigorously to provide reasonable quantitative results. Attempts to do so have never really
belen successful for antennas that are both loaded and very long. The technique was pursued
funher and a method WI:tS developed that produced results of sufficient accuracy for design
purposes. The next chapter concerns ;1;!further development of the transmission line analogy
as well as the development of other simplified theory.

3.3 Summary
A number Of known simple HF broadband antennas were evaluated using )c~€C2 in this
chapter. nfe impedance or VSWR performance of most of dle antennae W'ere known from

\\ if

previous mbuurements. The efficiency, which is a dif'fi\:.tylt p~r to measure, was com-
I.': .\

put~, usiniNEC2 during this study. NEC2 computed YSW'R and efficiency results were
" l \

used determine the PRR which provides a composite index of input performance. The
essential purpose of the investigation was to obtain insight into mechanisms affecting antenna
performance. The antenna radiation patterns were noc.presented in this chapter, but are pres-
ented in Olap&er 5 together with the patterns of 8Ltennas discuWed "in the next chapter.l)o
allow for a fun assessment of antenna performance,

\~l

The Trt!ii:L'l1leantenna perfotmed well in terms of YS9tR but low frequency efficiency per-
~~;t,rnancewas ~~ Low efficiency performance was attributed to the proximity and values

I"~ 0 '. r' Q
of.,rn.: lGi\lds to the feed point. Current W~~~ to be shunted past the resistors close to
the feed l,oou by their psraUel inducitn at low :frequencies. The real part of the load complex

\!

impeda.n<:e was not negligiNe below the break frequency as assumed in the design. The
results indk:atc that Jl'JOSt of th~ input power was lost in the load resistors., Spacing the loeds
fufm away from. the feed point sbpult Uprove the Ftormance and an attempt to do so is
detailed in the nexr chaptfl'r.

The Guertler an(i\ CollyetMtenna employs onJy o~ load per dipole arm. The antenna is simi-
lar to the Altshuler dipole discussed in Olapter 2 except for the. addition of a parallel inductor
to the resistor. Tbe parallel inductor was claimed to shunt current past the resistor at low
frequencies in order to improve efficiency. The inductor becomes a high reactance as fre-

quency increases and behaviour is dependent on the resistor only. Two thin parallel wires
wele used in this antenna to emulate a thicker structure. The Guertler and Collyer antenna

\\ performed better in i"JmlS of efficiency when compared to the Treharne antenna. A minimum
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efficiency of 20 percent was achieved but the VSWR exceeded 2.5:1 at 12 and 20 MHz.
Standing waves between load and feed point were postulated to be the cause of the VSWR
peaks on the Guertler and Collyer dipole.

The Harris antenna is identical to the Guertler and Collyer version except for the addition of a
third parallel wire. The designer of the antenna claimed the third wire improved the vestigial
emulation of a thicker structure. This antenna performed slightly better than the Guettler and

:,\

CdH~~r antenna in terms of both efficiency and VSWR. The physico .ength of a wire
between discontinuities was shown to be an important antenna parameter in Chapter 2. The
three wires on the Harris antenna were not equally long which may reduce the effect of stand-
ing waves on the impedance performance, The different wire lengths between feed and load
may hence also contribute to the improved performance.

The last existing antenna investigated was the resistively loaded fan dipole. Broadband per-
formance is obtained for this essentially multi-band structure by placing resistors in series
and parallel with the antenna impedance The resistors re. .; impedance ftuctuations and
hence VSWR at the expense of ~fficiency. The unloaded antenna was si:qJ.ulatedusing :NEC2
and circuit theory was u~~"Ca1culate the performance with resistors, The VSWR and effi-
Ctenc:y of the antenna fluctuated dramatically at frequencies below 7 MHz. TIle VSWR
reached peaks of 3.4: 1 while efficiency dropped as low as 4 percent. The inherent multi-band
nature of the a.zr-~rbnawas therefore only slightly altered by the feed point resistors. The
antenna is usable for broadband performance in the sense of providing a VSWR characteristic
which is acceptable to 3. medern transmitter with output protection. The PRR lit discrete fre-

quencies however will be very low. The theory to analyze and optimize a variant of this
antenna is described in the; next chapter.

The insights gained during the evaluation of the Guertler and Collyer antenna were used to
develop a novel smalllU= broadband antenna, The dimensions of the new antenna were simi-
lar to the Guettler and Collyer version and the same total wire length was used. The Guettler
and Collyer load was divided into two parallel loads which were placed at different distances
from the feed point. The antenna was named the Staggered Loads Antenna, SLA, due to the
offset load positions. Anti-resonant standing waves were shown to be the cause of VSWR
peaks on the GuertIer and Collyer antenna. The distances from the feed point to loads were,
therefore chosen to avoi.l standing waves on at least two of the four antenna wires. The
VSWR and efficiency of the SLA were calculated with NEe:?, An improvement 1~ both



VSWR and efficiency in comparison to the antennas discussed before was apparent. The
VS~VR did not exceed 2.6:1 and the efficiency was better than 40 percent. Impedance
measurements confirmed the validity of"NEC2 results.

The complete performance of several well known simple broadband HF antennas was rigor-
ously determined in this chapter. The impedance characteristics and radiation efficiency were
related to the effectiveness of the various loading schemes in controlling the current
distribution. A better understanding of the mechznisms and '-'1de-offs in simple broadband
....«tennas emerged and was reinforced by the design of an impro j _ j antenna using this knowl-
edge qualitatively, The improvement in performance of the new antenna was confirmed by
measured results

NEC2 was used as an evaluation tool during this phase of the research but the necessity to
evaluate structures at many frequencies causes long run times on a personal computer. To
evaluate one typical aiitenna required 10 to 30 hours of computer time. NEC2 also produces
results based on the input of wires and loads while the relationship between input and output
is not always intuitively obvious. Methods based on the actual mechanisms involved in spe-
cific; geometties and which perhaps neglects some of the less important electromagnet prin-
ciples will pl'OvWe .. better design tool. Such methods should be faster in execution than
NEC2 and the tbeaty ~ to obtain results should be intuitively clear to the'design engineer
sO that he may alter parameftrs in an intelligent fuh;on. This philosophy is pursued in
chapter 4.
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4 TWO SIMPLE DESIGN AIDS FOR LOADED DIPOLES AND ~IULTI-
WIRE ANTENNAS
Chapter 4 is concerned with the development of simplified methods for the analysis of spe-
cific types of antennas. The need for such methods arise from the considerable time between
submitting a specific geometry and obtaining results when using a method of moments
program. Evaluating an antenna such as the Guertler and Collyer dipole from 3 to 30 MHz in
1 MHz increments. for instance, requires approximately 20 hours on an IBM AT personal
computer. The relationship between NEC2 input and the performance obtained is not at all
obvious since NEC2 solves Maxwell's equations in a very complicated manner to retain gen-
erality. NEC2 therefore tells the designer how the antenna performs but not why the antenna
performs in a specific manner. These factors are of primary concern during the design phase
of an antenna. The engineer usually has to perform numerous evaluations on seemingly pre-
mising structures while developing a new antenna. Computer solutions during this phase play
an important role and itwas argued that the following aspects should be embodied in these
methods:

Ideally they should be personal computer or. work station orientated.

Time span between submission of the problem and obtaining a solution should be short
enough to retsin interest. and make the, designer an important part of the loop.

• The methods must be readily understood and models should, tyVically enlighten the
designer about the physical mechani3ms underlying the antenna operation.

•

..

• Absolute accUl"lCyis not as important as the ability to reproduce t:rends and provide an
indication of the merit of a solution. The methoq of moments ,-may be used for evaluation
of final versions.

The two techniques developed and evaluated in this chapter exploit prior knowledge of the
general form of the current distribution on specific antennas. Design iteration time is reduced
and antenna operation is apparent from the mathematical models employed. The require-
ments for a suitable design tool stated above are hence fulfilled, Examples (If improved
antennas pbtained using the simple techniques illustrate their utility.

(/1)

A program named Simulation and Analysis of Loaded Dipole Antennas, SAIDA. was devel-
oped to implemen, the techniques emanating from this thesis and a user manual and descrip-
tion of this PAScAL program is provided in Appendix I. Diskettes containing the source
code and executable code are in an envelope attached to the back page.
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The methods discussed in this Chapter allow for the determination of antenna input impc-
dance and efficiency, These parameters were argued to be most useful when optimizing
antennas in Chapter 2. The radiation patterns of antenna examples considered in this chapter,
obtained using NEC2, are shown in Chapter 5 to verify this approach and allow for complete
assessment of the antennas.
4.1 The Dipole-Transmission line-Dipole Method (DTD)
The multi-wire dipole with resistiv., loading was reviewed in Chapter 3. The antenna was
structurally the simplest of those' described in the literatrre. The analysis and design of the
antenna relied heavily on the method of moments to obtain the input impedance of the
unloaded antenna. The determination of a suitable parallel and series resistor becomes a
simple matter once the unloaded input impedance is known. The performance W~3 not as
good as that of some of the other structures which employedmore elaborate loading tech-
niques. The parallel and series resistors reduced the. Ampedance variations (and hence
VSWR) to a target value at the expense of efficiency. 1~e result was large fluctuations in
VSWR and efficiency, especially at the lower frequencies ..

"

The method of moments obtains results by taking in~'9 account all possible interaction
between the wire segments making up a structure. A simpler approach is to assume that tb~
current distribution on the multi-wire a(.ttn:!as is very similar to that of f.,1 constltuent
dipole$ in free spece. This assumption irllplie:' ~uillimal interaction which is true for wires of
different length and orientation perpendicular co e-ach other. Later comparison between the
DTD method and NEC2 results indicates the validity of the assumption.

The optimization of the multi-wire antenna of Chapter 3 showed that even an optimum multi-
wire antenna falls shpn of expectation, The behaviour is due to undesirable current distribu-
tions (and hence impedancee) on the wires at certain frequencies. Interpi1Sir.g a transmission
line between the two dipoles modmcs the current distribudon and it is postulate",,:that this
modification will influence the pcrformaaee favourably. Introducing a transmission line into
the analysis presents no anal}tical problem. "The ch~ in current distribution (or more fam-
iliarly termed the impedance transformation) due to a transmission line is theoretically easily
calculable. '!'his general arrangement was called the dipole-transmission line-dipole.
abbreviated to D1"D.
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4.1.1 DTD Theory
The feed points of different length dipoles are connected in parallel to form a conventional
"fan" dipole arrangement as discussed in Chapter 3. This concept is extended for the DID
structure by connecting the dipole feed points using a transmission line. Fig 4.1 shows this
arrangement schematically.

2
I

/
/
/
/
/
I
/

»r,~.6XR.
1/

/
/
"---

\
\

-\-Transmission line
\
\
\

\
\

Enlargement of feedpoint cfrt::ult -
Fig 4.1 Schematic diagram or two dipoles connected with a transmi_on line

The mutual coupling between dipoles is minimized when they are perpendicular to each other
and have different lengths. Results obtained using the theory below are later compared to
NEC2 output, which takes coupling into account (Appendix A). The correlation between
NEC2 and DID results show only minor effects due to dipole interaction. Neglecting the
coupling between (!:lietwo dipoles is equivalent to sayiug that the current on the connected
dipoles is the same as that on free space dipoles. The only important part of the dipole current
distribution in the DID theory is the feed point current. The feed point current defines the
dipole input impedance and the efficiency of metal dipoles is very close to hundred percent.
The free space input impedance of dipoles is available in published tables (King and Harri-
son, 1969) an~l these values were stored in a computer me. A first order solution to the
antenna impedance was hence obtained. by first converting the free space impedance of the
second dipole,~, to the reedpoint using the lossless transmission line equation for line
length, I:
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, Zz cos(Pl) + jZ() !$in(p!)
Z 2=Z() z() cos(pi) +jZt,~

where P=2"ICIA.is the spatial phase shift factor,

-(4.1)

The input impedance of the unloaded antenna, Z' 4111 . is then Z' 2 in parallel with the free space

input impedance of the first dipole, ZI'

The analysis reduced to transmission line and circuit theory since the free space dipole
impedances were available. The series and parallel resistors, R6 and R, respectively, were
then added at the feedpoint to reduce VSWR to a target value. Austin and Fourie (1988)
showed how t:l'leparallel and series feed point resistors may be best selected. Large capacitive
or inductive reactance however are only marginally affected by the parallel resistor and not at
all by the series resistor.

The input imWAUlce of the resistively loaded antenna, Z_. is easily determined from normal~ ~
//

circuit the<fl to be:
I!

-The efficiency of the feedpoint network was found by calculating the input power, the power
dissipated in the resistor netwd,it ~nd power radiated by the antenna using circuit theory pres-
ented in section 3.1.4. The only difference is that Z' _ for this case is the input impedance of
the ~oaded. DlD confiauntion rather than the norm.a.l unloaded fan dipole impedance used
before.

4.1.2 Design method to obtain novel antenna.
The impedance and efficiency of the DID for one frequency are obtained by using one trans-
mission line conversion and solving the circuit equations. This theory provided a very fast
method to obtain the performance of a. DID over the full frequency band. For instance: only
16 seconds is required to do ,'1 frequency sweep from 2 to 30 MHz at 1MHz intervals using a
PC AT personal computer running at 8 MHz. NEC2 on the same machine requires approxi-
mately 25 hours to do such a simulation.
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The theory also suggests reasons for specific behaviour since the performance may be related
back to the input impedance of the two dipoles and the length of transmission line. The DID
theory presented here therefore solves the two major problems mentioned at the beginning of
this thesis. Absolute accuracy naturally suffered as result of the approximations but are suffi-
cient for initial design optimization. Impedance values with average errors which are less
than 25% of the system impedance are generally acceptable for most design purposes.

An exhaustive search of all possible parameters was performed to obtain an optimized ver-
sion of the D1D for the 2 to 30 MHz band . The parameters of interest are 11 and 12 the
lengths of dipole 1 and 2 respectively, the transmission line length, 1, and the characteristic
impedance of the line 2';,. A range of values are chosen for each parameter and all possible
variations are analyzed and the average VSWR is recorded for each combination. The combi-
nation with the lowest average VSWR, and hence impedance variation, is then chosen. The
structure found in this way is assumed lossless (two dipoles and a transmission line) and
efficiency need not be considered at this stage. The ranges examined are given below:

11: 40m - 8Sm in 5m increments
12: 40m - 85m in Sm increments
1 : 2m - 20 m in 3m increments

, Zo: 2000 - 8000 in 1000 increments

The evaluation of all permutations of the parameters above called for almost 5000 full fre-

quency iterations which was performed in one day using the DID theory • The same number
of simulations on NEC2 would have required approximately 10 years on a PC AT computer!

The design is fine tuned after the first optimization by applying smaller parameter variations
about the optimum points.

The current distribution on the dipoles and the connecting transmission line are not changed
by the feed point resistors. The resistors are thus omitted for optimization and afterwards
incorporated to achieve a target VSWR. The optimum values found during this design cycle
were:

11: 48m
12: 74m
1: 11m
z, 5000
The values for Rp and Rs to achieve a VSWR of less than 2.5: 1 were as follows:
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Rp:12000
Rs: 900
The design produced a VSWR of less than 2.5:1 relative to a system impedance of 350ft The
antenna therefore requires a 7:1 transformer before connection to a typical 50 n feed line.
Such a transformer is easily obtained using a toroidal core with a tri-filar transmission line
type transformer (Sevick. 1976). This transformer normally yields a 9:1 impedance trans-
formation ratio but in this instance one winding is tapped to achieve the required impedance.

A practical problem is the implementation of the 500n transmission line. This problem is
solved by using a 750 line with a 7:1 impedance transformer at either end of the line as
shown in fig 4.2.

..J 1 x 0.66 m of RG-59 coaxial cable ...

~ __ ... Z_0_Of.7.5.0_h.m" ""~ 1:_7__ ~~

ls equivalent to :

11 m

Zo • (7 x 75) "" 525 Ohm

Fig 4.2 Practical method to obtain a 500n transmission line

The same transformers as discussed above are used for this implementation. The transmission
line was coiled and fitted into a feed box of 25 ern x 20 em x 12 em.

4.1.3 Results for DTD antenna
The DID antenna was analyzed using the fast DID theory at well as the NEC2 program.
Evaluations were only done up to 24 MHz using the DID theory since the free space dipole
impedances for frequencies above 24 MHz are not readily available. The: VSWR was also
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measured practically on a 12 m mast. The two dipole wires were perpendicular to each other
in a drooping dipole configuration (wires sloping from the mast to the ground). All the results
presented below are tabulated in Appendix J.

The first set of results shows the effect of the simplifications made in the DID theory formu-
lation. The input resistance and reactance of the DID without the resistors is presented in
comparison to N1EC2 results in figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The antenna was modelled as two wires
perpendicular to each other with 1m vertical separation. The NEC2 transmission line feature
(Tl, card in NEC2 card nomenclature) was used to connect the two central segments of each
dipole. Segmentation was adjusted over the frequency band to ensure more than ten segments
per wavelength throughout.

1 ~----.--------------------~---------------~

0.9 .;. NEC2 computed

Ii0.6
'I~0.5
a: __ 0.-4

0.3
0.2

o.:1.....--r--r-,--r---r--r-.....--r--r---,-.,.---r--r--r---l
o

+ +

0.8

0.1
DTDThecry

+

4 8 12 16 20
Fra(jU.ncy In MHz

24 28

]i'ig 4.3 The resistance of an unloaded DTD obtained from the DTD theory as well as
NEC2 simulation

The results indicate satisfactory correlation between NEC2 and the limited DTt~theory. The
effecr of neglecting coupling between dipoles is not major as was argued in the previous sec-
tion. The average error in the real part of the input impedance h' 480 and 500 :Ul the reactive
prot. This error is approximately 15 % when expressed relative to the system impedance of
35m2 and it is apparent that trends are reproduced faithfully.

FiS: 4.5 shows the VSWR of the antenna as determined by the simple theory, NE~:Zas well as
measurement 12m above a real earth.
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Fig 4.4 The reactance of an unloaded DTD obtained from the DTD theory as well as
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fig 4~ The VSWR or the DTD as determined by simplified theory, NEC2 as well as
measured results.
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The difference between the DID theory and NEC2 results is on average less than 0.25 in
absolute units. The measurements show similar values and trends as the theory but do not
correlate well at low frequencies. The differences were due to the effects of a real earth which
is electrically close at low frequencies and the wires which were not mutually perpendicular
but.rather sloped downwards from the 12m centre mast The measured VSWR was overall
better than that predicted by the theory.

Finally the efficiency performance of the antenna is shown in Fig 4.6. The efficiency was
calculated from NEC2 impedances for the unloaded DID using the equations in section
4.1.1.
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Fig 4.6 The efftdency of the DTD as cak1Jlated from NECllmpedances

The average difference between the NE<:.'Z.and DTD theory values is 11% with the NEC
values comistently better than those predic~ by the DID theory. 'The radiation efficiency of
this antenna is virtually better than 50% over most of the 2 - 30MHz range. The minimum
efficiency of the DID is higher than that of the T«;·"ame. Guertler and Collyer, Harris and
the optimized fan dipole antennas. The VSWR also renlams below 2.5: lover the full band of
operation. The performance is better than the SU antenna (Fourie and Austin, 1987) men..
tioned earlier. The PRR in fig 4.7 provides a composite illustration of the Dm broadband
perfonnance.
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4.2 The Lossy ~mission Line method
The carJ€f:i <iistri:lmtionon the single loBded dipoles examined in chapter 2 was shown to
behave in a z:nanni~ aimilar to CU1'Ienton a transmission line. Indeed much of the antenua lit-
enuure ~,l, JJ) this analogy at sortYf. ~ge to illustrate JPe behaviO\U' of dlpole antennas
(~f. 1941. 1943 and 19'i'~; W1Uiams. 1966 ; ~lean, 1973 ; H2rHand Maclean.
1971)1Poal:o and. Mayes. 1971 and the pioneer of loaded wire antennas. Altsh~, 1961,

o relied on tJiis a.rW.ogy in proposina bis resistively loaded IllOllOpOle). Transmission line
theory is Utf~ally Dever used beyond dtis point however. Obvious dif'r'dCulties in applying
transmiss~u line theory to dipole antennas becomes apparent upon closer examination. The
input impedance of lit open circuited, quarter wav~ ~ssion line is clearly not 73 + j 42
n. which is :he impedance of an equivalent half wave dipole. Such problems, combined with
the considerable capabilitie3 of the method of'moments, have led most researchers to disre-
gard transmission line meth<Xis.Transmission line methods solve some of the problems asso-
ciated with the method of moments which were pointed out before, namely:

• Transmission line analytical techniques retain the very important physical meehanisms
governing the current distribution. The method of moments on the other hand is essec-
tially a "black box" process that produces numerical results. The cause of anzenna
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behaviour is not apparent from the mathematical model or from the output. The value
of physical insight was demonstrated by the design (t/ me SLA earlier and.should not be
underestimated.

• The computer time required to analyze an antenna using transmission line theory will
be shown to be proportional to the antenna length. This time is in contrast to the method
of moments codes where computer time is proportional to the second and third powers
of the number of wire segments. Computer time is clearly significant, since it ultimately
limits size of antennas and the number of design iterations. Long waiting times also
frustrate the design process.

Novel methods of analyzing loaded dipoles using equivalent transmission lines were devel-
oped. Results obtained were compared to published and NEC2 results. An example of an
improved broadba~ antenna designed using this technique is also briefly mentioned,
4.;~~tVa-rJ~iiletbods of Analyzing Loaded Dipole Antennas

"~~-,-/:;"/

Nyquisrand Chen (l96~) developed theory to analyze loaded antennas which was applicable
when travelHng waves existed between feed and load. This theory was used to calculate the
loads tfIat are required to main~ travelling wave behaviour. The analysis 'in the previous
chapter indicates however that travemng waves only exist at specific frequencies on most
s!qlple HF broadband antennas. This theory therefore does not rend itself to the analysis of
loaded broadband Intel.rutS. Poggio and Mayes (1971) used transmission line theory in ana-
lyzinlloade(rc.u~s by neglecting the effects of radiation and cha.n.cteri.stic impedad~ vari-
ations. These ~\\ficatiOIU again resulted in a theory ,:which illus~~ueJ the' ~iple~
involved, but which iI too crude ffX' aeneralh:ed use. A1tshul~f{19(1) \~plo)\~ tnmsmission
line theory to obtain appro:!!:imatt:values for the resistive loads to be '~~ in. his' tllCJlopole.

\'-_- - (

He never attempted to use this theory to determine the behaviour of the antenna. however.
Maclean (1973) used the biconical antenna theory developed by Schelkunoff (1941) to trans-
form the load impedance of a travelling wave dipole to the feedpoint, He then added the
transformed impedance to the resistance due to radiation. which he determined using the
approximate current distribution on the antenna, This technique is again only applicable at;
the one frequency where a travelling wave exists between the feedpoint and the lOads.

Most probably. the most important work in this regard wd done by Schelkunoff (1941, 1943
and 1952). He developed tht Ufeory for biconical antennas which has many transrnission line
features. Schelkunoff (1941), in his historic article showed that an antenna could not be

c

regarded as a simple. lossy, tw~ wire transmission line. He concluded that (p lISR): "lhus
from a theory in which antennas are rega:rdeJ as multiple transmission lines. we have
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obtained two restricted theories. In the first of these radiation appears as a terminal impe-
dance and in the second it appears as a distributed series impedance. There is no incon-
sistency between these two views and both are valid provided they are suitably qualified."
Fourie (1988) examined both approaches and found the one using distributed series resistance
to be most promising, The lossy line model developed by Fourie (1988) was quite simplistic
and produced poor results where a structure incorporated complex loads. The method has
been further refinC'!~as outlined in this section.

Extensive use has been made of the .ieory developed by Schelkunoff with the addition of an
incremental analysis, introduced here. This modification allows transmission line parameters
to vary with distance from the feed point instead of using average values throughout as.,\was
done previously (Schelkunoff, 1952 : Maclean, 1973}. This approach is practical using' the
computer power available today. A lossy, non-uniform line theory were also developed dur-
ing this research ..This theory was developed by adapting a few of Schelkunoff" s equictlons
for line paranetefS':and obtaining others by numerical experiments.

4.2.2 Review of Schelkunoff's Theory
The analogy between transmission lines and conical dipole antennas is shown in fig 4.8.

Ii '

ScbeUrunoff developed his theory by consldering a lossless bico~~cal transmission line and
the effei.. j of radiation are lumped together in the terminating iml~ce. Zf. .4 thus com-
prises real and imaginary components given by:

Z, =R,+ tx, -(;t3)

Schelkunoff (1952: p 4S) defined the termi.r.,;dng impedance in tenos of!', transformed impe-
dance a quarter wavelength away fro~·the end. thus (using the: quarte::. wave transformer
equation):

-~
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Conical die-ole __

~.~ __J _.

Zo (constant)

Equivalent transmission ",--,-lirI8",--_.

2a

Fi'l 4.8 BiconicaJ dipole antenna with transmlssion line equivalent

-oM

z'l.
z=..!.
t z. -(4.4)

where

-(4.5)
,

with R. andX. dc~finedby Sine andi:Cosir.IC integrals 8.3 x()llows:

XII =~ SI{2fY) - ix [c.(2fY) - 2In 2] ~in(2j3l)

-..!lsi(4131)cos(2~l)
41t

and II= 21t1A.is the 3p~tial phase shift factor.
I

The conical dipole has constant chB.n1'cterlsticimpedance:



11 'if {2f)Z =-In(cot-) -120·1 -
o 7t 2 a -(4.6)

with

11= 120Jt' n (Characteristic impedance of free space)

Hence the input impedance of this idealized dipole is found using the well known loss less
transmission line equation.

[
Z,cos{~l) +tz,sin(~l) 1

z·=z· -• " Z" cos{~l)+,Z, sin(~l) J ~(4.7)

Schelkunoff did not consider the inclusion of loads in this structure but this could be done by
,.

merely performing the transformation in steps. The principle is illustrated with the aid of fig
4.9. The procedure is performed in two steps in the Clue of a single load per arm:

• Z, at 1 is first converted to Z', at 11 using the transmission line equation. The loads are

then added to Z', to form a new terminating impedance Z", as follows:

Z", = (2 xZt)+Z't -(4.8)

e z". \s convened by the next transmission line tnlmoonation using 11 to yield the input

impedaace.

Sc,heUruaoff (1941,1953) also ",dlpted the theory of conical dipoles to one for cylindrical
dipolea by makia •.•the assumption that Z. does not change too rapidly with position. An
average Yalue of lhe chara.cteristic ~. Z.. , is used fOr this case.

o
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-.....
Fig 4.9 Modification to Schelkunoff's theory to Include ~ :siJ'fgleloa~ in each conical

ijjpoJe arm .

-(4.9}

where the dipole half length is I and the radius is a.

A good approximation to the input impedance is given by:

z;=Rj+ tx,
where:

-(4,10)

A
Ri=-B

A =ZC)«G[Zo.+N sin(2{ll) -M cos(2~1)]

-(4.11>

c
X·=-, D

'i\: o

C ==Zorpl~ (c,l+Fl +M1.- N'1.- Zo.aSuper2) sin(21ll) +MF - Zo.N]
i/

D == j:% cos2(fll) + [(ZM+M) sin(lY) + (F +N) cos(l3ln2
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with:

G = 60[C + In(2~l) - Ci(2~l)] -+ 30[C +2Cj(2~1) +Ci(4PI)] cos(2j31)

+30[Si(4PI) - 2Si(2PI)] sin(2pl)

F =6OSj(2Pl)+30[Ci(4PI) -lnL - C] sin(2pl) - 30Si(4J31)] cos(2J31)

M =6O[ln(2~1)- Ci(2PI) +c - 1+cos(2Pl)]

N = 6O[Si{2Pl) - sin(2pI)]

and;

C=O.5772 (Euler's constant)

The above equation for cylicdrical dipoles is not as convenient as the one for the conical
dipole. since the transmission line equation is "hidden" in the manipulation indicated above.
Modifying it to accommodate loads is hence not easy.

4.2.3 Development of the Lossy Transmission Line Method
The loaded dipoles of interest in practical situations are usually cylindrical, or may be trans-
formed to equivalent cylindrical conflguranons., Equivalent configurations already
encountered are the two or three wire antennas of Guertler and Collyer (1973) and Harris
(1982). More than one thin parallel wire are used to emulate a single wire dipole (Clark and
Fourie, 1989) with a larger equivalent radius. The equivalent radius may therefore be used to
model such antennas as loaded single wire dipoles.

Schelkunoff derived the theory for cylindrical antennas using the conical dipole as the start-
ing point This antenna is equivalent to a transmission line with const~ characteristic impe-
dan~~ Th~~ffect of radiation is clearly not accounted for when ~tint.~'the antenna as a

-o-. <0'" /

lossless transmission line. Schelkunoff lumped radiation effet.~a together in a terminal
impedanceconnected to the intuitively open circuited line. Schelkunoff used average para-
meter values to derive his cylindrical dipole theory, since the transmission line parameters for
a cylindrical dipole are not constant. The approach presented here rather treats the cylindrical

. .

antenna as an incrementally conical antenna. The Z" changes gradually with distance from the
feed. This local Z,,(h) was used fOr small increments along the wire over which it is assumed
to be constant,

The radiation effects are lumped into the resistive part of the terminating impedance in the
Schelkunoff model. This approach is suitable for the evaluation of unloaded dipoles but not
for loaded ones. The loads may prevent current from reac~ing the wire ends and hence create
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the impression that the antenna does not radiate. Fourie (1988) showed that a lossless incre-
mentally conic~i line model produces less accurate results when compared to an unrefined
lossy line model.

Schelkunoff indicated that a dipole may be viewed as multiple transmission lines with radi-
ation accounted for by introducing line loss resistance. A novel method of doing so was
developed by using a non-uniform, lossy transmission line model (Fig 4.10).

C'(i) I I
L'{i) I
Zo(i} R'(kJl) II

I ··· IY (I) I ..• Ik~~I"I I I
'L I Z,(1+1) 1-- I~~1-+-2~r~~~'~--I~-----+6-h--r--.. ...

FIa 4.10 The uon.·UDltonn Iouy transmission line model of a dipole antenna of iength I =
2h

This model requi.1'esthe: general lossy transmi-ssion line equation to obtain a solution. The
equation that 'must be smVed for the general line segment, i,of a line with N segmem'sis:

-(4.12)

Starting with ~(N+ 1) as an open circuit the equation was solved N times (for t ;::N ,. 1) to

yieldZi(l) - the dipole input impedance.

The line length was adjusted by huw to take into acCOULtthe fringing at the dipole end points.

The radiation that takes place is taken into account by the series resistance, R '(k,h) incorpo-
, ~

rated into this. transmission line model. This series resistance was postth.'1.tedto be constant
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with distance from the feed point while being a function of k,): = 2'1thfA. that is the dipole
electrical length. The line series resistance, R '(kQh), therefore varies with line electrical
length and by implication with frequency.

Loads are taking into account by adding them to the intermediate impedance at the segment
in which they occur. A load ZL in segment k will modify Zj(k) to become:

-(4.13)

The value of the variable characteristic impedance. Zo(i), is calculated from first principles to

be:

-(4.14)

Similarly the propagation coefficient. 1(;), is given by:

-(4.15)

with series impedance per unit length, Z'(i) and parallel admittance per unit length Y'(i),

given by:

Z'(!) = R'(k"h)+ jroL'(i) O/m

Y'(i) == ja:C'(i) Slm

a:~suminl cross conductance G' to be zero.

where:

L'(i) == HIm

Va.llul::sfor R'J{k.h) aswell as for hw: are required to use the lossy line theory, ']j~lesepara-

ec.-c: meters were determined by numerical experiment (Fourie, 1989a) for different thickness
dipioles using the reputable King-Harri~n (1969) data as bench mark.
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The numerical determination was done by iteratively applying the lossy line theory to a spe-
cific dipole using an initial guess for bosh parameters. These starting values were then refined
by comparing the result with the King-Harrison result for the same thickness dipole. The
process was carried out for all the kQh values of interest and for different thickness dipoles.
The numerical experiment was only performed once and the values stored in a look-up table.
Evaluations of loaded dipoles were then performed using these values.

The values which were empirically determined are plotted in figs 4.11 and 4.12.

32
30
28
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24
22
20

2 18
~ 16
lr: 14
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I

•
4

( 2
I)

1 3

11'1JduaeSS fadOf':

5 7 Q
'bit

• 12.5 + 15

11 13 15

• 17.5 A 20,,_,..,
Fig 4.11 The R '(kq~) va!....es for different thickness dipoles
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Thickness f~~tor: • 12.5 + 15 0- 17.5 A 20
.....p

Fig 4.12 The hiltc values for different thickness dipoles

The R '(kch) results shown are for h ::::;23.2 m and must be modified to the actual dipole half

length, h, in order to use it for different length antennas. The equation to do so is:

R'(k.h)-..l =R'(koh)· 23.21h -(4.16)

The empirically determined parameters are not perfectly smooth. The small fluctuations Were
due to the fact that the input impedance is not very sensitive to changes in either R'(lI:oh) or
~ at specific frequencies. The iterative process hence found an acceptable value while still
using large increments. Refining the values to produce a smooth carve will thus have a
negligible effect on the accuracy. Smoothing these curves using digital filtering techniques
will certainly improve their better appearance without adversely affecting the results.

The current distribution can be calculated on a segment by segment basis once the line para-
meters are known for a non-uniform line . The current distribution allows for the efficiency to
be calculated if all losses are assumed to occur in the lumped loads.

The current at a distance, x, from the generator on a lossy transmission line of length, 1, and
termmated in a load, Z[" is given by the equation:

[
Z,COSh('Y(I-X»+ZLSinh()'(I-X»]

l(x) =1(0) . .Zo cosh(yl) +ZL smh(yl)
..(4.17)
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The current at the feed. 1(0). was taken for convenience to be 1 A. The current at any point, i,

on the line is found by successively applying the equation to each incremental piece of
transmlsslon line with:

l=x=Ah

which yields:

. I(i)Zo(i)
1(1+ 1)=Zo(i~osh{)'{i)M)+Zi(i + 1)sinhb'(i)L\h)

-(4.18)

The input impedance, Zj. is obtained using equation 4.12 as before. The complete current

distribution is known after this equation has been applied to all segments 1 to N . The
efficiency is then simply obtained by calculating the input power. Pill. and the power
dissipated in ~ oads PL- The variable k corresponds to the segment number where the load
occurs and M IS the total number of loads.

-(4.19)

The power lOSt in all the loads must be added to yield the total ohmic loss PL:

where k is the segment conWning a load ZL(k) =RL(k)+ jXL(k) in each wire. The

efficiency,,, ,is then given by the equation:

~t4.21)

Skin effect losses dee to finite conductivity of the dipole elements may also be taken into
account by medelling these losses using discrete loads. at every segment. The results pres-
ented in this thesis assumed perfect conductors however.

4.2.4 Results of Lossy Line method
The ultimate aim of the Lossy Line method presented above is the analysis of loaded dipole
antennas. Results are first shown for an unloaded dipole antenna to indicate the match



between results obtained using the lossy line method and the King-Harrison (1969) results.
These results serve to validate the empirical method of obtaining the R '(koh) and hiM para-
meters.

The method was ultimately intended for ule design and evaluation of loaded dipole antennas
and a few examples of these antennas are also evaluated and results compared to measured,
published or NEC2 results.
Unloaded dipoles
Impedance values of a dipole with thickness factor, n=2 ·ltl(2hla) = 15 are shown in figs
4.13 and 4.14 below in comparison to the authoritative King-Harrison results to indicate the
accuracy of results for unloaded dipoles. Tabulated results are available inAppendix K.

~::r-~'-"'
2.2 i

i! 1.: I
~l1.B

If~~
0.8 j
0.6
0.4
0.2
O~~---~-r--r--r'~r-~~--~-.--'----r--I--~
2 S 10 14 18 22 26 30

Fraqu.nc:y (MHz)
!I • Klng-HarrilIOO '" lossy Un. IJ.WUI!iI'I.QMF

II
Fig 4.~~The resistance of a dipolewith thickness factor of J5 as determined by the

Ii
Ii Lossy Line method compared to Klng-Harrison results
,I

Good c~~lation exists between the l~y1ine method and the King-Harrison values over a
large frequency band. The King-Harrison results were used in the empirical determinations of
the parameters for the Lossy Line method. The results above therefore merely indicate the
validity of.the iterative computational experiment. Results obtained for the loaded dipoles are
a suitable '~st for the technique.

q
Ii
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Flaquency (MHz)
• King-Harrison + Lossy Line

Fig 4.14 The reactance of a dIpole with thickness factor of 15 as determined by the
I'

Lossy Line method compared to Klng-Harrison results

The Altshuler dipole
The well known Altshuler (1961) type antenna mentioned before in this mes;,s was next con-
sidered, This antenna was scaled to a total length of 46 ~)with 330 n I~18dsplacec115.5 m
from the feed as shown in fig 4.15. The radius was also scaled to ensure that a:i thickness
factor of 12.5 was maintained:

The, input impedance and efficiency results fC'Fthis antenna are shown in figs 4,.16, 4.17 and
4.18:with NEC2 results inc1uded{or comparl;~n.i""~lbulated results appear in Appendix L.
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Fig 4.15 Altshuler type antenna used for tests
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Fig 4.23 The VSWR of the multi-load antenna in compari-on to NEC2 results
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Fig 4.2,,J Tbe Emciency of the multl-load antenna in comparison to NEC2 results

The average difference in the VSWR results when compared to the NEC2 results is 0.29. The
average difference in the efficiency results is 11% with the NEC2 where the NEC2 results
show a overall higher efficiency .than that predicted by the lossy line theory. The results indi-
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Fig 4.18 Efficiency of the Altshuler type antenna in comparison to NEC2 results
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The Lossy Line results are clearly sufficiently accurate for the design of this type of antenna.
The average error in the input resistance is 260 and in input reactance the average error is
400. It is especially encouraging to note that the efficiency results agree within 7% on aver-
age to those obtained using the NEC2 program. This con elation indicate that the Lossy Line
method succeeds reasonably well in approximating the current distribution on the wire. The
thrust of the research W3S towards control of current distribution to obtain bandwidth. The
Lossy Line method is hence a useful tool to evaluate such attempts.

The Guertler and Collyer antenna
A previous attempt at a lossy line model (Fourie, 1988) produced inaccurate results as soon
as reactive loads were included in a structure. The new model should hence be tested using an
antenna employing reactive loads, The Guettler and Collyer (1973) dipole employs a parallel
inductor and resistor network. This antenna comprises two parallel wires per dipole ann (see
Fig 3.6) but may be treated as a single dipole with equivalent radius of:

The performance of thi,:; simplified dipole was evaluated using the Lossy Line method as well
as NEC2. The input ir'1~rd~nce and efficiency results are compared in figs 4.19, 4.20 and
4.21. '>These results are also tabulated in Appendix.M.
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Fig 4J,9 Lo:;sy Line and NEe2 input resistance of the Guertler and CnlJyer antenna
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:Fig4.20 Lossy Line and NEC2 input reactance of the Guertler and Collyer antenna
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Fig 4.21 Lossy Line and NEC2 efficiency results for the Guertler and Collyer antenna

The average error in the input resistance when compared to NEC2 is 530 and the average
error in the reactive part is 110!1. The average error in the reactive part is numerically large
but in this case slightly misleading because trends are faithfully reproduced regardless of the
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occasional large difference in absolute values. The average difference in the efficiency results
when compared to the NEC2 values is 7% which is quite acceptable The results confirm the
suitability of the Lossy Line method for design purposes. NEC2 evaluation required approxi-
mately 3 hours on an 8 MHz IDM AT computer whereas the Lossy Line results were
obtained in approximately two minutes on the same machine.

The multi-load dipole of Clark and Givati
A more complex geometry is the multi-load dipole in Fig 4.22 (Clark and Fourie, 1989). This
antenna was designed by Clark and Givati (1987) using a more primitive form of the lossy
line theory (Fourie, 1988). The antenna was analyzed as a single thick dipole i'l accordance
with the thick wire emulation theory discussed before. For the wire spacing shown an equiv-
alent radius of 0.13 m is appropriate.

Feed-box with 7:1
Balun Transformer
(50 Ohm Feed)

22.14m 24.6001 27.33m 30.38m 3.'J.75m

...----,
IJLH

8-
4()QQ

Fig 4.22 A multi-load antenna used to evaluate the Lossy Line method.

VSWR and efficiency results for this antenna is shown in figs 4.23 and 4.24 with tabulated
results available inAppendix N.
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cate the lossy line model to be successful for initial evaluation and design. Efficiency results
give an indication of the accuracy of the CUITent distribution obtained using the Lossy Line
method.

4.3 Summary of Performance of Simple HF Broadband Antennas
Chapters 3 and 4 introduced an assortment of HF broadband antennas. Popular geometries
were ebtained from the Iiterature and evaluated using NEC2 while others were designed o."ur-
ing the course of this research. Comparing the performance of the various designs at this
stage is useful to provide the reader with an overview o~'lthecurrent state f?;i me art.
The antennas were categorized in term....s of structural aspects in order to simplify comparison.
The Treharne version was omitted due to its inadequate performance whereas the Harris
antenna was similarly ignored since ids more complex than other versions. The Guettler and
Collyer dipole is of structurally similar to the SLA and multi-load antenna. The antennas are
compared in terms of NEC2 predicted VSWR, efficiency and PRR performance in figs 4.25,,~,
4.26 and 4.27 respectively.
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Fig 4.25 VSWR ctlmparison between SI.A and Guertler and Collyer desj)gtts
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The SLA shows considerable improvement in terms of all parameters when compared to the
Guertler and Collyer designs. The VSWR performance of the multi-load antenna which was
designed using the Lossy Line method is slightly better than the SLA. The multi-load antenna
employs 1610ads and are therefore more complex and expensive. The choice between these
two antennas is arguable and the specific application will determine the fmal preference.

The DTD antenna is structurally very similar to the optimized resistively loaded fan dipole.
These two antennas ~ therefore compared in the graphs below. (Figs 4.28. 4.29 and 4.30)
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The graphs indicate a vastly superior performance by the DID antenna in comparison to the
fan qipole. The DID performance is remarkable, since it employs only two dipoles as com-
pared to the three of the optimized fan dipole. The feed point circuitry of the DID is more
complex however. The performance of the DID antenna compares favourably with the more
complex SLA and multi-load versions.

4.4 Summary
A generalized novel geometry employing two different length dipoles connected by a trans-
mission line was presented in the first section. Theory to evaluate versions of the DID
antenna was developed. The computation required to evaluate the antenna was greatly
simplified by omitting the effect of mutual coupling. The equations were implemented on a
IBM personal compu.er which produced results within seconds. Comparison between the
DID and NEC2 results showed that the mutual coupling between fan dipoles does not affect
results markedly,

An exercise was undertaken to cprimize a DTD antenna for 2 to 30 MHz operation. The
optimized version was evaluated using NEC2 and measurements were also performed on a
DID prototype. The performance of the antenna is noteworthy when considering its struc-
.tural simplicity. Efficiency performance was better than 45 percent while VSWR never
exceeded 2.S 7L

The exploitation of the analogy between transmission lines and dipole antennas resulted in a
suitable method for fast analysis of loaded dipole antennas. TI1e computer time required to
obtain a solution is proportional to the number of segments the wire is divided into. About 6
segments per wavelengtn of 4ipole produced converged results for the-most cases. The speed
compared favourably with method of moment codes where more segments per wavelength
art normally required and the processor time increases exponentially with the number of seg-
ments. A NBC2 evaluation of a loaded antenna. sl1chas the ones considered here requires 5
hours to evaluate over the HF range whereas the Lossy line method accomplishes the same

"evaluation in about 1 minute on an IBM PC AT running at 10Mlli,j. Computer time is clearly
significant for design aad optimization purposes.

An important point to note regarding the run times stated above is that NEC2 is a general
method of moments code. The matrix formed when simulating dipole antennas is Toeplitz
and such a tilatrlx enables more rapid analysis. The matrix fill time in this case is proportional
to the dipole electrical length. The matrix inversion time is however proportional to the
dipole l~ngth multiplied by the natural logarithm of the length. The calculation of elements in
a method of moments program is «onsiderably more complex than the operations performed

h\
\ .}
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in the lossy line analysis. Such a specialized method of moments code would thus ultimately
be slower than the lossy line method for electrically long antennas. The lossy line program
has also not been numerically optimized and scope exist to increase the execution speed con-
siderably.

The lossy line method exploits the mechanism of operation of dipole antennas which behave
qualitatively like loaded transmission lines. The fact that a transmission line model is sue-
cessfully employed conveys the important antenna mechanisms to the designer. These mech-
anisms may then be n .nipulated to achieve the desired performance as was demonstrated
with the design of the multi-load antenna presented above.

A number of broadband geometries were considered in this thesis. An overview of the com-
parative performance of novel and known designs was hence provided in section 4.3 to gather
all the loose ends. The SLA was shown to exhibir superior overall performance when
compared to the Guertler and Collyer design. The more complex main-load antenna of Clark:
and Givan (1987), developed using the lossy line method. showed slightly improved per-

:I

formance in comparison to the SLA.
i!

The DID antenna employs novelfeed point circuitry. The performance of the DTD was
much better than that of the optimized reSistively loaded fan dipole. The DID antenna per-
formance is COillparable tv that of th~multi-load a.nc! SLA antennas while these antennas are
structurally more c.omplex. It is ironic f1,at the most mundane analytical technique produced
the best overall antenna. The power of simple, fast analytical techniques for antenna dt-.sign
was amply demonstrated by the DTD design. The speed of the DID method literally allowed
an exhaustive optimization to be performed OIl a personal computer. The lossy line method -
in itself orders of magnitude faster than the method of moments - was still too slow for this

()

purpose.

The next chapter provides the radiation pa~ms of these antennas in terms of directive gain.
Directive gain does not tab the antenna PRR into account and pattern values muSt be multi-
plied by the, PRR to obtain the full picture. The radiation patterns should hence be evaluated
in conjunction witb the PRR values in tig$ 4.27 and 4.20 when assessing the value of a
specific antenna.
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5 RADIATION PAT1'ERNS OF SIMPLE BROADBAND HF ANTENNAS
The radiation patterns for the antennas analyzed in Chapters 3 and 4 are presented in this
chapter, The typical radiation patterns which may be expected from simple dipole and loaded
dipole antennas were discussed in Chapter 2. The problems associated with representing three
dimensional patterns using different pattern cuts were illustrated. The conclusion was that the
elevation plane radiation patterns of resonant and loaded dipoles are generally suitable for
short distance communications (0 - 1000 krn) while the azimuth patterns will provide omnidi-
rectional coverage for frequencies below 10 MHz. Both the elevation and the azimuth pat-
terns showed. larger variations when frequency is increased to 20 and 30 ~ffiz. This led. to a
decision to concentrate on the antenna input characteristics (impedance. VSWR and
efficiency) rather than radiation patterns during the design phase for the following reasons:

• The elevation plane radiati-on patterns of simple wire antennas were shown to be
mainly affected by the mounting height. above ground

• The azimuth radiation patterns of simple dipole antennas in an inverted-v configur-
ation were shown to be almost omnirur"!.tional at low frequencies (2 - 10MHz). At
higher frequencies dipole antennas; ,'!'...ill .~ () \nO! exhibit any specific direotional
characteristics but variations in azimuth 1/.,.11·~.'~\";observed.

.. The. tsfulple nature of these antennas in general-produce radiation patterns which M'C a
suitable compromise for short distance HF communications. More suitable radiation

'_'""

patterns across the frequency band teq",ire an increase in antenna complexiij' which
'J ./

conflicts with the intended purpose of these antennas,
5.1 Radiation pattern generation, evaluation and presentation
'The NEC2 computed patterns obtained from the various antennas considered previously are
lJtescnted in this chapter. The aim of this chapter is not to perform detailed analysis of tho
performance of the antennas in an HF environment. The patterns are rather presented and
evaluated in a qualitati1f'e fash.i,jn in terms of their likely performance in an HF communica-
tions application. An assessment of their radiation pattern suitability can be made based on
the following guide lines:

• The elevation plane patterns should cover take-off angles in the xl '. )30° to 90° to

obtain communication over the intended 0 - 1000 km. range (Braun, 1982).

• The azimuth radiation pattern needs to-be omnidirectional if full area coverage is to be
achieved. Ideally such omnidirectional characteristics need to be maintah."'\frli,1 the azi-
muth plane at all elevation angles.
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Compliance to these guide lines is an ideal and exceptions at certain frequencies will gen-
-..,;ra'IIyaot render the antennas useless hut will reduce the probabiij_ty of communication under
some conditions.

All antennas were evaluated with the feed point 12m above an average ground ('1= 0.01 mS

; £,. = 10) usur~ the ~C2 Fresnel reflection approximation. 'Ole validity of this approxima-
tion fOT' antenna pattern was confirmed in Chapter 2. Antenna wires sloped down to ground

if

with the wire ends 2 m atJove the ground plane unless stated otherwise for any particU!M
antenna. Antenna patte~ are shown at 5 representative frequencies in the HF baud, ~

,~/~~. .;.." '<,<-

pattern cuts were obtained at each frequency; These were:

• One elevation cut p:~rpendicula; to the antenna axis (referred to 2.5 : "Perpendicular
elevation plane").

• Another elevation cut along the antenr..a axis ( referred to as : "Longitudinal elevation
plane")

• An azimuth plane pattern at constant elevation angle, e:::: 60° (tlke-otT angle of300)
Ii

The antennas were in all cues oriented with their major axis along the y-axis direction. The
perpesdiculer elevation plane pattern is hence don~ with constant , =0° whereas the longi-
tudinal eleyadon plape .patterns are p(-rfonned f~ ~ == 9{)0.

'! r-, _ :~ ,:> l. _:-, ,,:.;:'
All nW.iation panems are provided in tcnns of dirOCtivclain. The reduedon in radiated power
due to anienna"d!ciency is it1tentionally not reflected in the ~on patterns to allow com ..
parlson purely on directive C~eS of variOUI antennas. Th.e reduction in radiated po~h- \)

c" due to ohmic lou in the antetnJU c:oncemedwas pre~tfid mdeWl inChapters 3 and. 4.

5.2R.fdia~~npattems o~ll tileanten9a-;~valuated.
S.2.1 Tr~~~~,eantenna .-\~( /1

The TreharDr. antenna (sr;c, Is! 3.2 for antenna dimenrioos) was eva]'lated on a 12 m mast
~. \' )11'" \\ •

with the wires s10ping do"'.i>tG 1III above the grotmd plane. The three pattern. CUtl_FE' pres-
; ented in fip'5~itil S.3 for the lew tl:equencies and figs ~.4 to 5.6 for the hl~~~encies.

/;f".r

J)
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Fig 5.1 ,'frt!harne antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to
antenna axis. Directive gain for 2 MH:z, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

FIg 5.2 Treharne antenna : Elevation plane pattern cut along th~ antenna
axis (lonaitudinal cut). Directive gain for 2 MHz, 5 MHz and .10MHz.

Take off angles of 90° down to 30° are typically required for short range communicadons (0 -
1()()(I km) as discussed in Chapter 2. The low frequency perpendicular elevation plane
patterns (fig 5.1 and 5.2) produce a single main lobec}'Virhnulls towards ,the horizon, The
complete elevation angle coverage requirement is not met by all the elevation plane patterns
at all frequencies. The elevation plane characteristics are however generally suited to the
intended communications range.

The low frequency azimuth plane patterns obtained at a constant take-off angle of 30° (fig
5.3) indicate general omnidirectional azimuth coverage a; required.
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Fig 5.3 Treharne antenna: Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree take-off
angles, Directive gain for 1 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

The high frequency elevation plane patterns exhibit more lobes than w the low frequency
case for both perpe;ndicular p~~ cuts (figs 5.4 and 5.5;. This characteristic is unavoidable
as shown in Cha. .er 2 and is·~\~ to the interaction between the antenna and the ground plane.
Reducin& the 1T.1fl'.nnaheight will reduce the lobes shown here but antenna impedance band-
width will S"clfferas result of the excessive coupling to the ground image. The main beam
directions are however still suitable for most short range applications.

"-ae_

Fig 5.4 Treharne antenna : Eievation plane pattern cut perpendicular to
antenna axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz iind 30 MHz.
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FigS,! Treharne antenna; Elevation plane pattern cut along the antenna
axis. Directive ~'!tinfor 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

The high frequency azimuth plane radiation pattern also indicate more variation (up to 10 dB)
as would be expected. These variations differ for azimuth plots at other take-off angles as is
suggested by the two perpendicular elevation plane patterns presented. Some azimuth direc-
tions will hence be favoured when compal'ed to others at the higher m:cl:ucncies.

II
\'

Fie 5.6 Treharne ar.tenna : Azimuth pattern cut tor 30 degree take-off
angles. Directive gain tor 20 MHz and 3(lMHz.

In general it is evident that this antenna produce acceptable radiation pattern characteristics at
low fIequencies (2 - 10MHz) with more pattern variation at higher frequencies (20 and
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30 ~1Hz). The higher frequency range is of less importance in short range HF communica-
tions and the range of 2.5 MHz to 15MHz was shown in Chapter 2 to be sufficient under
most conditions.

5.2.2 GuertIer and Harris antennas
The Guerrler and Harris antennas (see figs 3.6 and 3.10 for dimensions) are similar except for
the different wire emulation used in the Harris antenna which does not affect radiation pat-
tern. The antenna was modelled on a 12m mast with the wires sloping dowc to 2 m above
the ground plane. The hree pattern cuts are presented in figs 5.7 to 5.9 for the low
frequencies and in figs 5.10 to 5.12 for the higher frequencies.

Fig 5.7 Guertler anLenna : Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to
antenna axis. Directive pin for 2MHz, 5 MHz and 10MHz.

The low frequency elevation plane patterns (figs 5.7 and 5.8) are once again suitable for short
range HF communications since good illumination of take-.off angles between 30 0 and 900 is
obtained. The low frequency azimuth plane radiation patterns are approximately omnidirec-
tional (fig 5.9).
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Fig 5.8 Guertler antenna; Elevation plane pattern cut along the antenna axis
(long~tudinal cut), Directive gain for 2 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

" \

.. '

Fig 5.9 GuerUer antenna: Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree take-off' angles.
Dlrectlve gain for 2 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz..

The high frequency elevation plane patterns illuminate almost the entire hemisphere with
single nulls in all the patterns (fig 5.10 and 5.11). These nulls are due to interaction between
the antenna and the ground plane: and can generally not be avoided except by lowering the
antenna with other detrimental consequences as discussed before. The high frequency azi-
muth radiation patterns (fig 5.12) are not directional but show larger variations in radiated

- .
power compared to the lower frequency case. All azimuth radiation patterns are displayed at
take-off angles of 30° which coincides with a null in the perpendicular elevation plane
pattern. This produces quite a sharp null at q,::; 0° and 180(1in the high frequen~y azimuth
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pattern. This coincidence exaggerates the variation in the azimuth radiation pattern at some
frequencies and once again illustrates the problems associated with representing the patterns
of these antennas using selected two dimensional cuts .

.'10_
20_

~----------------------------~
Fig 5.10 Guertler antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to

antenna axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

-10 -!18 D

_iMMl

10_
10 IIIIZ

Fig 5!11Guertle,· f~ntenna: Elevation plane pattern cut along the antenna
I'

a7..5.Directive gain fnr 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

The antenna. is hence quite suited for tactical short range HF communications at frequencies
up to 10MHz. The behaviour at 20 and 30MHz is these frequencies are of little importance
a~was shown before (see 2.2).
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Fig 5.12 Guertler antenna: Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree take-off
angles. Directive gainfor 20 MHz and 30 1\rIHz.

!I

5.2.3 Fan /l)lpole antenna
The fan dipole (see fig 3.14 for dimensions) was modelled with all the wire co-planar on a
12 m mast. The wires slope to ground with tile wire ends of the two longer dipoles at 2 m
height. TIle shortest dipole s!opes to ground with the wire end reaching 5 m height due to
practical constraints, The low frequency elevation p1sne patterns and azimuth plane ianern
are shown iIl figs 5.13 to 5.15. The high frequency patterns are similarly shown in figs 5.16 to
5.18

-_ :J1\'ICt
---- I I1IIZ._._- 10_

Fig 5.13 Fan dipole: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to antenna
axis. Directlve gain (or 3 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.
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Fig 5.14 Fan dipole : EleThtion plane pattern cut aloag the antenna axis
(longitudinal cut). Directive gain for 3 MH7., 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

The low frequency elevation plane patterns (fig 5.13 and 5.14) once again exhibit characteris-
tics suitable for the intended HF communications application. The only possible problem is a
reduction in radiated power towards the zenith at 10MHz which will adversely affect
performance for very short ranges. The low frequency azimuth plane performance (fig 5.15)
is omnidirectional and ideally suited for communication in all directions as required.

Fig 5.15 Fan dipole: Azimuth pattern cut tor 30 degree take-off angles.
Directive gain for 2 MHz, 5 ftfHz and Hi MHz.

The high frequency elevation plane patterns (figs 5.16 an":'. \.17) show very sharp nulls for
take-off angles between 300 and 50 0 which may present problems when the required range
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dictates the use of such take of angles. The high frequency azimuth plane pattern (fig 5.18)
once again show some variations but the study presented in 2.2 indicated these to be
unimportant under m' ~ospheric conditions.

_1..U_I' ..thn,
r- - ~-.---------,

Fig 5.16 Fan dipole: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to antenna
axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

f l

Fig 5.1.7 Fan dipule : Elevation plane pattern cut along the antenna axis.
Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

The relative increase in elevation pattern variation when compared to the travelling wave
antennas considered before are due to two factors:

• The antenna consist of resonant dipoles which support standing waves. This generally
produce more pattern variations when compared with antennas carrying mainly tra-
velling waves.
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• The antenna phase centre depends on which dipole is responsible for most of the radi-
ation at a specific frequency resulting in more uncertainty on the effect of the ground
on this antenna's performance.

Fig 5.18 Fan dipole ~Azi.mlllth pattern cut foC'30 degree take-off angles.
Directive gain for 20 J\.mz and 30 MHz.

5.2.4 Staggered load antenna (SLA)
The SLA was modelled with the two wires parallel (see fig 3.20) with the centre point on a
12 m masr and the wires sloping to a final height of 2 m from the ground. The low frequency
elevation plane and azimuth plane patterns are shown in figs 5.19 to 5.21 with the high fre-

quency patterns shown in figs 5.22 to 5.24.

The low frequency elevation pattern plots (figs 5.19 and 5.20) indicate that the antenna
generally provides suitable illumination for the required application. The only exception is a
slight reduction in zenith illumination at 10MHz in both cases. The low frequency azimuth
radiation patterns (fig 5.21) are omnidirectional as expected.
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<l1li

'- .,-----------------1
Fig 5.19 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut perpen-

dicular to antenna axis. Direetive gain for lowest frequency, Sl'rffiz and
10MHz.

••• ,QcIoo!tt. , ••

:I ItMZs_
10_

Fig 5.20 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut along
the antenna axis (longitudinal cut). Directive gain for lowest frequency,

5 MHz and 1(\ ,MHz.

The high frequency perpendicular elevation plane pattern (fig 5.22) is ideally suited for the
required ranges at 20 MHz whereas the 30 MHz pattern produces a general reduction in
power for lower take-off angles. Operation at freqnencles approe, 'lg 30 ~"IHZis unlikely for
short range communications as shown before (section 2.2).

, \
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...-------------'
Fig 5.23 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut along

th~ antenna axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

This antenna WOiJ'"~~ be a suitable comprpmise between structural simplicity a,pd electrical
perf~~:::!~Ft range tactical ?"f 'communications. The pattern variations associated

\_;"', ,--.,. .
with the high frequ~'ti~Yi'\~ation patterns are similar to those of the other antennas studied.
but these frequctlcies are seldom used (see section 2.2). The improved efficiency of this
antenna when compared to previous ones examined should be kept inmind. since this is not
reflec'ed in the directive gain {Jf the antenna presented here and incli(:'a1(;!t the overall

imPf?ve.r~t it.; ~".\.)~'IDance.
.\ \ / .... ,., ... f'at'-":/ r-----------r~

,.,.,----_._------'
Fig 5.24 Staggered Idlids antenna (SLA) : Aximuth pattern cut for 30 degree

r:,

takt-off angles. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.
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Fig 5.19 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut perpen-

dicular to antenna axis. Directive gain for lowest frequency, Sl'rffiz and
10 MHz.

••• ,QcIoo!tt. , ••

:I ItMZs_
10_

Fig 5.20 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut along
the antenna axis (longitudinal cut). Directive gain for lowest frequency,

5 MHz and 1(\ ,MHz.

The high frequency perpendicular elevation plane pattern (fig 5.22) is ideally suited for the
required ranges at 20 MHz whereas the 30 MHz pattern produces a general reduction in
power for lower take-off angles. Operation at frequencies approe, 'lg 30 ~"IHZis unlikely for
short range communications as shown before (section 2.2).

, \
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Fig 5.21 Staggered loads antenna (SLA) : Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree
take..aff' angles. Directive gain for 2 MHz, S MHz and 10 MH7...

Note the slight asymmetry in the 30 MHz perpendicular elevation plane pattern shown in fig
5.22 due to the unsymmetrical loading/incorporated in the antenna, 'This anomaly is only
evident at the highest frequency and even then is not very significant. The longitudinal
elevation plane pattern (fig 5.23) produce strong variations at 20 and 30 f..fHz. The high
frequency azimuth plane patterns (fig 5.24) are omnidirectional with more variations when
compared to the lower frequency patterns. The antenna should provide reasonable coverage
in most directions even at the relatively unimportant higher frequencies.

ae tIIIZ_._- ao_

Fig 5.22 Sa.ggered loads antenna (SLA) : Elevation plane pattern cut perpen-
dicular to antenna axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.
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5.2.5 Multi ..load ante -na
TI(¢ '-.iimension3 of the multi-load antenna were given in fig 4.22. This antenna was modelled
on a 12 Inmast with the wires sk .lng to a final height of 2 m as in the other cases. The lew
frequency elevation and azimuth plane patterns of this antenna are shown in figs 5.25 to 5.27
while the high frequency patterns are shown in figs 5.28 to 5.30.

1

F'ig 5.25 Multi-load antenna : Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to
antenna axis. Directive gain for 2 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

.. .,....,....... ,..........
... l '\'w, , ••

" "\<,.: -,,?t"--·
·r·······.):~;.:.2~:~~i·······<~·~

ft!1l ~a.r--:iD-~~
_"'_l

Fig 5.26 Multl-loa« antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut along the antenna
axis (longitudinal em). Directive gain for :1MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz-.

The low frequency elevation plane patterns (figs 5.25 and 5.26) indicate suitable illuminatior.
for 2 and 5 MHz with a reduction in power for take-off angles around 60". This reduction
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will affect the performance of the antenna over short ranges in this frequency range when
using single F2-1ayer hop propagation. The low frequency azimuth plane radiation patterns
(fig 5.27) are omnidirectional and hence quite suitable,

l ·_·_·_· ~
Fig 5.21 Multi,,!oad antenna: Azimtith pattern cut for 30 degree .take.aN

angl~ Directive pint« 2 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

. The high frequency elevation plane patterns (~gs 5.28 and 5.29) exhibit large vlmati()ns~
especially at 30 MHz. This undesirable charac;teri$1ic does not often affect ~.hon range
communications. since the upper frequencies are almost never required as stated in 2.2. The
high frequency azimuth plane patterns (fig 5.30) produce radiation in all directions with some
variation - the worsts cue being the approximately 12 dB reduction at 20 MHz perpendicular
to the antenna axis.
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Fig S.l8 Multi ..load antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to
antenna axis. Directive gain for 20 MHz and .30 MHz..
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Fig 5.19 Multi"load antenc~a: Elevation t •me pattern cut »1flng tbe anteuna
uis. Directive pin for 20 MHz and 30 Mfb

The performance of this antenna would again be similar to the one! previously considered itt

terms of iu directive characteristics. The excellent efficiency and VSWR characteristics Ole

this antenna, which are not taken into account in the directivity, should however be born ill
mind (see Chap 4).
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Fig 5.30 Multi-load antenna: Azimuth pattern c~t tor 30 degree take-off
angles. Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 Mdz.

S.2.6 Dlpole-Transmlssion line-Dipole (DTD) antenna.
The DID antenna (see fig 4.1) was mounted on a 12 m centre mast with the ~wodipoles per-
pendicular to each other. The dipoles sloped to a final height of 2 m above ground as in previ-
ous cases. The longest dipole was aligned with the y-axis which implies that the
perpendicular and longitudinal elevation plane ~.attern cuts ate referenced to the longer
dipole. The low frequency rad.Uttirn patterm of ~s antenna are shown in figs 5.31 to 5.33,
while the high frequency patterns are shown in fi~ 5.34 to 5.36.

_l.U~ ...tt~;... _

Fig 5.31 DTD antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut perpendicular to longest
dipole (74m) of crossed configuration. Directive pin for 2 MHz, S MHz and

lOMBx.
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. Fig 5.32 DTD antenna : Elevation plane pattern cut along longest dipole (74
til) of crossed configuration (longitudinal cut). Directive gain for:2 MHx,

5 MHz and 10 MHz.

The low riequency elevation plane panerns (figs 5.31 and 5.32) are similar to that of the other
antennas considered except fur the fairly pronounced lobes ill the 10 MHz case. The reduc-
tion in power radiated at take-off angles of 70° in directions perpendicular to the antenna (fig
5.31) may degrade coun:t1unications for ranges where this direction and take-off angle are
required. The variations in the longitudinal elevation plane pattern (fig 5.32) are less severe
and should not cause major problems. These elevadon plane patterns differ from the ones

.
considered previously in that the dipoles themselves are perpendicular to each other and the
radiation pattern is influenced by the dominant dipole at any particular frequency .

.... ~ ....

.. ' .
\. ------------..,......,._.,

1\

Fig 5.33 DTD antenna : Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree take--off angles.
Directive pin for .2 MHz, 5 MHz and 10MHz.
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The low frequency azimuth plane radiation patterns are reasonably omnidirectional with
small variations in power levels, The patterns seem asymmetrical at first glance but ate in
fact symmetrical about the line q,= 135° and tj):=: -45°.

The high frequency elevation plane perpendicular n, the longest dipole (fig 5.34) indicate a
severe reduction in radiated power for angles close to the zenith at 20 MHz. This is not a
major problem, since th~ rare occasions requiring such high frequencies will call for low
take-off angles as discussed in section 2.2. The 30 MHz perpendicular elevation plane pattern
is surprisingly omnidirectional with only small variations. The elevation plane patterns along
the longest dipole for high frequencies (fig 5.35) produce a good approximation to the
required performance. The patterns show very abrupt variations with angle but no deep nulls
are produced. TIle high frequency azimuth plane radiation patterns (fig 5.36) indicate that the
radiated power is generally higher perpendicular to the shortest dipole. The overall directivity
is however quite suitable for omnidirectional coverage.

Fig 5.34 DTD antenna: Elevation plan.e pattern cut perpendicular te longest
dipole (74m) of crossed confipation.
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Fig 5.35 DTD antenna: Elevation plane pattern cut along the longest dipole
(74 m) of crossed configuration.

The vast improvement in this antenna efficiency and VS\\'R performance when compared to
the physically more complex fan dipole should be borne inmind when assessing the overall
value of this antenna (see Chap. 4). The radiation eattem performance of the antenna is quite
similar to most of the other antennas evaluated and this antenna presents a very attractive
solution when the overall simplicity and PRR performance are taken into account.

Fig 5.36 DTD antenna : Azimuth pattern cut for 30 degree take-off angles.
Directive gain for 20 MHz and 30 MHz.

5.3 Conclusion on radiation pattern performance
The patterns presented in thia chapter serve to reinforces the decision to neglect radiation pat-
tern performance during design and optimization of the antennas. The patterns for quite dif-
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ferent structures show very similar characteristics and it is clear that problem areas will be
difficult to solve without resorting to considerably more complex geometries. The following
conclusions can be drawn from the patterns presented:

• The low frequency radiation patterns (lowest frequency to 10MHz) are overall quite
suitable for short distance (0 - 1000 km), omnidirectional, tactical HF communica-
tions.

• The elevation plane patterns of most antennas produce some radiated power variation
at higher frequencies over the elevation angles of interest. This characteristic is diffi-
cult to avoid, since it is mostly due to antenna/ground interaction and cannot be
avoided while maintaining the simplicity of the structures. The frequencies where
most variations occur are also out of the range ~f2.5 to 15 MHz normally required for
short distance HF links (see Chapter 2).

• The high frequency azimuth plane radiation pattern also show some variation which
will present problems in certain directions and for specific ranges, The patterns are
overall not verydirective and are suited for omnidirectlonal communications. The
same comment on high frequency performance applies to tbi; conclusion.
The similar nature of the radiation patterns of the antenn~ considered indicate! that
the best approach for improving the overall performance is by maximizing the radiated
power (PRR) as indicated earlier.

•

»
All ~rtenna types considered in this thesis clearly involve a compromise between physical
simplict~ and performance to obtain broadband HP performance. 'The radiation patterns of
these antenns" are not ideal for the int.Mded application, but present quite a good compromise
between performance and su"UCtUralsimplicity. Increasing the radiation efficiency, while

1\

maintaining an acceptable VSWR, is clearly an effective method for improving the overall
performance of tactical antennas.
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6 CONCLUSION
The main theme of this thesis was to show how broadband performance depends on the C0:.-

trol of the current distribution on wires. The contention was made that the method of
moments often hides the processes governing current distribution and thereby impedes the
design process. Methods taking cognisance of the major factors which control the behaviour
of specific antennas provide results at the expense of generality and accuracy.
6.1 Summary of Findings and Conclusions
Practical applications for the findings of this study are mostly found in the HF field. Recent
developments in HF communications and normal HF related problems were mentioned in the
introductory chapter to substantiate this statement. Practical examples of HF antennas were
hence of particular interest and the research was primarily undertaken to satisfy needs in this

area. The findings~ techniques and scaled versions of the antennas are obviously generally
applicable.

An assortment of topics related to this study was reviewed in the second chapter. The role of
the ionosphere and the antenna radiation pattern were shown to be Impiztant, but impractical
to manipulate during the design of simple HF antennas. Loaded and unloaded dipole were
shown to exhibit suitable radiation patterns in the frequency range of interest. These gen-
erally. suitable characteristics were assumed to persist for the antennas studied later and a
decision was made not to consider radiation patterns durin!; design optimization. The
assumed suitability of antenna radiation patterns would rather be evaluated after optimization
to substantiate the argument. Salient features of HF broadband antennas, fundamentallimita-
tions related to bandwidth, methods of achieving bandwidth and a well known technique for
simulating wire antennas were explored. Impedance and radiation efficiency were shown to
be important parameters to consider when broadband antennas are evaluated. The Power
Radiated Ratio (PRR) was defined to combine the reduction in radiated power due to both
impedance and efficiency variations. Various ways to achieve impedance bandwidth were
investigated, The conclusion was that it is necessary to incorporate resistive loads in struc-
turally simple broadband antennas. Finally NEC2, a program to analyze wire antennas using
the l'9.ethodof moments, was reviewed. Modelling guide lines which are applicable to the
antennas of interest were briefly mentioned. Most of the modelling guide lines were identi-
fied whi~\esimulating simple antenna! and this information will hence provide a valuable ref-
erence to future designers, The method of moments offered a powerful tool to evaluate
antennas but it is slow and mechanisms governing the behaviour of the antennas tr 1"'.:.:t

apparent. Simpler and more understandable methods were therefore required for an 'tivs;;
design effort.
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The focus in the third chapter was on the ways in which current lor ;:ri1)ution is controlled to
yield wide bandwidth. Techniques were identified by studying traditional designs and their
performance. Reasons for unsatisfactory performance were related Ito inadequate control of
the CU1"TCntdistribution and the importance of such control was demonstrated. The introduc-
tion of a novel staggered loads antenna which employed the mechanisms uncovered in this
study confirmed these findings. Measurements and NEC2 results for the SLA showed that
significant performance improvement was feasible once the underlying mechanisms were
perceived.

Simplified methods applicable to specific geometries were developed and tested in the fourth
chapter. The techniques were formulated by Identifying the dominant features governing
antenna behaviour and neglecting SYfYi \dary effects.

A method for evaluating multi-wire antennas, with the option of connecting two dipoles by a
transmission line, was developed and shown to produce acceptable results. The capability of
this method was demonstrated by designing a novel :mtenna with favourable performance in
comparison with others. Measurements on a protos; pe of this antenna corroborated the pre-
dicted perfonnancc.

,Anoth....,- method was developed to usess the current distribution on dipoles with one or more
complex loads on the dipole anm. The "Lossy Line" method took advantage of the simila-
rities between dipole antenna and. ttansmission line behaviour. A non-uniform, lossy line
model was postulated to emulate the current distribution on a dipole antenna. Transmission
,t!~ p~ were adapted from available theory where possible. The line distributed

// ,Jsenes resistance and small variations in line length were. obtained by computational experi-
mentation. Results of the lossy line method were compared to NEC2 results for a number of
examples. The lossy line method achieved sufficient sccurscy for design purposes. A
multi-load geometry developed by er~ using the lossy line method, demonstrated the
suitability of this method for antenna design. Mez~~ments and NEC2 results confirmed
those obtained using the Lossy Line theory.

E~amples of the computer time used by the two methods indicated a speed increase of two or
three orders of magnitude in comparison to NEC2. Both of the methods provide insight into
antenna operation which was one of the important aspects emphasized at the outset of the
document.
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The radiation patterns of the antennas studied during chapters 3 and 4 were presented in
Chapter 5. These patterns confirmed the suitability of the antennas studied for short range HF
communications in tenus of directive properties. The decision to place the emphasis on
obtaining maximum radiated power during design phases was hence validated.

6.2 Novel Aspects Arising from this Research
At this point the novel aspects presented in this document are highlighted:

• Full performance (input impedance, efficiency and radiation patterns) of published HF
broadband antenna designs was determined using the NEC2 code.

• A staggered load HF broadband antenna with improved performance compared to exist-
ing antennas was developed and tested.

• A simplified theory to analyze and optimize two dipoles connected by a transmission
line was developed and tested.

• A two dipolr-I!antenna,with dipoles interconnected by a suitable transmission line, was
optimized and proved to be superior to existing antennas.

• A lossy non-uniform transmission line model of unloaded and loaded dipole antennas
was developed and it was tested using various examples.

The dominant parameters determining the performance of a specific type of antenna must be
manipulated to achieve the design goals. Simple HF broadband antenna performance was
shown to by mainly dependant on control of the current distribution. Resistive loading pres-
ents a suitable way of manipulating current distribution on simple. low profile HF antennas.
The dominant aspects affecting the performance of specific resistively loaded antennas were
mathematically modelled while omitting second order iafluences, Such unsophisticated
models in themselves assist in the design by accentuating the elementary principles influenc-
ing the behaviour. Convenient tools for rapid evaluation or optimization of broadband
geometries were so provided.

The utility of the simple analytical tools was demonstrated by the desi.vl of improved HF
broadband antennas. Measurements and NEC2 results for the new designs confirmed their
superior performance and the validity of the simplified theory. A overview of the perform-
ance of the new antennas in comparison to that of known antennas showed all overall
improvement in the state of the art.
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Appendix A
THEORY OF THE METHOD OF l\:fOMENTS
A 1 Method of moments overview
The method of moments, in general, described (Thiele, 1973) by considering Fig AI:

r- Source point (x' ,y',z')

.. > y

x

Fig A~.General radiating body

A conducting body with current density, l, has a tangential electric field of zero. by the
\1

boundary conditions: \.

O=E:"+E:" At

where E;' is the tangential component of the scattered E w field caused by J. E:U.is the

tangential E-field due to a source located outside the body.

By defining the operator 1..,,,,, and dropping the "tan" notaticn the following equation is con-
structed:

L-.p(J) = -E" ;::Ei

where E,l is a known excitation function or source.

A2

The required response function. J, is expanded into a seri ...s of bases, or expansion functions
such that:
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A3

Substituting this into A21eads to:

A4

And using the linearity of the operators:

2..1" x Lop(J,,) =E'
JC

AS

TIle next step is to define a set of weighting, or testing functions W 1 ,'N 2. ••••• over the
domain of interest and an inner product is formed. The inner product is the scalar quantity
obtained by integrating W and J over the surface under consideration. The notation for this
product is <J,W >.

Implementing these weighting functions in AS results in:

2..1Jl<WIII,I~D,<JII}>=<W",.Ei>
JC

A6

Enforcing this at m ::::1 to n results in a set of linea; equations which may be expressed in
matrix form. as follows:

A7

x =

11' <WI,E>
I,. <Wl,E>

<W1t'4.,(J1» <Wl,LopCJ';;>
<W2,Lop(J1» <W~,Lop(J,»

i I
"oJ <WIl,E>

This matrixin the compact form is:

[Z] . [I]::LV]

This is solved by:

fJ] :: [2rl •[V]

where:
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In the general method known as Galerkin's method the basis and weighting functioas are
chosen such that \\' m = In•

The major factors to be considered when using the method of moments are the choice of inte-
gral equations for thin wires, expansion and testing functions and feed point models.

A 2 Equations for current distrlbutlon on thin wires
Knowledge of the current distribution on, thin wires is essential ;:len implementing such a
method. A choice of a suitable equation for the current distribution influences the accuracy
and capabilities of a given code, To illustrate the merits of a number of equations a short
discussion of three such equations ru-e given with symbols ~L given in Fig A2 (Popovic.
1983).

f(z);,.___ ........

- 2'-0 z-z 2

Fig A2 A cylindrical wire antenna

The ~~llen equation

This ~kuation has the following form:

/(zi)g(r)dz' +C1 (.Qs(kz) +C1sin(kz)

I

=~fEw(Z')Sin[k(Z ,.. t')ldt'
}(,'" - ..
""1"'1'0

AS

where;
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-jkrg(r)=exp---
41tr

21t
k=·-A.

z and z' are the observation and test points respectively

eland C2 are constants to be determined

Ei% is the incident field

r is the distance between ':est and observation point

The problems associated with this equation is the evaluation of C1 and C2, which either

makes the i;;.tegral more complex or requires two additional equations in the matrix system.
This equation only allows the use of a delta-gap generator which is not always the most real-
istic feed model.

Pocldington's equation
-.>/

Pocklington's equation has the fonn:

"1 { 1} E1 d , . i,II (z') 1+-2"2 '.gr;~z =: ":--
k dz./ JOlj.L

II ,/

A9

When the indicated differentiation is performed the equation turns oct to have terms propor-
tional to 1Ir, 11r2 and 1/,:1 which are inconvenient from a numerical point of view.
Pocklington's equation has the advantage that, unlike Hallen's equation. it does not place
constraints on the type of exeitation that can be used.

Schelkunoff's equation

This equation has the form:
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The kernel is only dependent on terms in rand l/r , which is numerically convenient.
However, the current distribution must be differentiable twice, which may be a disadvantage.
According to Popovic (1983: 13) this equation has not received the attention it deserves from
those working with Method of Moment techniques.

A 3 Testing and expansion functions
Testing and expansion functions are subdivided into sub-domain functions and entire domain
functions. Sub-domain functions are piece-wise functions only defined over a small part of
the wire. Popular choices are rectangular, delta, triangular and piece-wise sinusoidal func-
tions. Entire domain functions are sericc-type functions with parameters that allow them to
approximate the current di'3tribution in the entire domain. Obvious choices are Fourier series
expansions, Maclaurin series, polynomials of sufficient order and power series.

In general it could be said (Thiele. 1973) that sub-domain iunctlons require more segments,
but less effort. in the calculation of the impedance matrix, Bases spanning the whole domain
can result in rapid convergence for fewer segments, but calculating the impedance matrix is
usually not efficient in terms of:computer time. A combination of these two methods should
result in a interesting compromise,

Such a method was proposed by Turpin (1969). Basis functions stretching over a numbc . t}f
segments are defined'~rd this are used to approximate the current distribution. This results in
a N x M matrix for N ~fegments. where M <N/l0 usually proyides sufficient accuracy.

:i
Popovic (1983: p 26) jreported excellent results for antennas longer than a wavelength when
using a power series e~~pansionfunction of the form:

Ii
A:. • Ii <I

l",{z",) = ,k I".;z~. m=1.fi ...N
... 0 Ii

where: !1
:1

I'

k", is the desired del~ of polynomial for the m th segment
'III

N is the total no ofi~egments
i:

A 4 Feedpoint m01~emng
It is difficult to represem the feedpoint of an antenna mathematically and its formulation

I,

severely ~fects the *sults especially when input impedance is of interest. The simplest
model for feed point r~lodelling is the so-called delta-gap model shown in Fig A3:
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~--------------------- ---r-i

j_
../!stan

Fig A3 Delta gap generator model
I '. ( ~

This model is mathematically convenient (Burks and Poggio, 1980), but of a somewsat ques-
tionable nature in terms of physical reality. A more realistic source can be modelled as an
electric field, EI • applied over mine "art of the wire, usually one, segment. The applied
voltage could then be taken to tlf.'::

V" = £1 x segment length,

provided that E~ is not appreciably affected by other fieids generated by the structure. This

model doe, require that th,,; segment lengths adjacent to the source cegment be of length
approximately equal to the source segment length,

Burke and Pog!PO (198u) proposed an alternative source model that is less serr-tive to the
equality of segment le~f1!"fb.in the source region. For this model, the source is viewed as a
biconical transmission line with feed point at the source location, as illustrated inFig A4.

The voltage V(s) can be found from the transmission line equation:
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Fig A4 Bicenlcal transmission line source model

V(s);;; -tz;alas
Where Zo is the average characteristic impedance of the biconical transmission line:

This cliscontinuicy can be introduced by modifying the current expansion on the segment and
the model is hence also known as the current discontinvity source model. Other source
models are discussed by Popovic (1982), Stutzmann and Thiele (1981) and others, but those
above are of significance due to their application in the NEC2 program.
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Appendix B
ERROR IN TREHARNE PAPER
Treharne (1983J,) developed his "periodically truncated pseudo-conical terminated mono-
pole" by considering a simple single wire monopole. The design equation which he devel-
oped for the inductor values of this structure was:

LA=O.9'{~J
Thereafter he defined the "break frequency" of the structure to be that frequency at which the
reactance of the parallel inductor of a load equals the resistor value. This equation was simply

Bl

stated by Treharne but will be derived here to indicate its origin.

2n/,..LJf, = 377 n

that is:

MHz
B2

replacing L,. with (Bl) results in

/.' 67(3/2)" . T h '
hi '= 1 as 1Il re arne s paper

Treharne subsequently extended these equations to the pseudo-conical case and mentioned
that the loads could now be considered to be in parallel (i.e, the resistor and inductor values
should be doubled). This is confirmed by the example given in his article where the ultimate
inductor value is stated to be 60 J.1}l. The value obtained by using equation B1 i$ 30 1J}f,
hence the factor of 2 given in the equation in 3.1.1. The value of the parallel resistor stated in
the same example is 4OO!l i.e. the same value as was used in the single wire case. (The
resistor value of 400 a instead of 377 n was presumably used in this example for
simplicity). Thus B3 cannot be used to determine the break frequencies for the pseudo-coni-
cal two wire structure and B2 should rather be used. The other possibility is to double the
resistor values to 800 1) to be consistent with the parallel loads principle inwhich case the
B3 would clearly still be valid.

B3
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Appendix C
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
All the experiments were done with the antennas arms drooping from the centre mast in the
"drooping dipole" configuration. The mast height given was hence for the centre support and
wires sloped to within 1 m of the ground, The experimental method for the various antennas
is given below.
C 1 Treharne antenna
Instrument: Hewlett-Packard HP 4815 A vector impedance meter.

Transmission line: 13.5 m of 300 n twin wire line. Measured Zo of 335 n and velocity fac-

tor of 0.81.

Environment: Open field with natural grass.

Mast: 6 m fibreglass,

Comments: Converted input impedance values to feed antenna feedpoint using the trans-
mission IL'1cequation. Measurements were taken twice and repeatability was typically better
than 5 percent. The measurements were done at. the antenna terminals without using an
impedance transformer,

C 2 Staggered loads antenna (SLA)
Instrument: Hewlett-Packard HP 4815 A vector impedance meter.

Transmission line: 8.6 m of 3oo,Q twin wire line. Measured ZO of 335 n and velocity factor

of 0.81.

Environment: Open field with natural grass.

Mast: 8 m fibreglass mast.

Comments: Measurements with antenna arms 5 and 90 degrees apart. Input impedance
values measured at the end of the transmission line were converted to the antenna feedpoint
using the transmission line equation, Measurements were taken twice and repeatability was
typically better than 5 percent. Measurements were taken at antenna terminals without using
any impedance transformer,

C 3 Dipole-transmission llne ..dlpole (DTD)
Instrument: Hewlett-Packard HP 481' A vector impedance meter.
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Transmission llne: 12.0 m of RG-58!2 coaxial cable. Measured 20 of 56 Q and velocity

factor of 0.66.

Environment: Open field with natural grass.

Mast: 10 m metal pole.

Comments; Input impedance were converted to VSWR values and correction was made for
the cable loss. Measurements were taken twice and repeatability was typically better than 5
percent. The antenna was equipped with impedance transformer for measurement.

C 4 Multi-lead antenna
Instrument: Hewlett-Packard HP 4195 network analyzer.

Transmission line: 12.0 m of RG-58 50 Q coaxial cable. Measured 4, of 56 Q and velocity

factor of 0.66. '

Environment: Open field with natural grass.

Mast: 10 m metal lattice mast

Comments: Instrument was calibrated to cable feed point to read antenna terminal impe-
dance values. A continuous measurement sweep showed the results to be stable. Antenna was
equipped with the required 7:1 impedance transformer for measurement.
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AppendixD
TABULATED RESULTS OF TREHARNE ANTENNA
NEC2 Results - Treharne Antenna

Note: VSWR calculated with respect to 400 Ohms.

Freq. in Zmag. (0) Zphase (de- VSWR Eff.(%) PRR(%)

MHz grees)
:---'
3 530 36 2.1 2 2
4 971 10 2.5 4 3
5 888 -21 2.5 5 4
6 621 2 2.45 6 5
7 437 -293 1.7 7 7
8 348 -15 1.3 8 8
9 343 5 1.2 11 11
10.5 485 1.5 1.4 18 l~
12 533 I 4 1.35 24 24
13.5 441 3 1.1 27 27
15 397 20 1.4 31 30
16.5 539 34 2,0 42 37
18 783 23 2.2 57 49
19.5 690 0 1.7 59 55
21 480 7 1.25 48 47
22.5 S40 30 1.9 40 36
24 787 28 2.4 57 47
25.5 888 12 2.3 62 52
27 803 1 2.0 57 ~l
28.5 7(1) -2 1.8 50 46

30 100 3 1.75 47 43
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Measured Results - Treharne Antenna

Freq. (MHz) Zmag. (0) Zphase !VSWR

3 616 26 1.9
4 1077 1 2.7
5 876 -14 2.3
6 640 -23 1.9
7.5 331 -21 1.5
9 237 -5 1.7
1O~5 340 5 1.2
12 466 -4 1.2
13.5 513 0 1.3
15 490 16 1.4

it
16.5 445 32 1.8
18 430 26 1.6
19.5 454 13 1.3
21 470 3 1.2
22.S 512 7 1.3
24 602 17 1.7
25.5 654 32 2.2
27 638 26 2.0
28.5 (i 605 18 2.0
30 -484 18 l.4S
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AppendixE
TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE GUERTLER DIPOLE
NEC2 Results

Note' VSWR calculated with respect to 300 Ohms

Freq. in Zmag. (Q) Zphase VSWR Eff. (%) PRR(%)

MHz (degrees)

3 176 -7 1.75 28 27
6 602 -16 2.14 2-2 19
9 426 3 1.42 24 23
12 800 -10 2.7 44 35
13 737 -32 3.0 47 35
14 540 -46 3.0 47 35
15 326 -50 2.7 44 34
15.5 241 -47 2.6, 45 36
16 160 -34 2.46 47 38
16.5 120 3 2.5 55 45
17 168 41 2.7 68 53
18 410 57 3.6 91 62
21 825 -30 3.3 81 58
24 264 -8 1.2 40 40
27 375 13 1.4 43 42
30 465 22 1.8 49 45

"
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AppendixF
TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE HARRIS ANTENNA
NEC2 Results

Note: VS\v'R with respect to 300 Ohms

Freq. Zmag. (0 I Zphase VSWR Eff.(%) PRR(%)
(degrees)

:3 196 -10 1.6 32 30
6 430 -15 1.6 31 29
9 417 4 1.4 40 38
12 595 -16 2.1 53 46 ..
15 271 -42 2.3 50 44
18 272 49 2.7 80 64
21 720 -10 2.5 93 77
24 216 -23 1.7 62 60
27 284 23 1.5 58 57
30 ~.OO 24 1WI. 65 62.I

(\
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AppendixG
TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE RESIf5TIVELY LOADED FAN
DIPOLE
NEC2 results

i}
)/
II

Freq. in Zreal (0 Zimag.
!

VSWR Efficiency PRR
MHz (Q)

'l. 196.44 28.03 2.05 0.31 0.27_,

3.5 473.11 331.48 2.14 0.41 035
4 532.91 586.70 3.40 0.13 0.09

4.5 162.35 195.52 3.14 0.03 0.02
5 172.42 19.30 2.33 0.22 0.19

5.5 291.40 203.17 1.94 0.40 0.36
6 821.52 136.73 2.13 0.45 0.39

6.5 223.10 ·305.71 3.07 0.11 0.08
7 248.95 -26.06 1.62 0.43 n.41
8 454J3 236.86 1.76 0.48 0.44
9 256.18 26.51 1.57 0.44 0.42
10 425.28 291.55 2.00 0.43 038

.- 11 719.87 198.12 l.99 0.47 0.42,

" 12 \ 721.4~ -158.09 1.93 0.48 0.43
13 408.38 -25~{78 1.87 O.4~ 0.41
14 218.18 -81,94 1.96 0.35 . 0.31

\

15 211.70 118.14 l.B 0.31 0.27
16 341.02 278.81 2.12 0.38 0.33

I'

17 Sn.40 277.52 1.96 0.46 0.41
18 701.81 6.37 1.75 0.51 0.47'
19 445.02 -185.25 II. i.57 0.51 0.48

((

o

I\.
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....,._ ===
Zreal (0 Zimag. VSWR Efficiency PRR

(n)
==~.a

0 224.47 ~38.,97 1.81 0.38 0.35
1 213.57 167.14 2.30 0.27 0.23
2 283.0] 297.86 2.51 0.28 0.22
3 49L v 360.13 2.26 0.39 0.33
4 677.83 184.35 1.88 0.49 0.44
5 419.07 ·51.65 1.14 0.55 0.55,

l

6 345.04 281.35 2.12 0.38 0.33
7 568.80 67.09 1.46 0.54 0.52
8 418.98 289.41 2.00 0.43 0.3f~
9 612.02 263.85 1.96 0.46 0.42
0 655.05 84.61 1.68 0.52 0.49

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
3
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AppendixH
TABULATED RES1JLTS FOR THE STAGGERED LOADS ANTENNA
NEC2 Results

Note: - VSVv"Rwith respect to 500 Ohms

Freq. in Zmag.
MHz

3 222
6 643
9 505
12 773
15 382
18 702
21 520
24 746
27 51;2
30 475

Zphase VSWR Eff.(%) PRR(%)

~
1 I 2.3 47 40

18 1,5 42 40
6 Ll 46 46
-20 1.8 58 54
-20 1.6 :;.2 49
....... 1.7 64 60..:,,,)

-25 1.6 60 57
40 204 82 68
-30 1.7 68 63
45 2.4 82 68
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Measured Results with the included angle, <j)::: 5°

Note: - VSWR calculated with respect to 500 Ohms

Freq, in Zmag. (f.t 7~ phase in VSWR
:r..1Hz degrees

35 247.00 35.00 2.30
4.6 660.00 23.00 1.90
7.0 482.00 -18.00 1.45
';.0 395.00 -7.00 1.15
9.0 394.00 8.00 1.15
10.5 494.00 8.00 1.15
12 500.00 -15.00 1.40
13.5 390.00 w32.CO 1.80
16.5 231.00 25.00 2.05
18 493.00 18.00 1.45
19.5 700.00 -16.00 1.90
22.5 250.00 32.00 2.20
25 550.00 34.00 2.00
27 ,

353.00 -48.00 2.60
30 364.00' 39.00 2.10

()
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Measured Results with the included angle, <> =90°

Note: - VSWR calculated with respect to 400 Ohms

Freq. in Zmag. (n) z phase in VSWR
MHz degrees

3 219.00 19.00 2.45
4 650.00 42.00 235
7.5 660.00 ·18.00 1.50
9 580.00 11.00 1.30
10.5 690.00 16.00 L:)f)
12 I 670.00 -400 1.351•

13.5 505.00 -26.00 1.60
16.5 310.00 21.00 1.85
18 732.00 1>.00 1.7i~

,'i

19.5 900.00 ·20.00 2.00
22.5 455.00 38.00 2.0j
24 980.00 30.00 2A5~
25.5 1070.00 -2.00

~

27 533.00 -31.00
30 448.00 35.00 5
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Appendix I
DESCRIPTION AND USER MANUAL FOR THE PROGRAM SIMULA-
TION AND ANALYSIS OF LOADED DIPOLE ANTENNAS (SALDA)
The program Simulation and Analysis of Linear and Dipole Antennas, SALDA. was written
as a research tool to aid the design of various antenna types. The program contains novel
theory developed as part of the Ph. D. programme. As such the package should be viewed as
a research tool for an engineer rather than a well rounded software product.

SALDA is reasonably user friendly ill that the program is totally menu driven and has con-
siderable error checking on user input. It does not however have any help facility except for
standard user prompts. Most of the theory embedded in this program is described in chapter 4
and it is useful to study these before the program is seriously used. The program output is
available in graphical, tabular, printer and data file formats.

The program is compiled for the IBM compatible machines with system memory of 640 kB.
The source code for the program was written in Turbo Pascal 4 and contains some 12 000
lines of code. The program requires a standard Colour Graphics Adapter (CGA), but may be
recompiled to run with Hercules, A'IT and EGA monitors.
11 Features
- Analysis of multi-wire dipole antennas connected to each other by a transmission line

- Optimization of dipole-transmission line-dipole (DTD) antennas over user specified
ranges of parameters

- Inclusion of perfect earth into analysis of DID and drooping DTD antennas. (This feature
increases the run time considerably and was heIl~iriot riscussed in the main document)f .

'! );

Analysis of dipoles with distributed loads 1/

- .Evaluation of antenna impedance versus frequency when serial and parallel resistors are
added

- Calculation of antenna impedance; VSWR, efficiency and PRR over frequer,\cy ranges of
interest

- Output of above parameters in tabular, graphical, printer and data file formats

- Graphical tools to superimpose the characteristics of various antennas and hence compere
performance
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- Ability for user to enter antenna characterisdcs obtained elsewhere for comparison to pro-
gram generated output or other antennas

12 Getting Started
The files necessary to run the program appear on the first diskette. The second diskette con-
tains source code as standard Turbo Pascal units.

If a hard disk is available then create a sub-directory by typing MKDIR SAWA from the
root directory

Type CD SALDA to change to the new dlrectory. Insert the first diskette into the A drive of
tIle machine and issue the command COpy A:*.'" at the command Iine, The executable and
necessary data files will now be transferred to the hard disk

To start the program type SDA_2 on the command line and the main menu should appear:

£?]r ][]
[]
[]
[ 1

SALDA MAIN MEHI.I
Lossy Line Method»r» AnalysisFeedpoint LoadingDisplay or Filed DataCoMpile Antenna Output File
Qui t Pl'Og!latt

LUatus,....:---------------
ProAPt:- Use lf~W kegs and {-I to selict option?
WiI'IlinJ:"

This is the general format of menu screens and the ? may be moved to the required position
using the cursor key,. The status. prompt and warning screens provide the user with some
additional information during sessions.

1,\
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I3 Menu by Menu explanation
The first menu to appear upon initiating the program is the main menu shown below:

SALDR MAIti MENU
Lossy Line MethodDID AnalysisFeedroint LoadingDisp ay or Filed Data(~MpileAntenna Output File
~IlitPl'Ogl'iM

[1]
[]
[]
[ 1[]
[]

Status:-
PfOMPt:- Use al'~W keys and {-I to select option?
Wal'lling!-

This menu allows the various options provided by this program to be accessed. Say the cursor
is positioned on the first item and the enter key pushed the control menu for the lossy line
feature will appear:
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II

[]
[?]
[]
[]
[]
[ 1[]
[]

LOSSY LINE METHOD INPUT
Dipole halflength
Radius
Fl'equencg l'angeLoading
Run PX'oble~Supel'lIisOllinputDete~Mining pallaMete~sExit to plleVlOUS Menu

{ 2.329EHU}
{ 1. Q99E-\U}< 9.Q9E+99 9.99E+99 9.99E+99}(9)

~,~~~------~--~~~--~~--~--.------------------------~Status:- Use a~l'OW keys and {-: t~ select option
PNlMPt:-
Wal'ning:-

This menu allows for the input of the relevant numerical values while showing their default
values on the right hand side of the screen. The two options supervisor input and determining
parameters are not for general use but was included for purpose of research into more effi-
cient methods of performing Lossy Line Analysis; If the antenna is to be impedance loaded
this may be specified by choosing that option and the following menu will appear:
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{B}<Parallel RLC}{9.€BE+98 9.89E+98 9.99E+9B}

INPUT OF STRUCTURE LOADING :
[71 NUMber or loads[1 Type or loads[1 Specify a load[1 Return to previous Menu

Status:- Use arrow kegs and {-: to select opti~n
PNl ,t:-
Wuning:-

The two types of loads that may be used are series RLC and parallel RLC. These configur-
ations allow a rich variety of realistic loads. which will then be transformed into the appropri-
ate complex impedance depending on the frequency of operation. Once loads are being
specified the user is prompted for values of components and distance of load from feed point.
Up to 10 loads may currently be incorporated into a structure. The loads are also assumed to
be symmetrical therefore only one load at every distance needs to be defined. When load
specification has been performed the user may return to the Lossy Line Control Menu and
'choose the RUN PROBLEM option.

The prompt screen will indicate the progress by displaying each frequency and after the full
range has been evaluated a output menu will appear:
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[*1
[ 1[]
r J
[ 1[]

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE OUTPUT :
Pl'oduce OutputIMp'edance
USNRErricien~yPRRExit this Menu

<Yes}
{No}
<No}
(No)

~tatus:- Yes p~oduce this output
Pl'OMpt:- Push function key tOl' desired output?
Wal'ning:"
l)SCRHPRINT Z}SCRNPLOT 3}FlLE OIP 4}EXIT
The cursor may be moved around in this menu and the parameters of interest selected. When
the user is satisfied with the selection the PRODUCE OUTPUT item should be selected and
the menu at the bottom of the screen will appear. This menu is activated by pushing the func-
tion key corresponding to the number in front of each choice. Using this feature the output
parameters may be graphically displayed in the fonn of tables on the screen or the data may
be stored as a normal ASCII file for later usc. By pushing the EXIT option (F4) the ma.i,
menu may again' be accessed to change the selection or to return to the Lossy Line Control

\.. 1 i

Menu.

On return to $e main menu the next item of interest is the DID analysis option. When this is
chosen the menu below will be displayed:
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Dipoie-tl"ansMissionl im:~~ipole cantliol Menu
[?: DrD analyze 0).'1optiMize ? {OptiMize}[1 Inputof data[] Run Pl"ohleM
[1 Output[] Convel"t standal"d op file to ~ph file[] Convel"t koh file to standard ~, file[] Retu~n to Main Menu

Status:-
Pl"OMpt:- Use l).'ll"OW tP.gs ~n~ {-I to select option?
Wal"ning:-

The first option on this menu determines whether the user wants to optimize a specific
antenna or just analyze it. The optimization procedure involves a brute force evaluation of all
possible combinations within a user specified range of parameters. In that case only average
VSWR and maximum VSWR is calculated and stored in a file for each configuration. If the
analyze option is selected then only one configuration is evaluated, but full results over the
specified frequency range may be obtained.

The next three options allows for input, running of the program and production of output. The
last two options allow for file conversion between normal AScn files and files for use with
the DID analysis.

In the DID theory it is always assumed that the free space input impedance of the iL~etc(.:n-
nected dipoles are known. These are stored in the so called "koh files" and read by the pro-
gram when required. Four standard koh files are supplied with the program. These are:
- WU12SX.DAT for dipoles of thickness factor 12.5
- WU-15.DATfordipoles of thickness factor 15
- WU175X.DATfordipole~ of thickness factor 17.5
~ Vv""'v ..Z9,DAT for dipoles of thickness factor 20
where thickQessfactor, 11is:
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Q=2101length '\
e~radius )

These files were extracted from impedance tables for different thickness factor dipoles. The
interesting aspect about this file conversion feature is that other antennas (perhaps loaded
dipoles analyzed using the Lossy Line Method) may be connected via transmission line to
each other with possible beneficial results. This has not yet been attempted but is an interest-
ing possibility.

Say the user select the OPTIMIZE option and then INPUT the following menu is displayed

[]
[ 1[][]
[ 1
[ 1
[ 1[]
[ 1[]
[]
[]
[ 1

LhIStatu5:-
hoJillpt:- Use il'l'OW ]CPysand <"I to select optil'm 1

I
I

l>ipole Tl'anSMission L~·.h;'Dipole Opthdzati(Jil Input
Feed ~ntenna optiMization X'inge < 4.9SE+91 8.99E+91 1.99E+01)Fa!'antenna optiMization ~ange (4,Q9E+91 8.99E+81 1.99E+91)
OPtional 2nd feed antenna fange (-1.69E-23 8.85E+31 -~.99E+Q9)
TN;nsMi~sioll line length fange (L19EHU 2.99E+81 1.99E+89)28 ~ange (1,9SE+9~ 5,99E+92 1.99E+92)
FHquenCy l'ange (2,99E+P~ 3.Q9E+97 1.99EH~6)Feed antenna koh datatile {wu-29.da~i
iii' antenna koh daJafile {tIIl-2e,dat>Optional Feed antel.1ta koh aa.bEit! {w-29.dat>
USHR thNshold £01' output ~coNing { 3.99E+09}
OutPl:lt datatile na~ \test. out>Monlto~ pfOg~ss on screen {~ALSE}
TJulee 0:£1 two an tennas? < two wi:res)$e1'ies O~ p~al1el? (TI and feed ant. in parallel)_J
Quit this MentL- ___..

This menuallows the user to specify the range of values over which the optimization is to be
performed. In this example for instance the user has specified that the first dipole lengths
should be varied from 40 m to 80 m in 10 m increments. N~~y only two dipoles are used
but a third dipole that will be connected in parallel with the feea\point dipole may be speci-
fied. The user is also prompted for three file names containing the free space impedance data
for the various antennas. The program defaults to the WU-20.DAT files fur all three dipoles
since thin wire structures are usually of interest and these have typical thickness factor of
nOOut20.
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The VSWR THRESHOLD prompt defines a upper limit on average VS1)'/R above which
results will not be written to tre output file specified by the OUTPUT DATAFILE NAME
option. The progress of the optimization process may be monitored on the screen using that
option and the last option allows the user to put the feedpoint dipole in series or in parallel
with the transmission line.

A sample of the output me from this optimization routine is shown below:

This is output of a optimization run on a parallel combination of
two antennas. Antenna 1 are in parallel with a transmission
line connecting it to antenna 2.
The antennas have impedances as provided in files:
wu-20.dat wu··20.dat

A number of parameters were varied as given below: <start, end, inc:»

Dipole 1 length: 4.30E+Ol 5.3()E+OI 5.00E+00
Dipole 2 length: 6.90E+01 7.90E+01 5.00E+00
Trans. line length: 7.00E+00 130E+01 1.00E+00
ZO range: 5.00£+02 5.00E+02 1.00E+00
Each possibility has been evaluated over ajreq. range 0/:
2.00E+06 1.60E+0'/ r' .00E+06
All average VSWR values below 1.00E +01 were recorded

RESULTS
---------------
ant.I length. ant2 length, line length, ZO
average VSWR, best matching impedance

4.30E+Ol 6.90E+0l 7.CA~E+OO5.ooE+02
6.794387254 ...:E+00 1.9483149969E+02 2.69913617921£i-01

430£+01 6S(Jt~+01 8.00E+00 5.ooE+02
7.102.l7fJ3nlE+OO 1..4274765657E+02 3.2120676711E+01

4JO£+01 6.90E+Ol 9.00E+00 5.00£+02
7.4452245577E+00 2.77398466.29E+02 3.511d077024E+Ol

430E+Ol 6.9(:'E+01 1,ooE+01 5.ooE+02
7.1984402171E+00 23194839268E+02 2.96529OO258E+01
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AppendixK
TABULATED RESULTS FOR UNLOADED DIPOLE WITH THICK-
NESS FACTOR OF 15

Freq. in King and Ha.rison Lossy line impedances
?v1Hz (1969)irnpedances

1 Real Imaginary Real Imaginary

2.~ 18 -532 29 -430
2.26 17 -42C 30 -330
2.47 26 -325 48 -240
2.67 37 -239 51 -150
2.88 47 -159 75 -93
3.08 60 -82 80 -13
3.29 75 ·6 PO 55
3.5 93 69 130 140
3.7 116 146 180 210

3.91 144 228 200 290
4.11 181 315 280 390
4.32 230 410 340 500
4.52 297 515 430 570
4.7-:t 390 631 540 700
4.94'~ 525 759 730 780
5.14l 728 891 1000 910
5.35 1030 1000 1400 960
5,55 1490 1010 2100 740
5.76 2070 734 2600 280
5.96 2470 21 2500 -940
6.17 2290 ..831 1900 -1600
6.38 1710 -1300 1100 -1600
6.58 1170 -1370 740 -1500
6.79 793 -1280 470 -1200
6.99 S51 ··1130 300 -1100
7.2 394 -992 210 -910
7.4 291 -864 170 -i70

7.61 221 -750 140 -650
7.82 173 -650 120 -550
8.02 139 -561 100 -460
8.23 115 -480 95 -410
8.43 99 -405 89 -340
8.64 89 -336 85 -250
8.84 84 -270 84 -190 .
9.05 84 -206 92 -130
9.25 87 -143' 95 -74
9.46 96 -81 120 -5.6
9.67 103 -18 130 54

(continued)
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4.30E+01 6.9UE+OI 1.10E+01 5.00E+02
7.4742414716E+00 25633006154£+02 3.1846447143E+01

4.30E+01 6.90E+OI 1.20E+01 5.00E+02
7.8236922552E+00 2.8458201277E+02 3.4032096595E+01

If rhe user selected the analyze option the menu displayed will be:

r--

[?~
I: ][]
[]
[ 1
[ 1(]

Dipole TpamiMission Line Dipole Ar,lalyze Input
CeoMetray Inp\\t
Fpequency pange < 2.99Et96 3.99E+91
Gl'ound plane present ? (False)
Intel'wiI'e coupling (EOI' angle betwee{False)
Avepage inteI'wi~e spacing (foI' ooup!( 3.9989999990E+91)
AViX'age antenna }leight (If gllound pH L2999999999E+81>Quit this Menu

1.IiIlE+9S)l

---------,------.------------------------~status:-
PllOMpt;- Use aX'l'OW k'~ys and {-I to select option?
Wallning:-

This menu allows the input of control information 2S indicated by the prompts. It is also dur-
ing analysis that the coupling between adjacent dipoles may be taken into account (Fourie,
1989b) and a perfect earth plane may b specified (Fourie, 1989c). 'When these options are
specified the ; ogram runs 10 to 100 times slower than using the very simple analysis
neglecting these aspects.

To enter the geometry select the appropriate option and the following menu will be dis-
played: '



Dipole T~ansMission line Dipole GeoMet~y Input
[1 Feedpoint (1st) dipole length ( 4.89E+91)[] Fa~ Dipole (2nd) length { 1.49E+91}[] OPtional feed dipole (3~d) length < 5.93E-15i[] T~ansMissicn line length ( 1.1~Ef91)[1 Z9 of t~anMission line { 5aQ9Et92>[1 1st antenna koh dataril~ {Nu-29.dat}[1 2nd antenna koh datafile {wu-29.dat}
[] 3X1d (option:1l) antenna kGh data£ile {wu-2@,dat>[] Ih~ee O~ two difoles ? (two ~i~es)[~ Se~iesO~ pa~al el connection? (TI and feed ant. in pa~allel)
[1] Quit this Menu

Status:-
PXloMPt:- Use a~~QWkeys and {-I to select option 1
Warning;-

TIle options in this menu is clearly similar to that displayed under the optimize option and the
user can refer to that for explanation of the various prompts.

, ,
If a problem has been run the user can return to the DID Control menu and display the out-
put in the same way to that employed in the Lossy Line Output Menu. This menu is shown
below:



[*][]
[]
[][]
[ 1

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE OUTPUT :
boduce Output
Il'\gedanceUS~REfficiency
PRK
Exi t this Menu

(Hoi(Yes)
{Ho}<Ho>

Stat~$:- "0 supp~ess this output
P~OMpt:~ Push iuncticn ke~ ro~ desi~ed output?
Wallning:-
l)SCRHPRIHT 2)SCRHPLOT 3}FILE OIP 4}EXIT
An example of the VSWR performance of sn unloa~~ DTD antenna with feed point dipole

" of 48 m, transmission line of 11m and.characteristic impedance of 500 Ohm and far dipole
of 74 m is shown below:
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• ~ J • .... .; ... .0;, J. ~. UZH~:., .'; • ~ . . ..... . . . I ..

7.7

A
~.)
5.'

l.2
3.50
2.tO
t. t~
i.~O

0.7
0.0

0.00 o.n O.tO 1.20 1.60 10 1.1uo f.OO

r{eturning to themain menu the next interesting option is FEEDPOINT LOADING. Selecting
this introduces the following menu:

..~St~a~tu-5-::~U~se--v-"-w~b-g-s-u-i~,~~-~I~to--sf~1-ec~t-o-'~ti~o-n----------------------
PI'OM,t: ..
HaJ'ri ing:-

, [ 1
[ 1
FJ
[ 1

Unload.d l~"danc! File$eples ftSlstane!Parillel ~si$tan~e
Run '1'OhleM
!xi t to liin Mnu.

)(test. out}( 4•• E+Bl>< 1.29£+83)
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The file name of a previously generate ASCII file should be specified and both series and
parallel resistor values may then be defined. By choosing the run option the program will
solve the circuit equations involved and calculate the resultant impedance, VSWR. efficiency
and PRR of the antenna. By iteratively changing the series and parallel resistor values the
user can manually optimize these parameters for the desired VSWR and efficiency perform-
ance.

The next option on the main menu is the DISPLAY OF BLED DATA. This option invokes
the following menu:

FILE DISPLRV tfIIOHS
file naMe 1
file naMe 2
rile naMe 3PX'Oduce output
RetU!'n to Main Menu

(w125x,out)(vu175x,Dut)(HONE)

//

Status: ..
PN!ipt:- UselW1l!.tion k!ys to select option?
Wunins:-
1>Zp!t 2)1101 3)Vplt 4)!:plt S)PPlt 6)$cm 7>Pmtl' 8)Ixit

The user may ~ify three previously generated ASClt file names to be displayed. When
. satisfl.ed ~1hhis selection the PR.oDUCE OUTPtIT option is selected and the function keys
menu ~~ appear at the bottom allowing the user to plot impedance on linear or logarithmic
vertical axis. plot VSWR. efficiency or PRR as well as t.usplay numerical results on the
screen or printer. An example of the real ~ of im'P\~dance(.'If two different thickness faqtor
dipoles are shown below:

'iI,



0.3
10.001..............

0
~~~~~

~ o.n o.to 1.tO LiO t.OO t.~O :UO 3.10 3.;0 10
'

These superimposed performance displays is very useful in comparing relative antenna per..
formance

The last option on the main menu, COMPILE ANTENNA OUTPUT FILE, invokes thiS

menu:

))

II
I!
Ii

;, ~'I
I) ,

I)

'"I
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[]
[?]
[]
[]

COMPILATION Oi' lIATAFILE
£lIeCluency JlangeEffIciency data as well?
StaJit inputExit to pJlevious Menu

(2.99E+96 3.0GE+91 1.Q9E+9)<Yes)

Status:'"
i

Pl'OMpt:- Use ah ..~ keys ind (-: to select option?
WaJining:-

This allows the user to construct an ASCII data file in a suitable fonn for SALDA from data
obtained elsevl~~re. This is very useful in the case where data from another program such as
NEC2 is to be f ed to SAlDA output.

14 Software uugS and limitations
.\lthough ev(,.ryattempt has been made to ensure that no software bugs are present in the pro-
gram these invariably occur and the best approach is to list these such that the u\~r is aware
of them:

• The backspar.e key does not work when enttring'f~ names

- When exiting from the output menu under the F1:!lIDPOINT LOAD1NG men\') this menu
is not regenerated. The program will stiJJ work if the user remembers wt;..ichposition
Cqnespond to which option

Inpui checking ensures thaN"CaI numbers are entered when required etc. but does dOt pro-
·'i•• teet against ubviously wrong numbers ,,),(uninitialized options. Such actions may cause a

(

.~ time error.

,. If~lot outpu" of the feedpoint loading menu is activated the pmgram abon
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- No checking is done to ensure that the relevant koh file in the DID theory extends to the
lowest and highest frequencies of interest. These files extend from koh values of 1.0 to
16.0 and antennas outside of these limits will produce meaningless results or run time
errors,

- When the third wire option in the DID theory is specified coupling to this wire is not
calculated. Coupling between wires therefore only operates for the 2 wire DTD antenna.

IS Limitations
- Only 1Ci!frequency points or segments may be specified
• Only 10 loads
..CGA screens are required

( )
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AppendixJ
TABULATED RESULTS FOR DTD
Note: VSWR with respect to 300 Ohm.

NEe 2Results

Freq. in Zreal (0) Z imaginai J' VSWR Efficiency
MHz (0)
2 253.40 2!OAO 2.15 0.53
3 139.80 -104.00 2.47 0.42
4 .569.30 O.7~~ 1.90 0.46
5 142.70 -111.00 2.46 0.43
6 573.90 -10.90 1.91 0.46
7 186.00 -150.00 2.18 0.50
8 299.50 -43.30 1.16 0.57
9 223.00 -91.20 1.58 0.53
10 404.10 11.88 1.35 0.56
11 228.80 135.20 1.78 0.54
12 312.50 49.70 1.18 0.57
13 628.40 -200.00 2.36 OAO
14 199.00 -56.10 1.60 0.48
15 249.80 -176.00 1.93 0.54
16 278.10 49.17 1.20 0.56
17 297.60 145.70 1.62 0.56
18 310.30 165.70 1.71 0.56
19 380.20 -171.00 1.74 0.54
40 248.00 -16.40 1.22 0.54
21 235.40 42.31 1.34 0.53
22 217.00 57.91 1.48 0.51
23 189.00 8.77 1.59 0.44
24 () 321.90 191.60 1.84 0.55
2.5 441.60 ,84.08 1.57 0.54
26 2.83.20 -187.(..'() 1.88 0.55
27 461.00 -38.40 1.56 0.53
28 206.20 -8.07 1.46 0.48
29 460.90 32.96 1.55 1.).5;s
30 206.90 29.01 1.48 0.48

/j

(!
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Measured results

F.req. in VSWR
MHz
2 1.30
2.5 1.10
3 1.80
3.5 1.40
4 1.20
5 1.30
6 1.60
7 1.40
8 1.50
9 2.00
10 1.10
11 1.40
12 1.70
13 1.80
14 1.6015 ~.OO
16 2.00
17 1.70
18 1.80
19 1.50
20 1.60
21 1.80
22 1.60
23 1.50
24 2.10
25 1.8026 1.8027 2.00
2K 1.90
29 2.30
30 1.70 _'"
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Freq. in Kina and Harrison Lossy line impedances
:MHz (19G9)irnpedances

Real Imaginary Real Imaginary-
9.87 126 45 180 110
10.1 151 111 200 180
10.3 185 180 300 230
10.5 230 252 350 300
W.1 291 328 390 360
10.9 374 404 480 440
11.1 486

1

479 620 470
11.3 639 539 800 520
11.5 842 565 1000 540
11.7 1090, 518 1300 410

,~
11.9 135°1 347 1400 59
12~1 1540 33 1400 ·290I 12.3 1540, ~350 1500 -610
12.5 137°1 ·569 1200 ··870
12.8 1110

1

~848 940 -1100
13 865 ·,903 650 -990

13.2 6" -88'1 450 -980
13.4 : JY, -830 330 -840
1~,.6 39r', ·762 220 -770
13.8 31 .. ; ··690 180 -660
14 248 ·619 150 -580

14.2 201 -551 130
1

-500
14.4 167 -487 99, -430
14.6 141 -425 89 -370
14.8 1~2 -367 110 -3D{)
15 Ho ~310 100 -250

15.2 102 -254 100 -190
15.4 99 -200 99 -140
15.6 101 -146 110 -79
15.8 107 -91 120 -30
16 U8 -45 140 49

16.2 . 134 . 18 150 100
16.5 158 83 ,)" 230 160

'/16.7 190 151 270 220
16.9 234- 221 310 ,', 270
17.1 293 293 370 340
17.3 372 365 440 380
~7.5 471 432 (""'0 440
17.7 616 485 t'l':AJ , 470
17.9 795 507 90(;.·

, 470
18.1 1000 .470 lltX> 390
18.3 1230 338 1300 170
18.S 1410 91 160Cl 30
18.7 1460 -215 1500 -450~---

(continued)
I)
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Freq. in ..e...: .r ¥.Jng'""'antlHarrison Lossy line i~;dances I
MHz (1969) impedan::esI~===-~======~====~~·=====-=r-===~~

Real Imaginary." Real Imaginary

\'
I

18.9
19.1
19.3
19.5
19.7
19.9
20.2
20.4
20.6
20.8
21

21.2
21.4
21.6:: )
21.8·
22

22.2
22.4
22.6
22R

23.2
23.4
23.7
23.9
\24.1

! ~H·3
24:5f'
24.'1
~.9 (
:" ,/1
25.3
25.5
;25.7

1/75.9
26.1
26.3
26.5
26.7
26.9
27.1
27.4

.. 27.6

(continued)

1370 ~512 1300 -620
1180 -718 970 -7&0
965 -821 930' -940
769 -845 650 -890
607 -822 490 -810
481 ··773 360 -710
384j -714 310 -6601
309 -650 250 -570
256

1

-586 230 -540,
209 -524 190 -470
175 -463 160 -390
150 -403 150 -330I
132 -346 130 -260
121 -289 130 -220
114 -233 130 -140
112 -177 130 -100
115 -121 no -34
124 -63 140 11
1~ ~ lW ~
161 54 200 140
193 116 240 190
239 t 179 280 250
293 t 241 370 260
3701 301 440 310
470 353 510 350
596 388 640 :70
751 3901 820 400
926 330.: 1000 300

10901 <1211 1200 160
1210 12 1300r -150
124(}'1 -225 1300 -330
1101'370°1' ~67 1100 -630

-uv 1000 -(j20
868 -6% 730 -7W

~~i :~~~ ~ ~~~I'474 -691 280 -580
387 -648 220 -500
318 -599 220 500
215 -4!1:.' 190 :440

ru
·

~~~. :ji~ i~g :~
140 -3301 130 -2~0
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~~ng and Harrison
-

Lossy line impedances
MHz (1969) impedances

Re31 Imaginary Real Imaginary

27.8 126 -288 130 -240
28 117 -245 120 -180

28.2 112 -202 120 -140
28.4 112 -15& 120 -92
28.6 117 -113 130 -54
28.8 126 ~67 170 -5.329 143 -20 190 34
29.2 166 ')7 230 9629.4 199 75 260 140L9

.
6 244 122 320 15029.8 303 165 380 18030 378 200 410 160
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AppendixL
TABULATED RESULTS FOR ALTSHULER DIPOLE
Note: VSWR calculated with respect to 400 Ohm.

NEC2 Results

I F~: ' V3v;:r:f~cienCY I I
Resistance Reactance PR...T{ (%)

- -~
O.29~3 240 -110 1.8 294 390 18 1.1 0.33 33

5 510 9.1 1.3 0,36 366 580 -85 15 u.33 33
7 550 ~lS0 1.7 0.31 31
8 440 '190 1.6 0.3 309 390 -76 1.2- 0.35 35
10 510) 10 1.3 0.45 45
11 640, -150 1.8 0.49 4912 540 -340 2.2 0.49 49
13 350 -340 2.5 0.48 48

1
14 230 -270 2.7 0.5 5015 1,0 ~140 3.2 0.69 6916 !~fO 83 2.5 0.98 98
17 ::>90 240 1.8 0.95 95
18 1000 150

1
2.6 0.88 8819 690 -620 3.5 0.89 89

20 270 ··520' 4.5 0.9 9021 140 -2iO 4.3 0.71 7122 200 -120 2.2 0.59 59
23 270 -83 1.6 0.49 4924 300 -89 1.4 0.43 4325 3~O -86 1.3 0.43 4326 3,:0 -120 1.4 0.43 4327 310 -160 1.7 0.42 4228 260 -98 1.7 0.43 4329 360 -25 1.1 0.64 6430 470 -150 1.5 0.63 63
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Lossy Line results

Freq. i~I Resistance Reactance Efficiency(
MHz %)

2 116 ~393 19
3 190 -108 30
4 313 47 37
5 460 78 40
6 540 5 40
7 515 -56 40
8 474 -50 40
9 477 -8 42
10 540 11 47,'
11 540 -180 5]
12 470 -290 5"*
13 325 -305 ,.J~,+
14 210 -22:::. 53
15 150 -95 5916 170 63 76
11 320 220 9118 660 1.00 96
19 750 -240 95
20 420 -4'00 88
21 210 -264 7122 180 -155 6023 210 -74 5924 267 -40 61
25 313 -51 6326 .327 -78 6427 320 -90 6328 ;;20 -82 6429 340 -78 66
30 372 -105 71-
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Appendix M
TABULATED RESULTS FOR GUERTLER AND COLLYER ANTEl'.TNA
Note: VSWR calculated with respect to 350 Ohm.

Lossy line results

Creq.in Resistance Reactance VSWR Efficiency I-4
MHz

3 218 58.2 1.50 0.366 0.351
4 632 66 1.601 0.325 0.307
5 632 -178 1.77 0.325 0.300
6 197 -245 1.78 0.303 0.279
7 417 -205 1.64- 0.298 0.281
8 357 -136 1.46 0.305 0.295
9 3$7 -27.3 1.12 0.330 0.329
10 565 65.5 1.44 0.468 0.453
11 709 -177 1.92 0.499 0.450
12 534 -388 2.35 0.490 0.410
13 333 ~361 2.63 0.480 0.383
14 217 -272 2.89 0.504 0.385
15 141 -143 3.26 0.657 0.473
16 147 30 2.75 0.916 0.717
17 341 224 1.85 0.969 0.882

~ 18 982 110 2.48 0.868 0.712
19 frIO -594 3.33 0.940 0.668
20 319 -575 4.40 0.953 0.575
21 138 -330 5.02 0.856 0.474
22 2m, -130 2.25 0.596 0.507
23 273 -101 1.64 0.506 0.477
24 291 -92.9 1.53 0.425 0.406
25 302 ·102 1.50 0.422 0.405
26 318 -113 1.48 0.422 0.406
27 916 -143 1.59 0.421 0.399
28 280 -121 1.66 0.;';04 0.473
29 352 -37.9 1.18 0.605 0.601
30 467 :'159 1.48 0.620 0.597

c
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Lossy line results

Freq. in Resistance Reactance VSWR Efficiency
MHz

3 215 19 1.401924 0.36
4 .180 90 1.689282 0.34
5 560 -80 1.919509 0.33
6 471 ~134 1.7'10622 031
7 400 -8 1.334550 0.33

1
1

8 414 -20 1,386745 ') 17 t
9 477 26 1.600844 ').42,

If) 580 0 1.933333 0.481',
11 640 -140 2.262099 05i.'
12 543

-
292i 2.487194 0.53

13 360 ·314 2,554846 0.52
14 226 -226 2.4:.,!O57 0.5
15, 163 -91 2.067728 0.54
16 170 64 1.879681 0.71
17 272 222 2.148037 0.87
18 530 309 2.541968 0.95
19 850 360 3.400429 0.96
20

1
628 -370 2.959828 0.91

21 313 -323 2.75i340 0.8
22 210 -162' 2.059615 0.66
23- 22() -20 1.376606 0.61
24 i·', 268 31 1.167442 0.62
25 320 54 1.203925 0.64
26 360 50 1.267571 0.64
27 379 41 1.303'212 0.64
28 392 41 1.339996 0.65
29 420 40 1.425452 0.67
30 ",58 12 1.529619 0.69
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AppendixN
TABULATED RESULTS FOR MULTI-LOAD ANTENNA
Note: VSWR calculated with respect to 350 Ohm.

NEC2ResuUs
~ . p~l'Freq in MHz Resistanc Reactance VSWR Efficiency-
I 2 191.90 -104.90 2.05 0.33 0.29

3 360.23 78.21 1.25 0.42 0.41·
4 517.35 18.61 1.48 0.43 0.41
5 519.86 -53.58 1.51 0.42 0.41
6 511.95 -85.75 1.54 0.44 0.42
7 489.05 -133.45 1.59 0.45 0.42
8 419.87 -162.15 1.58 0.44 0.42
9 303.66 -151.54 1.62 0.40 0.38
10 289.61 -71.35 1.34 0.42 0.41
11 335.81 -16.12 1.06 0.47 0.47
12 398.31 -26.86 1.16 0.52 0.51
13 412.97 -79.68 1.31 0.53 0.52
14 382.14 -117.33 1.39 0.52 0.51
15 336.26 -122.92 1.43 0.50 0.49
16 300.10 -98.90 1.41 0.48 O.4G
18 295.10 -24.41 1.21 0.52 0.51
20 354.92 -30.25 1.09 0.58 0.58
22 328.42 -82.16 1.28 0.57 0.56
24 259.76 -31.23 1.37 0.55 0.54
26 313.31 0.06 1.12 0.62 0.61
28 311.85 -20.47 1.14 0.62 0.62
30 281.16 -32.46 1.27 0.61 0.60
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Measured VSlVR

II
- ...;:=-..~

Freq. in VSWR

MHz

2 1.90
3 1.53

I 4 1.08
5 1.25
6 1.27
7 1.50
8 1.701
a 1.76.', 10 1.77I 11 1.52
12 1.19
13 1.19
It 1.39
V,i 1.54
Hi 1.48
18 1.44
20 1.19
22 1.11
24 1.29
26 1.13
28 • 1.0(l
30 1.19
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Lossy Line results

Freq. inl Resistance
I

Reat:'i;~4:'_(-=;. VSWR Efficiency

MHz

3 290 -87 1.4 34
4 400 32 1.2 35
5 540 31 1.6 32
6 630 -130 1.9 30
7 480 -290 2.1 36
8 340 -260 2.1 37
9 270 -180 1.9 37
10 260 -100 1.6 38
11 310 -49 1.2 41
12 380 -51 1.2 42
13 430 -120 15 3614 370 -210 1.8 3515 290 ··200 1.9 46
16 230 -160 2.0 4317 220 -100 1.8 3918 250 -51 1.5 3919 310 -54 1.2 4820 350 -120 1.4 50
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